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A B S T R A C T

A moving frame along a space curve fixes a local coordinate system at any curve
point which naturally identifies the orientation of an object moving along this
trajectory. Frames that incorporate the unit tangent and unit polar vector as one
component are known as adapted and directed curve frames, respectively. Rational
representations are desirable for practical free–form design and its application to
motion planning or swept surface constructions, on account of their compatibility
with standard computer–aided design systems. In general, moving frames along
polynomial or rational curves do not admit rational dependence on the curve
parameter, and one can only achieve piecewise–rational frames approximation
schemes.

The search for curves with rational adapted and directed frames is necessarily
restricted to curves with rational unit tangent vector and unit polar vector, known
as Pythagorean–hodograph (PH) and Pythagorean (P) curves, respectively. The first
derivatives of PH curves and P curves exhibit a special Pythagorean structure
in terms of their Cartesian components which can be effectively represented by
use of two appropriate algebraic tools, namely the Hopf map and the quaternion
algebra.

The focus of the thesis is on the identification, construction and applications of
some remarkable new classes of polynomial space curves with associated rational
moving frames of practical importance. Among all the different orthonormal
frames that can be defined on a given space curve, the Frenet frame and the
rotation–minimizing frame are of special interest in virtue of their distinctive
geometric properties.

After introducing the basic theory related to moving adapted and directed
frames on regular polynomial space curves, relations between the helicity condi-
tion, existence of rational Frenet frames, and a certain “double” Pythagorean
structure are elucidated in terms of the quaternion and Hopf map representa-
tions. A categorization for the low–degrees of these curve types is developed,
together with algorithms for their construction, and a selection of computed
examples is included, to highlight their attractive features.

The existence of non–degenerate polynomial space curves with rational
rotation–minimizing frames is then newly demonstrated. For spatial PH quin-
tics and P quartics, sufficient and necessary constraints that characterize the
existence of rational rotation–minimizing adapted and direct frames are de-
rived, leading to an easily–implemented algorithm. Finally, in order to solve
practical design problems using the different classes of polynomial space curves
introduced, several methods for their geometric construction by the solution of
interpolation problems are presented.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

In applications such as computer animation, motion control, and swept surface
constructions, it is often necessary to specify the variation of an orthonormal
frame along a curved path, that describes the orientation of a rigid body as
it traverses this path. In typical cases, one frame vector is prescribed a priori
(e.g., the unit tangent vector to the path, or the unit polar vector from a fixed
origin to each point of the path) and only one degree of freedom remains,
associated with the orientation of the two frame vectors in the plane orthogonal
to this prescribed vector at each curve point. Frames that incorporate the unit
tangent and unit polar vector as one component are known as adapted and
directed curve frames, respectively [28]. On account of its compatibility with
standard computer–aided design system representations, a desirable property
for practical free–form design and its application to motion planning or surface
modeling is the rational dependence on the curve parameter. The focus of this
thesis is on the identification, construction and applications of some remarkable
new classes of polynomial space curves with associated rational moving frames
of practical importance. Among all the different orthonormal frames that can be
defined on a given space curve, the ones here considered are of special interest
in virtue of their distinctive geometric properties.

The thesis is organized into four main parts which in turn contain several
chapters. This structure can be briefly summarized as follows.

PA RT I introduces the basic theory related to moving adapted and directed
frames on a space curve;

PA RT I I shows how curves with rational frames can be defined through
the identification of special classes of polynomial space curves satisfying
the desired properties;

PA RT I I I presents several methods for the geometric construction of the dif-
ferent classes of polynomial space curves introduced in PA RT I I together
with some examples of possible practical application;

PA RT I V collects the appendices of the thesis which embrace a historical
survey on previous and related works on curves with particular Pythagorean
structures together with a short summary on the two commonly used
models for their representation.

The following three sections briefly summarize the specific contents of the above
mentioned parts.
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20 introduction

reference frames along a 3d trajectory

The most commonly studied orthonormal frames on a space curve are the
adapted ones, in which one frame vector is coincident with the curve unit tangent,
and the other two vectors span the normal plane (orthogonal to the tangent
vector) at each point. This is a natural choice in, for example, specifying the
motion of an aircraft or spacecraft, in which a principal axis of the vehicle
remains aligned with its trajectory, or in constructing a swept surface through the
motion of a planar “profile curve” along a “sweep curve,” such that the plane
containing the profile curve always remains orthogonal to the sweep curve. The
key ideas related to the theory of adapted frames on space curves are reviewed
in Chapter 1.

The Frenet adapted frame defined by the curve intrinsic geometry is perhaps
the most familiar example. However, an infinitude of adapted frames exists
on any given space curve, due to the residual freedom associated with the
orientation of the basis vectors that span the normal plane at each point and
the Frenet frame may result a poor choice for motion planning or swept surface
constructions, since it incurs “unnecessary” rotation of the basis vectors in the
normal plane. The fact that the principal normal vector always points to the
center of curvature often yields awkward–looking motions, or unreasonably
“twisted” swept surfaces.

To address this problem, the construction of rotation–minimizing adapted frames
(RMAFs) on space curves has recently been the subject of intensive study. The
advantages of rotation–minimizing frames for construction of swept surfaces
were first noted by Klok [62], who characterized them as solutions to certain
differential equations. Guggenheimer [46] subsequently showed that solutions
to these equations correspond to frame vectors in the normal plane with an
angular orientation relative to the principal normal and binormal given (up to
a constant) by the integral of the curve torsion with respect to arc length. This
integral does not admit analytic reduction for the commonly–used polynomial
and rational curves. Hence, several schemes have been proposed to approximate
rotation–minimizing adapted frames on a given curve, or to approximate a given
curve by simpler segments with known rotation–minimizing frames, see for
example [36, 52, 55, 56, 104].

Instead of an adapted frame along a space curve, Chapter 2 introduces the
notion of a directed frame along the curve. Whereas one vector of the adapted
frame is determined by the curve tangent at each point, the direction from a
fixed point in space (conventionally chosen as the origin) to each curve point
determines one vector of the directed frame. To be more precise, a directed
frame on a space curve is a varying orthonormal basis where one frame vector
is coincident with the unit polar vector, and the other two frame vectors span the
image plane orthogonal to this polar vector.
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A special instance, the Frenet directed frame, is identified by analogy with the
adapted–orthonormal frames on space curves. Specifically, the theory of the
Frenet directed frame coincides with that of the Frenet adapted frame, applied
to the anti–hodograph (i.e., indefinite integral) of the given curve, rather than the
curve itself. This analogy motivates us to introduce the polar curvature and polar
torsion of space curves.

As with the adapted frames, an infinitude of directed frames exists, and it is
again desirable to identify the rotation–minimizing directed frames (RMDFs). In
fact, the theories of RMAFs and RMDFs are intimately connected — the former
theory carries over to the latter context if applied to the anti–hodograph of
the given curve. RMDFs may offer a useful camera orientation control strategy
as an alternative to the usual maintenance of vertical orientation and a key
motivation for studying rotation–minimizing directed frames arises from the
problem of specifying camera motion relative to a fixed object. The problem
pertains to both a real “physical” camera used in the production of a movie
or in a video inspection process as in the endoscopic surgery imaging, and a
“virtual” camera in a simulated environment, as in the navigation of virtual
scenarios and interactive computer games. It is presumed that a motion of the
camera center along a space curve is prescribed, during which its optical axis
must always point toward a stationary object located at the origin. This fixes
the unit polar vector as one member of the orthonormal frame that specifies
the camera orientation, but — as with adapted frames — a residual degree of
freedom exists, associated with the basis vectors spanning the plane orthogonal
to this polar vector. The choice of a rotation–minimizing directed frame yields a
smooth, natural variation of perspective on the object fixed at the origin as the
camera executes the prescribed path.

curves with different pythagorean structures

The scientific research has recently dedicated a very broad activity in the study
and analysis of a particular class of polynomial curves endowed with a special
structure, by virtue of which they are generally called Pythagorean-hodograph
(PH) curves [24]. There is an intimate connection between PH curves — i.e.,
polynomial curves r(t) = (x(t),y(t), z(t)) that satisfy

|r ′(t)|2 = x ′2(t) + y ′2(t) + z ′2(t) = σ2(t)

for some polynomial σ(t) — and curves with rational adapted frames. Namely,
since satisfaction of the above condition is necessary for a rational unit tangent,
the search for curves with rational adapted frames may be restricted to PH
curves.

The Pythagorean–hodograph structure ensures that PH space curves have the
following distinguishing properties:
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• a polynomial arc–length function;

• rational adapted frames;

• rational offsets, i.e., loci of points that maintain a fixed distance from the
curve; to be more precise, both the offset (or parallel) curves to planar PH
curves and the pipe surfaces based on spatial PH curves as spines admit
rational parametrizations;

• swept surfaces whose spine curves are PH curves admit rational parametri-
zation.

If these special algebraic properties motivated Farouki and Sakkalis to introduce
the PH class of polynomial curves [42], the later research has shown that they are
well–suited for applications to interpolation schemes and problems in computer–
aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM). A brief overview of the existing
literature on planar and spatial Pythagorean–hodograph curves is presented in
Appendix A.

In Chapter 3 the PH condition is throughly discussed and analyzed in term
of the complementary quaternion and Hopf map models of spatial PH curves,
and their connections — including conversions between these two forms. A
brief introduction to basic quaternion division algebra concepts is presented in
Appendix B, while Appendix C discusses the Hopf fibration. Although the Hopf
map model could provide a simpler perspective on the particular Pythagorean
structure, the quaternion form has enjoyed more widespread use in practical
algorithms for the construction and analysis of spatial PH curves, by virtue of
the convenient and compact algorithmic forms it implies. A detailed analysis of
the relationships between these two alternative PH curve representations, and
of conversions between them, is therefore of essential importance.

The polynomial form of the parametric speed that characterize the PH class
of space curve, beyond implying exact measurement of arc length which can be
determined without numerical quadrature by a finite sequence of arithmetic
operations on the curve coefficients, is necessary for a rational unit tangent and
consequently for rational moving adapted frames. In general, however, both
Frenet frames and RMAFs are not rational — even for PH curves. Choi and
Han [10] observed that the spatial PH curves always admit a rational adapted
frame, the so–called Euler–Rodrigues frame (ERF). Although the ERF does not
have an intuitive geometric significance, and is dependent upon the chosen
Cartesian coordinates, it has the advantage of being non–singular at inflection
points. These facts have motivated recent interest in two special classes of PH
curves — the double Pythagorean–hodograph (DPH) curves [4, 33, 32] which have
rational Frenet adapted frames and the set of PH curves with rational RMAFs
[10, 30, 47]. For brevity, we shall call the latter RRMF curves — bearing in mind
that they are necessarily PH curves. DPH curves are intimately related to the
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theory of helical polynomial curves [4, 37, 70]: it was shown in [4] that all helical
polynomial curves must be DPH curves, although there exist non–helical DPH
curves of degree 7 or more.

Chapters 4 and 5 present a comprehensive treatment of the theory of helical
polynomial curves and double PH curves, with emphasis on the relationship
between the quaternion and Hopf map representations, and the enumeration
of all curve types (helical and non–helical) up to degree 7. The DPH curve
categorization is developed using the Hopf map form and includes methods for
their construction and a selection of computed examples which highlight the
double PH curve attractive features. Nevertheless, although most of the theory
developed on DPH curves has been couched primarily in terms of the Hopf map
representation, it is easily translated into the language of the quaternion model.
For helical curves, a separate constructive approach, based upon the inverse
stereographic projection of rational line/circle descriptions in the complex plane,
is used to classify all types up to degree 7. Criteria to distinguish between the
helical and non–helical DPH curves, in the context of the general construction
procedures, are also discussed.

Investigations of RRMF curves are even more recent. Choi and Han [10]
studied conditions under which the ERF of a PH curve coincides with an
RMAF, and showed that, for PH cubics, the ERF and Frenet adapted frame
are equivalent; for PH quintics, the ERF can be rotation–minimizing only in
the degenerate case of planar curves; and the simplest non–planar PH curves
for which the ERF can be an RMAF are of degree 7. More recently, Han [47]
presented an algebraic criterion characterizing RRMF curves of any (odd) degree,
and showed that RRMF cubics are degenerate — i.e., they are either planar PH
curves, or PH curves with non–primitive hodographs.

In Chapter 6, the existence of non–degenerate quintic RRMF curves is demon-
strated through a simple constructive procedure, based on a detailed analysis
of the algebraic condition for rationality of the RMAF on a PH curve in the
Hopf map representation. This analysis furnishes a simple complex–arithmetic
algorithm for the practical construction of RRMF quintics, and permits general-
ization to the study of higher–order RRMF curves [30]. A subsequent simpler
characterization of RRMF quintics presented in [25] is also reported.

In the context of adapted frames, rational forms can be achieved only by
choosing r(t) to be a (spatial) PH curve. A similar resolution is possible for
directed frames but in terms of the coordinate components of the curve r(t) =

(x(t),y(t), z(t)) — rather than those of the hodograph, as for the PH curves.
The RMDF was shown to be related to the Frenet directed frame, through an
angular displacement function specified by the integral of the polar torsion.
For the special family of Pythagorean (P) curves [28] — i.e., polynomial curves
r(t) = (x(t),y(t), z(t)) that satisfy

|r(t)|2 = x2(t) + y2(t) + z2(t) = ρ2(t)
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for some polynomial ρ(t), this integral admits a closed–form evaluation by the
partial fraction expansion of a rational function. As suggested in Chapter 7,
many of the ideas and methods used in the study of PH curves carry over to the
investigation of P curves.

The analysis of the properties and construction of Pythagorean curves is
motivated by studying the computation of rational directed frames, but much of
the established theory for the PH curves can be adapted to the case of P curves.
Similarly, the theory of double PH curves can be modified to define double P
curves having rational Frenet directed frames and polar curvature and torsion
functions. Also, the recent results on PH curves with rational RMAF may be
reformulated in order to define the subset of P curves with associated rational
RMDF.

geometric design applications

In order to solve practical design problems using parametric polynomial curves,
efficient methods for their geometric construction are required. Except in the
simplest cases, the non–linear nature of curves which exhibit particular Pytha-
gorean structures precludes a direct specification by Bézier/B–spline control
polygons. Instead, solution of the first order Hermite interpolation problem is
a standard approach to construction of planar or spatial PH curves satisfying
prescribed geometrical constraints. This allows both effective control on the
curve shape and computational benefits associated with the solution procedure.

The problem of Hermite interpolation by PH curves inherently admits a
multiplicity of formal solutions, and the issue of selecting a “good” or “best”
interpolant among the complete set of formal solutions must be addressed. For
example, the construction of C1 spatial PH quintic Hermite interpolants involves
a two–parameter family of solutions [26, 99].

Some recent progress on the issue of identifying optimal choices for the two
free parameters that arise in spatial PH quintic interpolants to given first–order
Hermite data is reported in Chapter 8. It is shown that the arc length of the
interpolants depends on only one of the parameters, and that four general
helical PH quintic interpolants always exist, corresponding to extrema of the arc
length. Moreover, three alternative selection criteria are proposed. As outlined
by the reported examples they appear to be valid pragmatic selection schemes,
in terms of their computational simplicity and near–optimal shape quality of
the interpolants they yield [29].

Since spatial PH quintics must satisfy three scalar constraints in order to be
RRMF curves, relaxing from C1 to G1 Hermite data results in a net loss of one
residual degree of freedom — i.e., the quintic RRMF interpolants to spatial
G1 Hermite data comprise a one–parameter family of solutions. A method for
computing quintic RRMF curves that interpolate spatial G1 Hermite data is
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presented in Chapter 9. The method involves one free angular parameter, that
can strongly influence the curve shape [34].

Finally, the last chapter summarizes the main results of this thesis and identi-
fies some problems worthy of further consideration.





Part I

M O V I N G F R A M E S O N S PA C E C U RV E S





1
A D A P T E D F R A M E S

An orthonormal basis for the Euclidean three–dimensional space R3 is adapted to
a spatial curve if one of the three basis vector coincides with the curve tangent,
while the other two vectors are perpendicular to the associated 3D trajectory.
An adapted frame is then a local system of reference which moves along the
curve path. In view of the freedom to choose the orientation of the two vectors
that span the plane orthogonal to the curve tangent, there exists a one–parameter
family of adapted moving frames associated to any spatial curve.

Among all adapted frames on a given space curve, two of them are of special
importance in view of different geometric features:

• the Frenet frame [17, 65], which defines an orthonormal basis for R3 in
terms of the local intrinsic geometry of the curve;

• the rotation–minimizing frame [5, 46, 62], which exhibits the least possible
frame rotation along the curve.

The variation of the Frenet frame on a space curve is described by the Frenet–
Serret equations in which the curvature and torsion functions appear. The distinc-
tive feature of a rotation–minimizing adapted frame, instead, is that its angular
velocity maintains a zero component along the curve tangent. This means that,
at every point of the curve path, there is no instantaneous rotation of the normal–
plane vectors and, consequently, the geometric property characterizing these
frames is that the amount of frame rotation along the curve is minimized.

If explicit formulas in terms of the first two curve derivatives permit computa-
tion of the Frenet frame, the orientation of the rotation–minimizing frame vectors
at any point of the trajectory must be calculated by solving an initial–value prob-
lem. Obviously, the solution of the corresponding differential equation depends
on the specified initial condition and on the curve path between this starting
value and the curve point. This means that the frame position at any arbitrary
point along the curve cannot be computed explicitly and simpler methods to
approximate the rotation–minimizing differential equations solution are strongly
desirable.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. First, Section 1.1 and 1.2 briefly
reviews some basic concepts on parametric space curves and the familiar theory
of the Frenet adapted frame on a space curve, respectively. Then Section 1.3
introduces the rotation–minimizing definition and presents a constructive de-
scription to define rotation–minimizing adapted frames along a space curve as
solution of a linear system of differential equations. Finally Section 1.4 shows

29
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some examples of swept objects along a space curve whose orientation is defined
by a moving adapted frame.

1.1 parametric space curve

1.1.1 Preliminaries

There exist two standard ways to represent polynomial space curves: implicit and
parametric forms. Both representations are of importance for geometric modeling:
the practical utility of each one depends on the specific task to execute.

Nevertheless, in the sphere of computer aided geometric design, curves and
surfaces are generally represented by means of parametric equations. Their
ease of use to adapt and satisfy specific needs facilitates computer modeling
and visualization. The parametric representation of a polynomial space curve
describes the set of points which belong to the corresponding geometric locus by
means of three generating functions x(t),y(t), z(t) of a parameter t. In particular,
the two commonly used models are Bézier and B–spline curves, together with
their rational generalization [18, 51]. Hence, indicating with I a closed non
degenerate interval of the real line, polynomial space curves are typically defined
as

r(t) = (x(t),y(t), z(t)) , t ∈ I , (1.1.1)

where x(t),y(t), z(t) are polynomials represented in the Bernstein basis in case
of Bézier curves, or spline represented in the B–spline basis in case of B–spline
curves. The values that the three generating functions assume as t changes in
the specified parametric domain are simply the Cartesian coordinates of the
corresponding points on the curve.

Indicating with r ′(t) = (x ′(t),y ′(t), z ′(t)) , the curve derivative — generally
called hodograph — we say that the parametric representation r(t) is

• differentiable if r ′(t) exists and it is continuous for all t ∈ I;

• regular if r ′(t) 6= (0, 0, 0) for all t ∈ I.

The parametric representation of a curve is not unique: if τ(t) is an invertible
function from the parametric domain I to another closed non degenerate real
interval, we may consider t(τ) and r(t(τ)) is the curve rephrased in another
parametric form (reparameterization). Moreover, if τ(t) is an increasing function
over I, more precisely if τ(t) has continuous and positive derivative, the repa-
rameterization is said to be admissible. Both the differentiability and regularity
property characterize the parametric representation and not the curve itself.
Hence, any given curve may admit several parametric representations, some of
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which are regular and others not. By performing any admissible reparameteriza-
tion r(t) = r(t(τ)) the curve derivative

r ′(τ) =
dr
dτ

=
dr
dt

dt
dτ

= r ′(t)
dt
dτ

varies its modulus according to the considered parameterization, but its direction
remains unchanged. The curve tangent

t(t) =
r ′(t)

| r ′(t) |
(1.1.2)

is then an intrinsic characteristic of the curve.
The parametric speed of the space curve (1.1.1) is the function

σ(t) = | r ′(t) | =

√
x ′2(t) + y ′2(t) + z ′2(t) (1.1.3)

of the curve parameter t, which defines the rate of change ds/dt of the curve
arc length

s(t) =

∫t
0
σ(ξ) dξ ,

with the parameter t. In general, we are concerned with regular curves satisfying
σ(t) 6= 0 for all t. Derivatives with respect to the curve arc length s and parameter
t are related by

d
ds

=
1

σ

d
dt

. (1.1.4)

Henceforth we use primes to denote derivatives with respect to the curve
parameter t and dots for derivatives with respect to arc length s.

1.1.2 The Bézier form

When curves and surfaces must be automatically analyzed and manipulated,
the ability to represent these geometric objects in appropriate form is essential.
As already mentioned above, computer aided design systems commonly use
parametric representations, typically in polynomial, rational or spline form in
view of the accuracy and ease of calculations these forms inherently provide.

One of the polynomial bases that most facilitates both the understanding and
modification of curves and surfaces geometric shape is the Bernstein basis which
allows to define Bézier curves and surfaces [18, 51], a computational graphic
representations standard. Besides important algebraic and geometric properties
together with an optimal numerical stability [35], Bernstein basis polynomials,

bnk (t) =

(
n

k

)
(1− t)n−ktk , (1.1.5)
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Figure 1.1: Bernstein polynomials on the interval t ∈ [0, 1].

with k = 0, . . . ,n, and consequently Bézier curves,

r(t) =

n∑
k=0

pkbnk (t) , (1.1.6)

with t ∈ [0, 1], exhibit the remarkable advantage of associating a geometric
meaning to the coefficients of vector polynomials expressed with respect to this
basis. Figure 1.1 shows the low–degree Bernstein polynomials on the interval
[0, 1].

The n + 1 points p0, . . . , pn are the control points of the degree–n Bézier
curve (1.1.6). In order to satisfy both functional and aesthetic requirements, by
modifying the piecewise linear function which join the curve control points —
called control polygon — we can influence the curve geometry. Figure 1.2 shows
some examples of spatial Bézier curves and their control polygons. The following
properties are satisfied: end–point and end–point tangent interpolation, pseudo–
local control, variation diminishing, convex hull, symmetry, linear precision and
invariance under affine transformations. All these particular features contribute
to locate the practical soundness of the Bézier model [41].

Even if Bézier curves are an effective tool in geometric design contexts, when
elaborate geometric shapes have to be modeled, curves of higher degrees are
needed. In order to avoid this, we may represent the original curve using an
appropriate joint of several polynomial curves of lower degree, namely we may
use spline curves. A comprehensive treatment of Bézier, B–spline and related
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Figure 1.2: Examples of spatial Bézier curves of different degrees on the interval t ∈ [0, 1]
with their control polygon.

spline techniques may be found in [18] and [51]. Without loss of generality, the
analysis presented in Part II are based on the Bézier model. Its application to
spline–like approaches is addressed in Part III.

1.2 the frenet adapted frame

An adapted frame on a regular parametric space curve r(t) is an orthonormal
basis for R3 in which the curve tangent is chosen as one of the three frame
vectors and the other two vectors span the plane orthogonal to the curve at each
point. A familiar adapted frame on a space curve is the Frenet frame, defined
[17, 65] by

t =
r ′

| r ′ |
, n =

r ′ × r ′′

| r ′ × r ′′ |
× t , b =

r ′ × r ′′

| r ′ × r ′′ |
. (1.2.1)

Henceforth we adopt the practice of calling (1.2.1) the Frenet adapted frame, since
in Section 2.1 we introduce an analogous type of frame called the Frenet directed
frame.

At each point, the principal normal n points toward the center of curvature,
while the binormal b = t× n complements t and n so that (t, n, b) comprise a
right–handed frame. The Frenet adapted frame orientation is thus determined
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frenet–serret equations curvature torsion

ṫ = κn κ = ṫ · n τ = ṅ · b
ṅ = −κ t + τb κ = − ṅ · t τ = −ḃ · n
ḃ = −τn κ = | ṫ× t | τ = det (t n ṅ)

κ = | ṅ× n | if τ = 0 τ = 1
κ2

det (t ṫ ẗ)

Table 1.1: Frenet–Serret equations and corresponding curvature and torsion with respect
to the curve arc length.

by the intrinsic curve geometry. The three mutually perpendicular planes spanned
by the vector pairs (n, b), (t, n), and (b, t) at each point of a curve r(t) are known
as the normal, osculating, and rectifying planes.

The normal plane is orthogonal to the curve tangent t — it “cuts the curve
orthogonally” at each point r(t). The osculating plane exhibits second–order
contact with the curve — it is the plane that “most nearly contains the curve” in
some neighborhood of each point. Finally, the set of rectifying planes to a space
curve envelope a ruled surface, known as the rectifying developable of that curve.
A developable surface, regarded as a thin material sheet, may be “flattened”
onto a plane without stretching or compressing the material — the space curve
embedded in the rectifying developable is “rectified” by this process into a
straight line of exactly the same total length.

In terms of derivatives with respect to the curve arc length s, the Frenet–Serret
equations [17, 65],

ṫ = κn , ṅ = − κ t + τb , ḃ = − τn , (1.2.2)

give expressions for tangent, normal and binormal derivatives — i.e., the deriva-
tives of (1.2.1) — in terms of themselves and of curvature and torsion functions.
Starting from these equations describing the variation of the Frenet adapted
frame along the cure r(t), explicit formulas for curvature and torsion can be
derived as shown in Table 1.1.

In terms of derivatives with respect to the curve parameter t, equations (1.2.2)
can be expressed in matrix form as t ′

n ′

b ′

 = σ

 0 κ 0

−κ 0 τ

0 −τ 0


 t

n

b

 , (1.2.3)

where the parametric speed σ(t) is defined by (1.1.3), while the curvature and
torsion functions, defined now by

κ =
| r ′ × r ′′ |

| r ′ |3
and τ =

(r ′ × r ′′) · r ′′′

| r ′ × r ′′ |2
, (1.2.4)
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Figure 1.3: A cubic Bézier curve used to specify a trajectory for the spatial motion of an
ellipsoid whose orientations are defined by the Frenet adapted frame (FAF).
Also shown are the curvature and torsion functions.

describe the variation of the frame vectors (1.2.1) along r(t). More precisely, if the
deviation of a curve from its tangent is evaluated by the curvature κ, the torsion
τ measures the curve deviation from the osculating plane (see Figure 1.3).

In order to describe the angular velocity of the frame (t, n, b) as a whole, we
introduce [65] the Darboux vector

d = κb + τ t , (1.2.5)

in terms of which the relations (1.2.2) can be written as

ṫ = d× t , ṅ = d× n , ḃ = d× b . (1.2.6)

Hence, the rate of change of the frame (t, n, b) with s can be characterized as
an instantaneous rotation about the vector d, with angular velocity equal to the
total curvature specified by

ω = | d | =
√
κ2 + τ2 .

It should be noted that, at points where κ = 0, the principal normal n and
binormal b specified by (1.2.1) are indeterminate. Such points are called the
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inflections of a space curve, and n and b ordinarily suffer sudden reversals upon
traversing them. For a space curve with σ(t) 6= 0 for all t, the curvature can
vanish only if (i) r ′′(t) = (0, 0, 0), or (ii) r ′(t) and r ′′(t) are parallel.

Consider a regular and arc–length parameterized curve r(s), s ∈ [0,L]. From
(1.1.4) we have

ṙ =
dr
ds

=
1

σ

dr
dt

=
r ′

|r ′|
= t ,

so the curve first derivative is already the unit vector which defines the curve
tangent, i.e. | ṙ(s) | = 1 and, consequently ṙ(s) · ṙ(s) = 1. By differentiating this
scalar product we obtain ṙ(s) · r̈(s) = 0, for all s ∈ [0,L] which indicates the
mutual orthogonality of the two vectors. Hence, the curvature κ defined in
(1.2.4) when expressed with respect to the arc length parameter s, is simply
equal to | r̈(s) |, and the Frenet adapted frame (1.2.1) reduces to

t = ṙ , n =
r̈
κ

, b =
ṙ× r̈
κ

.

1.3 rotation–minimizing adapted frames

The Darboux vector (1.2.5) gives the instantaneous angular velocity of the Frenet
adapted frame on a space curve. From (1.2.2) we observe that t changes at rate
κ in the direction of n. The change of n has two components: rate −κ in the
direction of t, and rate τ in the direction of b. Finally, b changes at rate −τ in the
direction of n. Now changes in the direction of t are inevitable if we require an
adapted frame, that incorporates t as one basis vector. However, the change of n
in the direction of b, and of b in the direction of n, correspond to a rotation of
these vectors within the normal plane, a consequence of the fact that n always
points toward the center of curvature.

The variation of the frame (f1, f2, f3) with f1 = t, along the curve r(t) may be
specified by its angular velocity ω(t) as

f ′1 = σω× f1 , f ′2 = σω× f2 , f ′3 = σω× f3 , (1.3.1)

or simply as

ḟ1 = ω× f1 , ḟ2 = ω× f2 , ḟ3 = ω× f3 , (1.3.2)

if the curve is arc–length parameterized. The magnitude and direction of ω
specify the instantaneous angular speed ω = |ω| and rotation axis a =ω/|ω| of
the frame vectors (f1, f2, f3). Since (f1, f2, f3) constitute a orthonormal basis for
R3 we can write

ω = ω1f1 +ω2f2 +ω3f3 , (1.3.3)
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where the components of ω are given by

ω1 = f3 · f ′2 = −f2 · f ′3 , ω2 = f1 · f ′3 = −f3 · f ′1 , ω3 = f2 · f ′1 = −f1 · f ′2 .

From (1.2.6) for the Frenet frame, we have (f2, f3) = (n, b) and ω = d, namely

ω1 = τ , ω2 = 0 , ω3 = κ .

The necessary and sufficient condition for the frame to be rotation–minimizing
is that ω maintains a zero component ω1 along f1 = t, namely

f3 · f ′2 = −f2 · f ′3 = 0 . (1.3.4)

Hence, a rotation–minimizing adapted frame (RMAF) — indicated by the triple
(a1, a2, a3) with a1 = t — is characterized by the fact that its angular velocity
vector ω omits the component τ t from the Darboux vector (1.2.5) and is thus
simply ω = κb, i.e., ω1 = ω2 = 0 and ω3 = κ. Consequently, avoiding
instantaneous rotation of the normal–plane vectors a2 and a3 about a1, it exhibits
the least possible magnitude ω = κ of the frame angular velocity (see Figure 1.4).
Analogously to the Frenet–Serret equations (1.2.2), the variation of the RMAF
along the curve may be specified as

ȧ1 = κn , ȧ2 = κb× a2 , ȧ3 = κb× a3 ,

with an instantaneous rotation axis equal to the bi–normal vector b. Figure 1.5
shows the variation of the rotation–minimizing adapted frame along the example
curve of Figure 1.3.

The basis vectors (a2, a3) can be obtained from (n, b) by a rotation in the
normal plane[

a2
a3

]
=

[
cosψ sinψ

− sinψ cosψ

][
n

b

]
, (1.3.5)

defined by an appropriate angle function ψ(t).
Klok [62] showed that the basis vectors (a2, a3) of a rotation–minimizing

adapted frame must satisfy the differential equations

a ′k(t) = −
r ′′(t) · ak(t)

| r ′(t) |2
r ′(t) , k = 2, 3 , (1.3.6)

which embrace the original definition given by Bishop [5] stating that both a ′2
and a ′3 have to be parallel to the curve tangent. Since the RMAF is of fundamental
importance for the analysis of the next chapters, we briefly review how to derive
(1.3.6) from the rotation–minimizing condition (1.3.4).

Consider two non–parallel planes whose common line of intersection is,
without loss of generality, along i. In particular, let π0 and π1 be the planes
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Figure 1.4: Comparison of the instantaneous angular speed ω = |ω| for the Frenet
adapted Frame (FAF) and the rotation–minimizing adapted frame (RMAF)
along the Bézier cubic shown in Figure 1.3.

spanned by the vector pairs (i, w) and (i, j), respectively, with i ·w = 0, j ·w =

cosφ, and |w| = 1. By indicating with S2 the unit “2–sphere” (see Appendix C),
we define the transformation T : S2 ∩ π0 → S2 ∩ π1

T(u) =
√
1− u2 i + u j , (1.3.7)

which maps every normalized vector u =
√
1− u2 i + uw of π0 into the unit

vector T(u) on π1 so that all the vector differences T(u) − u are mutually parallel,
namely T(u) − u = u(j − w). Since T(w) = j, we have

T(u) − u = u (T(w) − w) , (1.3.8)

where u = u ·w = cos θ, being θ is the angle between u and w.

Remark 1.1. For any two unit vectors u =
√
1− u2 i + uw and v =

√
1− v2 i +

vw which lie on π0, we have

u · v =

√
(1− u2)(1− v2) + uv = T(u) · T(v) .

In view of the above observations, by explicitly differentiating the equations
for a2 and a3, the following theorem proves relations (1.3.6).
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Figure 1.5: The cubic Bézier curve of Figure 1.3 used to specify a trajectory for the
spatial motion of an ellipsoid whose orientations are defined by the rotation–
minimizing adapted frame (RMAF).

Theorem 1.1. An adapted moving frame (a1(t), a2(t), a3(t)) with a1 = t on a regular
space curve r(t) is rotation–minimizing if and only if a2(t) and a3(t) satisfy the
differential equations

a ′2(t) = −
r ′′(t) · a2(t)

| r ′(t) |2
r ′(t) , a ′3(t) = −

r ′′(t) · a3(t)
| r ′(t) |2

r ′(t) , (1.3.9)

with a unique solution for any starting values a2(0) = a∗2, a3(0) = a∗3.

Proof : Without loss of generality, let r(s) be an arc–length parameterized
curve in the parametric domain [0,L] and define an orthonormal adapted frame
(a1(s), a2(s), a3(s)) with a1 = t along r(s) with initial orientation equal to

a1(0) = a∗1 , a2(0) = a∗2 , a3(0) = a∗3 .

We seek a frame that minimizes the rotation of the two basis vectors a2, a3 that
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of the rotation–mini-
mizing angle.

span the normal plane as s varies
from 0 to L. Let Γ(s) be the plane
through r(s) perpendicular to r ′(s),
u(s) any unit vector which lies on
Γ(s), n(s) and b(s) the normal and
bi–normal vectors at r(s). For a small
parameter increment ∆s, since ṫ =

κn, the first order Taylor approxi-
mation to t is t(s + ∆s) ≈ t(s) +

∆sκ(s)n(s). Then, also t(s + ∆s) is
perpendicular to b(s), and the axis
of rotation ω to move Γ(s) into
Γ(s+∆s) is parallel to b(s), namely
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ω(s) = ω(s)b(s). The unit vector n(s + ∆s) on Γ(s + ∆s) which defines the
minimum angle with n(s) has to be orthogonal both to b(s) and t(s+∆s). Being
ṅ = ω×n = −ωt, we have n(s + ∆s) ≈ n(s) + ∆sṅ(s) = n(s) − ∆sω(s)t(s) ,
and, consequently, unless terms of greater order, b(s) · n(s+∆s) = 0 while the
scalar product t(s+ ∆s) · n(s+ ∆s) ≈ [−ω(s) + κ(s)]∆s is zero if and only if
ω(s) = κ(s). Thus ω(s) = κ(s)b(s), and

ṅ(s) = ω(s)× n(s) = [κ(s) b(s)]× n(s) = −κ(s) t(s)

or approximately,

n(s+∆s) − n(s) ≈ −∆sκ(s) t(s) . (1.3.10)

The unit vector u(s+∆s) ∈ Γ(s+∆s) obtained through (1.3.7) verifies (1.3.8),
i.e.,

u(s+∆s) − u(s) = n(s) · u(s) [ n(s+∆s) − n(s) ]

where cos(θ) = n · u (see Figure 1.6). By (1.3.10), the above equation reduces to

u(s+∆s) − u(s) = −∆sκ(s) [ n(s) · u(s) ] t(s) , (1.3.11)

and, since n(s) = r̈(s)/κ(s), we obtain u(s+∆s) − u(s) = −∆s [ r̈(s) · u(s) ]t(s) ,
which passing to the limit finally results in

u̇(s) = − [ r̈(s) · u(s) ] ṙ(s) .

The above equation is satisfied by any unit vector orthogonal to ṙ(s) exhibiting
the minimal possible rotation in order to preserve the orthogonality to ṙ(s),
namely by both a2(s) and a3(s).

If we relax the arc–length parameterization hypothesis, equation (1.3.10)
becomes

n(t+∆t) − n(t) ≈ −∆tσ(t)κ(t) t(t) = −∆tκ(t) r ′(t)

and consequently (1.3.11) reduces to

u(t+∆t) − u(t) = −∆tκ(t) [ n(t) · u(t) ]r ′(t) . (1.3.12)

In this case, remembering that ω = κb, the derivative of t = r ′/σ has to be equal
via (1.3.1) to σκn, namely κn = (σr ′′ − σ ′r ′)/σ3. By substituting this value into
(1.3.12) we obtain

u(t+∆t) − u(t) = −∆t

[
r ′′(t) · u(t)

σ2(t)

]
r ′(t) , (1.3.13)

which holds for any vector in the normal plane which moves by means of the
least possible rotation remaining orthogonal to r ′(t) — again, by both a2(t) and
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a3(t). Turning to the limit (1.3.13) finally results in the two differential equations
in (1.3.9).

For any admissible initial condition (a∗1, a∗2, a∗3), the corresponding RMAF is
given by (a1(t), a2(t), a3(t)) with a1 = t and a2, a3 so that (1.3.9) are satisfied.
Substituting from (1.3.5), one can verify that (1.3.6) amounts to the equation

dψ
dt

= − | r ′ | τ = − | r ′ |
(r ′ × r ′′) · r ′′′

| r ′ × r ′′ |2
(1.3.14)

for the rotation angle ψ(t) used to obtain (a2, a3) from (n, b) in (1.3.5). Hence,
as observed by Guggenheimer1 [46], this function has the form

ψ(t) = ψ0 −

∫t
0
τ(u) σ(u) du . (1.3.15)

The above integral does not admit analytic reduction for the commonly–used
polynomial and rational curves. Hence, several schemes have been proposed
to approximate rotation–minimizing adapted frames on a given curve, or to
approximate a given curve by “simpler” segments (e.g., circular arcs) with
known rotation–minimizing frames [52, 55, 56, 103]. The spatial Pythagorean–
hodograph curves (see Chapter 3) are an exception [22] — for these curves the
integrand reduces to a rational function, which may be integrated by first
computing its partial fraction decomposition.

1.4 sweeping

A moving frame along a space curve fixes a local coordinate system at any
curve point which naturally identifies the orientation of an object moving along
this trajectory. Sweep representations have many applications for describing
objects such as parts of motor vehicles, aircraft or spacecraft bodies, tools, and,
in general, for all the different shapes which can be decomposed quite naturally
into several “tubular–like” components.

A swept surface is generated by moving a given (planar) profile (or cross–section)
curve p(v) along a prescribed (planar or spatial) sweep (or spine) curve s(u). If the
profile p(v) is described relative to a moving adapted frame (f1(u), f2(u), f3(u))

associated with the given sweep curve s(u) [62], where f1 coincides with the
unit tangent to s(u), then the parametric representation of the swept surface
S(u, v), obtained by moving p(v) = (p0(v),p1(v)) along the curve s(u), is given
by

S(u, v) = s(u) + p0(v) f2(u) + p1(v) f3(u) , (1.4.1)

for each pair (u, v) ∈ [u0,u1]× [v0, v1]. Special cases of swept surfaces are transla-
tional surfaces and surfaces of revolution. In the first case the profile curve is simply

1 An incorrect sign before the integral is given in [46].
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Figure 1.7: A pipe surface swept by a circle whose center moves along the space curve of
Figure 1.3. The isoparametric curves obtained using the FAF and the RMAF
to orient the circle in the normal plane are shown.

translated along the sweep curve, while in the second one the surface is the
result of rotating the planar profile curve about some axis [51]. A generalization
of swept representation leads to the generalized cylinder modeling method where
the planar profile curve may change during the motion along the spine curve
[86, 59].

In classical differential geometry, an envelope of a family of curves (or surfaces)
is a curve (surface) that is tangent to each member of the family at some point.
A canal surface with spine curve s(u) and radius variation r(u) is the envelope of
the one–parameter of spheres centered at any point on s(u). When the radius
function r is constant, the canal surface — generally called pipe (or tubular)
surface — may be regarded as a swept surface generated by moving a profile
circle along the spine curve following a prescribed orthonormal adapted frame
(f1(u), f2(u), f3(u)) on it. A parametric representation for the pipe surface with
spheres centered at s(u) and constant radius r can be expressed as

P(u, v) = s(u) + r
1− v2

1+ v2
f2(u) + r

2v

1+ v2
r(u). (1.4.2)

This concept generalizes the classical offsets of plane curves (see Appendix A).
In order to specify the position and orientation of the swept profile object along

the prescribed trajectory, the crucial point is to define a suitable orthornormal
frame at each point of the sweep curve. A standard choice in this context is
the Frenet frame, which at each point of the spine curve can be computed
explicitly in terms of its first two derivatives. This implies a close relation
between the frame and the geometric properties of the sweep curve that may
result undesirable for swept surface constructions, since the swept surface (1.4.1)
is strongly affected by the rotation of the two basis vector that spans the curve
normal plane around the tangent. The Frenet frame has two serious limitations
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Figure 1.8: The cubic Bézier curve of Figure 1.3 used to specify a trajectory for the spatial
motion of a rectangular parallelepiped. The orientation of the parallelepiped
defined by the FAF and the RMAF along the path are shown.

which reflect in restraints on the set of admissible trajectories. Being undefined
in points with vanishing curvature, it may also reverse its orientation crossing
over any inflection point. Consequently, the use of Frenet frame in practical
applications is less desirable than other moving frames which do not preclude
curve path with linear or planar segments as well as inflection points. In order
to cope with these circumstances Klock [62], before introducing the rotation–
minimizing approach, proposed a generalized Frenet frame swept. Nevertheless,
a desirable property for practical free–form design and its application to motion
planning or swept surface construction is the rotation–minimizing property. The
minimization of the frame rotation along the curve that describes the desired
trajectory holds strong sway over the orientation of the resulting motion or
corresponding surface shape (see Figure 1.8 and 1.7, respectively). Since, in
general, RMAFs are non–rational moving frames several piecewise–rational
RMAF approximation schemes have been developed through the years [36,
56, 103, 104] and their consequent employment in the approximation of swept
surfaces has been investigated [55, 58].





2
D I R E C T E D F R A M E S

A varying orthonormal basis for R3 is directed on a space curve if one of the
three frame vectors coincides with the unit polar vector from the origin to each
curve point. As with adapted frames, there exists a whole one–parameter family
of local directed system of reference which moves along the three–dimensional
trajectory described by any given space curve. To facilitate computation of a
moving directed frame, it is shown that the basic theory is equivalent to the
established theory for adapted frames — for which one frame vector coincides
with the tangent at each curve point — if one replaces the given space curve by
its anti–hodograph (i.e., indefinite integral).

Although the focus of this chapter is on developing basic theory and algo-
rithms for the computation of moving directed frames on space curves, we
briefly mention here some possible applications to motivate this problem. The
problem of camera motion planning within real or virtual environments has
been considered by numerous authors — for example references [14, 76]. Such
studies typically address global qualitative aspects of the camera path, and seek
to formulate an automatic (or semi–automatic) means of generating a “natural”
image perspective while avoiding collisions or obscurations of the camera by
obstacles in the environment.

The precise specification of the image frame orientation about the camera
“roll” axis, as it traverses a prescribed spatial path, does not appear to have
received much attention. For a physical camera on a mount that offers three
translational and two rotational (altitude and azimuth) degrees of freedom,
the image frame orientation is completely determined by the requirement of
maintaining a “target” object1 centered in the field of view. Thus, a physical
camera mount must offer a third rotational freedom, about the optical axis, to
provide full control over the image frame orientation. Alternatively, for a digital
camera with a circular field of view, this freedom can be emulated by software
image rotations. For a virtual camera within a computer–modeled environment,
complete control of image frame orientation is readily available using simple
geometric transformations.

Besides cinematography, video games, and “virtual reality” applications,
other possible applications include the medical practice of endoscopic surgery2

1 Conventionally, we take a target object at the origin, although a moving target is easily accommo-
dated by considering only the relative motion between camera and target.

2 A number of patents describing systems to automatically orient endoscope images relative to
a “preferred” direction (typically, the force of gravity) have also been issued—for example, see
[69, 89].

45
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[7, 15, 49, 93], the field de–rotator for a telescope on an altazimuth mount, orien-
tational path planning for surface inspection probes with anisotropic sensors,
and video inspections of aircraft engines, gas turbines, pipes, and other con-
fined spaces. It is behind our present scope to dwell on the technical details of
particular applications. Our focus is, instead, on developing the basic theory of
two particular directed frames of particular geometric importance: the Frenet
directed frame and the rotation–minimizing directed frame (RMDF), together with
algorithms for their computation.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. The idea of a directed frame on a
space curve, relative to a fixed point, is introduced in Section 2.1, and a special
case — the Frenet directed frame — is identified by analogy with the Frenet
adapted frame. The variation of the Frenet directed frame is then described
in terms of the polar curvature and the polar torsion, analogs of the “ordinary”
curvature and torsion governing the Frenet adapted frame. Properties of the
anti–hodograph (indefinite integral) of a parametric space curve, a concept that
elucidates relationships between the Frenet adapted and directed frame, are
analyzed in Section 2.2. The computation of RMDFs, whose angular velocity
maintains a vanishing component along the curve polar vector, is then addressed
in Section 2.3, arguing by analogy with the theory of adapted frames.

2.1 the frenet directed frame

For a space curve r(t) = (x(t),y(t), z(t)) the function

r(t) = | r(t) | =

√
x2(t) + y2(t) + z2(t) (2.1.1)

specifies the radial distance of each curve point from the origin. If r(t) 6= 0 for
all t, we can define a unit polar vector at each curve point by

o(t) =
r(t)
r(t)

. (2.1.2)

Since the polar vector is always specified by the direction from the origin to each
curve point, we call an orthonormal frame that incorporates this vector as one
element a directed frame on the curve.

If the curve satisfies r(t) 6= 0 for all t, and the tangent (1.1.2) is thus defined
at each point, we can employ o(t) and t(t) to define a “canonical” directed
frame, in a manner analogous to that of the Frenet adapted frame (1.2.1). Upon
replacing r ′, r ′′, r ′′′ in (1.2.1) by r, r ′, r ′′ we obtain the directed frame defined by

o =
r

| r |
, u =

r× r ′

| r× r ′ |
× o , v =

r× r ′

| r× r ′ |
. (2.1.3)

Because of its close relation to (1.2.1), we call this “canonical” directed frame the
Frenet directed frame. The definition of the frame (o, u, v) motivates us to introduce
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the anti–hodograph3 of a space curve r(t). Just as the hodograph is the derivative
r ′(t), regarded as a parametric curve in its own right, the anti–hodograph is
the indefinite integral

∫
r(t) dt — also viewed as a parametric curve (there are

infinitely many anti–hodographs, because of the arbitrary integration constant,
but they are merely translates of each other).

Comparing (1.2.1) with (2.1.3), we see that the Frenet directed frame is simply
the Frenet frame of the anti–hodograph of r(t). This means that we can write the
derivative of the frame (2.1.3) in a form analogous to (1.2.3) as o ′

u ′

v ′

 = r

 0 λ 0

−λ 0 υ

0 −υ 0


 o

u

v

 , (2.1.4)

where the functions

r = | r | , λ =
| r× r ′ |
| r |3

, υ =
(r× r ′) · r ′′

| r× r ′ |2
(2.1.5)

define the parametric speed, curvature, and torsion of the anti–hodograph.
As previously noted, the polar vector o(t) specifies the direction from the

origin to each point of the curve r(t). In the context of a camera that moves along
r(t) and is always aimed toward an object located at the origin, o(t) defines
the optical axis of the camera lens. Thus, the plane orthogonal to the vector o —
spanned by the vectors (u, v) — is called the image plane.

At each point of r(t), the orthogonal unit vectors (u, v) may be regarded
as specifying Cartesian axes in the image plane. By analogy with the Frenet
adapted frame, we call u the principal axis and v the bi–axis for the image plane.
These axes vary as the camera traverses the path r(t) while pointing toward the
origin — their variation is described by equations (2.1.4).

We have called the plane through each curve point r(t) that is orthogonal to
o — i.e., spanned by (u, v) — the image plane. Consider now the plane that is
orthogonal to v at each curve point, spanned by (o, u). We observe from (2.1.3)
that v is perpendicular to t, so this plane must be tangent to the curve at the
point r(t). Since the instantaneous camera trajectory lies in this plane, we call it
the motion plane. Finally, the plane that is orthogonal to u at each point of r(t) —
spanned by (v, o) — is mutually perpendicular to the image and motion planes:
we call it the orthogonal plane.

Table 2.1 enumerates the correspondence of geometrical entities associated
with the Frenet adapted and directed frames. We have also introduced here
the terms polar curvature and polar torsion as synonyms for the curvature λ and
torsion υ of the anti–hodograph — as defined by (2.1.5).

3 We choose this term by analogy with the occasional usage of anti–derivative to denote the indefinite
integral of a function.
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frenet adapted frame frenet directed frame

tangent vector t polar vector o

principal normal n principal axis u

binormal vector b bi–axis vector v

normal plane = span(n, b) image plane = span(u, v)

osculating plane = span(t, n) motion plane = span(o, u)

rectifying plane = span(b, t) orthogonal plane = span(v, o)

parametric speed σ polar distance r

curvature κ polar curvature λ

torsion τ polar torsion υ

Table 2.1: Corresponding properties of Frenet adapted and directed frames.

By analogy with the Darboux vector (1.2.5) the angular velocity of the Frenet
directed frame (o, u, v) with respect to the curve r(t) can be expressed as

e =
r

σ
(λ v + υo) . (2.1.6)

In terms of this polar Darboux vector e, we have

ȯ = e× o , u̇ = e× u , v̇ = e× v .

For the Frenet directed frame (o, u, v) the magnitude of the angular velocity
(2.1.6) is |e| = |r/σ|

√
λ2 + υ2.

Figure 2.1 shows the variation of the Frenet directed frame (o, u, v) along a
quintic Bézier curve. When this frame is used to orient a camera viewing an
ellipsoid centered at the origin, the polar vector o specifies the optical axis, while
the principal axis and bi–axis vectors u and v specify the orientation of the
image frame in the image plane orthogonal to the optical axis.

2.2 properties of the anti–hodograph

Because of its importance in the theory of directed frames, we review here some
basic properties of the anti–hodograph of a space curve r(t). For a degree–n
Bézier curve of the form (1.1.6) with control points p0, . . . , pn, the hodograph
(derivative) curve

d(t) = r ′(t) =

n−1∑
k=0

dk

(
n− 1

k

)
(1− t)n−1−ktk
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Figure 2.1: An ellipsoid is to be inspected by a camera that traverses a spatial path,
keeping its optical axis passing through the center of the ellipsoid. Left: a
sampling of the polar vectors o along the path, specifying the orientation of
the camera optical axis. Right: a sampling of the principal axis and bi–axis
vectors of the Frenet directed frame, u and v, that span the image plane.

is defined by the n control points dk = n(pk+1 − pk), k = 0, . . . ,n− 1, while
the anti–hodograph (indefinite integral) curve

s(t) =

∫
r ′(t) dt =

n+1∑
k=0

sk

(
n+ 1

k

)
(1− t)n+1−ktk

has (modulo a vector integration constant) the n+ 2 control points

s0 = (0, 0, 0) and sk =
1

n+ 1

k−1∑
j=0

pj , k = 1, . . . ,n+ 1 .

As is well–known, if the hodograph d(t) passes through the origin for t = t∗,
the point r(t∗) can be a cusp of the curve, since the tangent t can suffer an abrupt
reversal at t = t∗. Likewise, if a tangent line to d(t) passes through the origin
for t = t∗, the point r(t∗) is generally an inflection of the curve, since the vectors
r ′(t∗) and r ′′(t∗) are parallel.

Since any curve r(t) is the hodograph of its anti–hodograph s(t), similar
relations between these curves can be deduced. Namely, when the curve r(t)
passes through the origin for t = t∗, the point s(t∗) can be a cusp on the
anti–hodograph. Likewise, if a tangent line to r(t) passes through the origin
for t = t∗, the point s(t∗) is generally an inflection of the anti–hodograph. As
previously noted, the curvature and torsion of the anti–hodograph s(t) are the
polar curvature and polar torsion of the curve r(t).

Remark 2.1. Clearly, any polynomial curve has a polynomial anti–hodograph, and
conversely any polynomial anti–hodograph specifies (modulo translation) a unique
polynomial curve. However, this correspondence does not extend to the anti–hodographs
of rational curves, since rational functions may not have rational indefinite integrals —
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the anti–hodograph of a rational Bézier curve, for example, may incur transcendental
(logarithm or arc–tangent) terms.

2.3 rotation–minimizing directed frames

It is known [36] that, if a space curve is modeled as an elastic fiber subject to
bending and twisting, the least value of the elastic strain energy will be achieved
when the “twist” angle is specified by a rotation–minimizing adapted frame.
Analogously, the rotation–minimizing directed frames identify solutions to a
similar minimum–energy problem involving orientation relative to a fixed point
in space, and thus deserve to be more systematically studied.

Since r =
√

r · r, the arc length derivative of the polar vector (2.1.2) is

do
ds

=
1

σ

d
dt

r
r

=
r2 r ′ − (r · r ′) r

σ r3
=

(o× t)× o
r

,

which can be written as

do
ds

= ω× o with ω = αo +
o× t
r

, (2.3.1)

where α is an arbitrary scalar function. If the curve r(t) is traversed at unit
speed, ω defines the angular velocity of the unit vector o — arising from the
requirement that it always points from the origin toward r(t).

As far as o is concerned, the component αo of ω is immaterial, since it
specifies an instantaneous rotation of o about itself. However, if we consider o
as a component of a directed frame (d1, d2, d3) with d1 = o, the component αo
of the instantaneous angular velocity ω is significant — it specifies the angular
velocity of the frame vectors (u, v) spanning the plane orthogonal to o.

By analogy with the adapted rotation–minimizing frames (a1, a2, a3) with
a1 = t on a space curve r(t) — characterized by the fact that the frame vectors
(a2, a3) have zero angular velocity component in the direction of the tangent t —
we characterize a directed rotation–minimizing frame (d1, d2, d3) by the property
that the frame vectors (d2, d3) maintain a zero angular velocity component in
the direction of the polar vector d1 ≡ o. Hence, setting α ≡ 0 in (2.3.1) so that

ω =
o× t
r

=
r× r ′

σr2
=
r

σ
λv , (2.3.2)

a directed rotation–minimizing frame (d1, d2, d3) is specified in terms of this
angular velocity function by the differential relations

ḋ1 = ω× d1 , ḋ2 = ω× d2 , ḋ3 = ω× d3 . (2.3.3)

Hence, the RMDFs corresponds to omitting the component (r/σ)υo from the
Frenet directed frame angular velocity (2.1.6) — for the rotation–minimizing
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frame we have ω = |ω| equals to (r/σ)|λ|, which can also be written as | sin ζ|/r
where ζ is the angle between the polar and hodograph vectors, r(t) and r ′(t).
Hence, ω vanishes if r(t) and r ′(t) are collinear — that is, the camera is moving
directly toward or away from the origin. For a fixed relative orientation ζ of
r(t) and r ′(t), note that ω is inversely proportional to the camera distance
r(t) = |r(t)| from the origin.

To integrate equations (2.3.3), an initial frame (d∗1, d∗2, d∗3) for s = t = 0 must
be specified. Now d∗1 = r(0)/r(0) is uniquely determined, but there exists a
one–parameter family of vector pairs (d∗2, d∗3) consistent with the requirement
that (d∗1, d∗2, d∗3) must be a right–handed orthonormal frame. Hence, as with
the adapted rotation–minimizing frames, there exists a one–parameter family
of directed rotation–minimizing frames on a given space curve. Any two of
these frames exhibit a constant angular displacement between their (d2, d3)
vectors along the curve. For brevity, we refer to adapted and directed rotation–
minimizing frames by the acronyms RMAF and RMDF.

Now since o is uniquely specified by (2.1.2) and we can define d3 as o× d2, it
suffices to determine d2. Invoking the angular velocity (2.3.2), converting back
to derivatives with respect to t, and setting

kx =
yz ′ − y ′z

x2 + y2 + z2
, ky =

zx ′ − z ′x

x2 + y2 + z2
, kz =

xy ′ − x ′y

x2 + y2 + z2
,

we obtain from (2.3.3) the linear system of first–order differential equations

d ′2 =

 0 −kz ky

kz 0 −kx

−ky kx 0

d2

(with non–constant coefficients) for the Cartesian components of d2. We note
that the matrix elements are rational functions of the curve parameter t. A single
first–order differential equation with non–constant coefficients may sometimes
be integrated by identifying an appropriate integrating factor, but this approach
does not, in general, extend to first–order systems.

Instead of attempting to construct RMDFs by direct integration of these
equations, we argue by analogy with the construction of RMAFs. Namely, we
express the RMDF basis vectors (d2, d3) that span the image plane in terms of
the two Frenet directed frame vectors (u, v) given by (2.1.3) in the form[

d2
d3

]
=

[
cosψ sinψ

− sinψ cosψ

][
u

v

]
, (2.3.4)

i.e., (d2, d3) are obtained from (u, v) at each curve point by rotation through a
suitable angle ψ in the plane orthogonal to o. The advantage of this approach is
that it reduces the RMDF computation to determining the scalar function ψ(t)

that relates (d2, d3) to the known vectors (u, v).
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Since, on replacing a curve by its anti–hodograph, the theory of RMDFs
coincides with that of RMAFs, we deduce that the desired angle function in
(2.3.4) is given by

ψ(t) = ψ0 −

∫t
0
υ(u) r(u) du . (2.3.5)

Comparing the integrals in (1.3.15) and (2.3.5) we note that, for general polyno-
mial or rational curves, the torsion τ(t) and the polar torsion υ(t) of a curve are
both rational in the parameter t, but since the corresponding parametric speeds
σ(t) and r(t) specified by (1.1.3) and (2.1.1) are square roots of polynomials, we
cannot, in general, obtain a closed–form reduction of these integrals.

For the PH curves, σ is a polynomial in t, so the integrand in (1.3.15) is a
rational function [22], and (1.3.15) can be determined analytically by partial
fraction decomposition. A similar resolution is possible for the RMDF, but the
coordinate components of the curve rather than its hodograph must be elements of
a Pythagorean quartuple. The computation of exact RMDFs suggest to introduce
the class of Pythagorean (P) curves (see Chapter 7), for which r is a polynomial in
t and the integrand in (2.3.5) is thus rational.

Example 2.1. Consider the path r(θ) = (a cos θ,a sin θ,h) — that is, a circle of
radius a at height h above the (x,y) plane. For this path, the Frenet directed
frame specified by (2.1.3) is

o =
(a cos θ,a sin θ,h)√

a2 + h2
, u = (− sin θ, cos θ, 0) , v =

(−h cos θ, −h sin θ,a)√
a2 + h2

.

Note that u coincides with the unit tangent t to the path. The polar distance,
curvature, and torsion functions are all constant, namely

r =
√
a2 + h2 , λ =

a

a2 + h2
, υ =

h

a2 + h2
.

Since the parametric speed has the constant value σ = a, the angular speed of
the Frenet directed frame is |e| = r

√
λ2 + υ2/σ = 1/a, and for the RMDF we have

|ω| = rλ/σ = 1/
√
a2 + h2. Hence, the angular speeds coincide when h = 0, but

for h >> r the angular speed of the RMDF is significantly lower. With ψ0 = 0,
the angle function (2.3.5) specifying the orientation of the RMDF relative to the
Frenet directed frame is simply

ψ(θ) = −
θ√

1+ (a/h)2
.

For a complete traversal of the path, the RMDF experiences a total rotation of
−2π/

√
1+ (a/h)2 (always less of a full revolution) relative to the Frenet directed

frame. Since the latter is of period 2π in θ, we see that the RMDF is not, in
general, continuous around a closed path. Figure 2.2 illustrates the variation of
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Figure 2.2: Left: variation of the polar vector o around the path of Example 2.1. Center:
variation of the Frenet directed frame vectors u and v (the u vectors are
difficult to discern here, since they coincide with the curve tangent t). Right:
variation of the RMDF frame vectors d2 and d3 — note that the RMDF does
not, in general, exhibit a periodic variation along a smooth closed path.

Figure 2.3: Comparison of ellipsoid views as the camera follows the path of Example 2.1,
using the Frenet directed frame (upper) and rotation–minimizing directed
frame (lower) to orient the camera image plane about its optical axis.

the polar vector o and the directed frame pairs (u, v) and (d2, d3) orthogonal to
it, in the case a = 6 and h = 8, while Figure 2.3 illustrates views of the ellipsoid
oriented in accordance with these frames.

Example 2.2. Consider the circular helix r(θ) = (a cos θ,a sin θ,kθ). Setting
c = k/a, the Frenet directed frame is

o =
(cos θ, sin θ, cθ)√

1+ c2θ2
,

u =
(−c2θ(cos θ+ θ sin θ) − sin θ, c2θ(θ cos θ− sin θ) + cos θ, c)√

1+ c2θ2
√
1+ c2 + c2θ2

,

v =
(c(sin θ− θ cos θ), −c(cos θ+ θ sin θ), 1)√

1+ c2 + c2θ2
,

while the polar distance and polar curvature and torsion are given by

r = a
√
1+ c2θ2 , λ =

√
1+ c2 + c2θ2

a(1+ c2θ2)3/2
υ =

cθ

a(1+ c2 + c2θ2)
.

The orientation of the RMDF relative to the Frenet directed frame, given by
(2.3.5) with ψ0 = 0, reduces to

ψ = tan−1

√
1+ c2θ2

c
− tan−1 1

c
−

√
1+ c2θ2 − 1

c
.
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Figure 2.4: Left: the polar vector o around the circular helix path of Example 2.2. Center:
the Frenet directed frame vectors u and v spanning the image plane along
this path. Right: the corresponding RMDF frame vectors d2 and d3.

Figure 2.5: Comparison of ellipsoid views as the camera follows the path of Example 2.2,
using the Frenet directed frame (upper) and rotation–minimizing directed
frame (lower) to orient the camera image plane about its optical axis.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the variation of the polar vector o along r(θ), together with
the Frenet vectors (u, v) and rotation–minimizing vectors (d2, d3) in the image
plane, for the case a = 8, k = 2. Figure 2.5 shows a sampling of views of the
ellipsoid, when the camera image plane is oriented by these vector pairs. The
polar curvature and torsion for this path are shown in Figure 2.6. Note that λ and
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Figure 2.6: Left: variation of polar curvature λ and polar torsion υ along the path shown
in Figure 2.4. Right: rotation rates r

√
λ2 + υ2/σ and rλ/σ for the Frenet

directed frame and rotation–minimizing directed frame on this path.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of the rotation–minimizing directed frame (left) with the Frenet
directed frame (right) along the path shown in Figure 2.1. The two frames
are identical at the initial curve point just above the ellipsoid target.

Figure 2.8: Comparison of ellipsoid views as the camera follows the path shown in
Figure 2.1, using the Frenet directed frame (upper) and rotation–minimizing
directed frame (lower) to orient the camera image plane about its optical
axis.

υ both decrease with θ, decaying like θ−2 and θ−1 respectively for large θ. Thus,
the difference between the Frenet directed frame and the rotation–minimizing
frame becomes more pronounced with increasing θ.

Example 2.3. Returning to the path in Figure 2.1 (a quintic Bézier curve), Fig-
ure 2.7 gives a comparison of the Frenet vectors (u, v) and rotation–minimizing
vectors (d2, d3) spanning the image plane, while Figure 2.8 shows a sampling of
views of the ellipsoid, oriented by these vectors. Figure 2.9 illustrates the varia-
tion of the polar curvature λ and polar torsion υ along this curve. Also shown
are the angular speeds of the Frenet directed frame and the rotation–minimizing
directed frame — r

√
λ2 + υ2/σ and rλ/σ, respectively.
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3
S PAT I A L P Y T H A G O R E A N – H O D O G R A P H C U RV E S

In computer aided geometric design, the mathematical discipline that provides
both the theoretical backgrounds and the numerical tools for the automated
manipulation of geometric data, curves and surfaces are generally specified
in parametric rational form. In particular, the two standard Bézier/B-spline
schemes offer a simple and intuitive tool to easily deal with these geometric
objects [18, 51]. Nevertheless, in contrast with these traditional schemes, the
search for curves with rational frames must be restricted to curves which,
exhibiting particular Pythagorean structures, require models that are inherently
non–linear in nature. However, by use of two appropriate algebraic tools, namely
the Hopf map and the quaternion algebra, their construction and analysis is greatly
facilitated.

Pythagorean–hodograph (PH) space curves are polynomial parametric curves
r(t) with the distinctive property that their hodographs r ′(t) = (x ′(t), y ′(t), z ′(t))
satisfy the Pythagorean condition (see Figure 3.1)

x ′2(t) + y ′2(t) + z ′2(t) = σ2(t), (3.0.1)

for some polynomial σ(t). In order to satisfy this condition the real polynomials
x ′(t), y ′(t), z ′(t), σ(t) must be expressible in terms of other real polynomials
u(t), v(t), p(t), q(t) in the form

x ′(t) = u2(t) + v2(t) − p2(t) − q2(t),

y ′(t) = 2 [u(t)q(t) + v(t)p(t)] ,

z ′(t) = 2 [v(t)q(t) − u(t)p(t)] , (3.0.2)

with corresponding polynomial parametric speed

σ(t) = u2(t) + v2(t) + p2(t) + q2(t) .

If the polynomials u(t), v(t), p(t), q(t) are of degreem at most, the PH curve r(t)
obtained by integrating the hodograph r ′(t) is of odd degree, n = 2m+ 1. The
distinctive feature of PH curves offers many advantages in several applications.
For a complete review of the construction and properties of planar and spatial
PH curves, see [23, 24].

This chapter begins with a review of the quaternion and Hopf map represen-
tations of spatial PH curves in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, while conversions between
these forms are treated in Section 3.3. Conditions that incur linear and planar
degenerations of spatial PH curves are then identified in Section 3.4, in terms
both of the quaternion and Hopf map representations.

59
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x’

y’

z’

σ

Figure 3.1: The spatial Pythagorean–hodograph structure.

3.1 quaternion form of spatial ph curves

Pythagorean–hodograph curves admit [13, 27] a compact description using the
algebra of quaternions (see Appendix B for a review). Namely, the PH condition
is equivalent to the requirement that the hodograph r ′(t) can be expressed as a
quaternion product of the form

r ′(t) = A(t) u A∗(t) , (3.1.1)

where u is any fixed unit vector and

A(t) =

m∑
l=0

Al

(
m

l

)
(1− t)m−ltl (3.1.2)

denotes the Bernstein form of a quaternion polynomial of degree m = 1
2(n− 1)

for a PH curve of odd degree n, and A∗(t) is the conjugate of A(t).
Integrating the hodograph (3.1.1) then gives the Bézier form

r(t) =

n∑
i=0

pi

(
n

i

)
(1− t)n−i ti

of the degree n PH curve, with control points pi = xi i + yi j + zi k given in
terms of the quaternion coefficients Al for l = 0, . . . ,m, with the initial control
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point p0 taken as arbitrary integration constant. In particular, for PH curves of
degree 3, 5 and 7 we have, respectively,

A(t) = A0(1− t) + A1t , (3.1.3)

A(t) = A0(1− t)2 + A12(1− t)t + A2t
2 , (3.1.4)

A(t) = A0 (1− t)3 + A1 3 (1− t)2 t+ A2 3 (1− t) t2 + A3 t
3 . (3.1.5)

The corresponding control points are

p1 = p0 + 1
3(A0 u A∗0) ,

p2 = p1 + 1
6(A0 u A∗1 + A1 u A∗0) ,

p3 = p2 + 1
3(A1 u A∗1) ,

for spatial PH cubics,

p1 = p0 + 1
5(A0 u A∗0) ,

p2 = p1 + 1
10(A0 u A∗1 + A1 u A∗0) ,

p3 = p2 + 1
30(A0 u A∗2 + 4A1 u A∗1 + A2 u A∗0) ,

p4 = p3 + 1
10(A1 u A∗2 + A2 u A∗1) ,

p5 = p4 + 1
5(A2 u A∗2) , (3.1.6)

for spatial PH quintics, and

p1 = p0 + 1
7(A0 u A∗0) ,

p2 = p1 + 1
14 (A0 u A∗1 + A1 i A∗0) ,

p3 = p2 + 1
35 (A0 u A∗2 + 3A1 u A∗1 + A2 u A∗0) ,

p4 = p3 + 1
140 (A0 u A∗3 + 9A1 u A∗2 + 9A2 u A∗1 + A3 u A∗0) ,

p5 = p4 + 1
35 (A1 u A∗3 + 3A2 u A∗2 + A3 u A∗1) ,

p6 = p5 + 1
14 (A2 u A∗3 + A3 u A∗2) ,

p7 = p6 + 1
7(A3 u A∗3) , (3.1.7)

for spatial PH curve of degree 7.
In view of the arbitrary choice of u, we henceforth assume u = i, so that

r ′(t) = A(t) i A∗(t) (3.1.8)

coincides with (3.0.2) when A(t) = u(t) + v(t) i + p(t) j +q(t) k. In fact, in terms
of the component polynomials u(t), v(t), p(t), q(t) of A(t), we have

r ′(t) = [u2(t) + v2(t) − p2(t) − q2(t) ] i

+ 2 [u(t)q(t) + v(t)p(t) ] j + 2 [ v(t)q(t) − u(t)p(t) ] k . (3.1.9)

Note that, any unit quaternion Q of the form Q(φ) = cosφ+ sinφ i satisfies
Q(φ) i Q∗(φ) = i for 0 6 φ 6 2π, so the hodograph (3.1.8) can also be written
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as r ′(t) = C(t) i C∗(t), where C(t) = A(t)Q(φ) is defined by (3.1.2) with the
coefficients Ai, i = 0, . . . ,n replaced with Ci = AiQ, i = 0, . . . ,n. This implies
that one component of one of the quaternions Ai can be freely chosen and,
accordingly, any given Pythagorean hodograph r ′(t) is generated through (3.1.8)
by a one–parameter family of quaternion polynomials [27]. Moreover, the angular
variable may be specified as a function φ(t) of the curve parameter t without
any change in the hodograph (3.1.8).

Remark 3.1. A primitive hodograph r ′(t) = (x ′(t),y ′(t), z ′(t)) is characterized
by the fact that gcd(x ′(t),y ′(t), z ′(t)) = constant. Primitive hodographs are
preferred in practice, since a common real root of x ′(t), y ′(t), z ′(t) may incur a
cusp (sudden tangent reversal) on the curve r(t). Moreover, as long as we are not
concerned with the crossover parametric speed, a non–primitive hodograph adds
essentially just a redundant information. However, choosing relatively prime
polynomials u(t), v(t), p(t), q(t) as components of A(t) does not guarantee a
primitive r ′(t). The hodograph (3.1.9) may be rewritten in terms of complex
polynomials u± iv and p± iq as

x ′ = (u+ iv)(u− iv) − (p+ iq)(p− iq) ,

y ′ = i [(u− iv)(p− iq) − (u+ iv)(p+ iq)] ,

z ′ = − [(u− iv)(p− iq) + (u+ iv)(p+ iq)] ,

where i =
√

−1 is the standard imaginary unit. Hence,

x ′ = 0 ⇔ (u+ iv)(u− iv) = (p+ iq)(p− iq)

y ′ = 0 ⇔ (u− iv)(p− iq) = (u+ iv)(p+ iq)

z ′ = 0 ⇔ (u− iv)(p− iq) = −(u+ iv)(p+ iq)

 ⇔
u+ iv = p− iq = 0

or

u− iv = p+ iq = 0 .

In addition, it can be proved that any multiple root of either u+ iv = p− iq = 0

or u− iv = p+ iq = 0 is also a multiple root of r ′ [37]. This implies that the
common factor (if any) of x ′,y ′, z ′ is given by

gcd(x ′,y ′, z ′) = gcd(u+ i v,p− iq) · gcd(u− i v,p+ iq) . (3.1.10)

Since u, v,p,q are real polynomials (3.1.10) reduces to

gcd(x ′,y ′, z ′) = | gcd(u+ i v,p− iq) |2 . (3.1.11)

This defines a real even–degree polynomial f(t), with no real roots. A non–
primitive spatial Pythagorean hodograph can thus be written in the form

h(t) B(t) i B∗(t) (3.1.12)

for a suitable quaternion polynomial B(t), of degree m− r when deg(h) = 2r.
Of course, if u(t), v(t), p(t), q(t) are not relatively prime, gcd(u, v,p,q) will also
contribute to h(t) in (3.1.12).
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3.2 hopf map form of spatial ph curves

As an alternative to the quaternion representation, Choi et al. [13] observed
that the spatial Pythagorean hodograph (3.0.2) can be generated from a pair of
complex polynomials through the Hopf map H : C×C→ R3 (see Appendix C
for a review). This map can be regarded as associating complex number pairs
α = u+ i v, β = q+ ip with points p = (x,y, z) ∈ R3 according to

p = H(α,β) = (|α|2 − |β|2, 2Re(αβ), 2 Im(αβ)) . (3.2.1)

When we restrict (3.2.1) to complex numbers satisfying |α|2 + |β|2 = 1, it can
be interpreted as a map between the “3–sphere” S3 : u2 + v2 + p2 + q2 = 1 in
the space R4 spanned by coordinates (u, v,p,q), and the standard “2–sphere”
S2 : x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 in R3 with (x,y, z) as coordinates.

One can easily verify that the hodograph r ′(t) defined by (3.0.2) is generated
from the complex polynomials α(t) = u(t) + i v(t) and β(t) = q(t) + ip(t) as

r ′(t) = H(α(t),β(t)) . (3.2.2)

As with the quaternion form, the relationship between r ′(t) and α(t), β(t) is
not one–to–one: we generate exactly the same hodograph on replacing the latter
by α(t) (cosφ+ i sinφ) and β(t) (cosφ+ i sinφ) for 0 6 φ 6 2π.

Within the Hopf map context, for a PH curve of degree n = 2m + 1, the
hodograph is constructed according to (3.2.2) from two polynomials α(t), β(t)

of degree m. In the following we will assume these polynomial are specified in
Bernstein form as

α(t) =

m∑
l=0

αl

(
m

l

)
(1− t)m−ltl , β(t) =

m∑
l=0

βl

(
m

l

)
(1− t)m−ltl . (3.2.3)

Remark 3.2. The hodograph (3.2.2) is primitive if and only if gcd(α(t),β(t)) =

constant. When α(t), β(t) have a non–constant common factor w(t), we may
write r ′(t) = |w(t)|2H(α̃(t), β̃(t)) where α(t) = w(t)α̃(t), β(t) = w(t)β̃(t). The
common factor w(t) influences only the magnitude of the hodograph — α̃(t) and
β̃(t) alone determine its direction.

The magnitude of the hodograph (3.2.2) is simply |r ′(t)| = |α(t)|2 + |β(t)|2

but the orientational dependence of r ′(t) on α(t) and β(t) has a less–intuitive
interpretation than the quaternion model. Writing A(t) = |A(t)| (cos 12θ(t) +

sin 12θ(t) n(t)) in the latter context, we may identify |A(t)|2 as the magnitude of
the hodograph r ′(t), while its orientation is obtained by rotating the vector i
through angle θ(t) about the unit vector n(t) — see Appendix B.
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3.3 conversion between representations

By identifying the imaginary unit i with the quaternion basis element i, the
polynomial A(t) = u(t) + v(t) i + p(t) j + q(t) k in the quaternion form (3.1.8)
can be expressed in terms of the complex polynomials α(t) = u(t) + i v(t) and
β(t) = q(t) + ip(t) in the Hopf map form (3.2.2) as

A(t) = α(t) + kβ(t) . (3.3.1)

Conversely, we can obtain α(t) and β(t) from A(t) through the expressions

α(t) = 1
2 [ A(t) − i A(t) i ] , β(t) = − 1

2 k [ A(t) + i A(t) i ] . (3.3.2)

Of course, expressions (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) are actually specific instances among the
one–parameter family of quaternion polynomials A(t) or complex polynomial
pairs α(t), β(t) that define a given hodograph r ′(t) through (3.1.8) or (3.2.2).

Given a Pythagorean hodograph r ′(t) = (x ′(t),y ′(t), z ′(t)) the quaternion
pre–image A(t) under the map H→ R3 defined by (3.1.8) is the solution of a
quaternion equation of the form (B.2.11) in Appendix B. Hence, from (B.2.12),
A(t) can be expressed as

A(t) =
√
σ(t) v(t) (cosφ+ sinφ i) , (3.3.3)

where σ(t) = |r ′(t)|, v(t) = (σ(t)i + r ′(t))/(|σ(t)i + r ′(t)|), and φ is a free angular
parameter. For each t, the above relation identifies the pre–image of a given
point r ′(t) in R3 as a circle in the quaternion space H, traced by increasing φ
from 0 to 2π. From (3.3.2), for the Hopf map H : C×C→ R3, the one–parameter
family of pre–image complex polynomials α(t), β(t) is given in terms of the
free angular parameter φ by

α(t) = 1
2

√
σ(t) [ v(t) (cosφ+ sinφ i) − i v(t) (cosφ+ sinφ i) i ] ,

β(t) = − 1
2

√
σ(t) k [ v(t) (cosφ+ sinφ i) + i v(t) (cosφ+ sinφ i) i ] .

Expanding equation (3.3.3), we obtain

A(t) =

√
σ(t)

|σ(t) i + r ′(t)|
[
−(σ(t) + x ′(t)) sinφ+ (σ(t) + x ′(t)) cosφ i

+(y ′(t) cosφ+ z ′(t) sinφ) j + (z ′(t) cosφ− y ′(t) sinφ) k
]

and consequently,

α(t) =

√
σ(t)

|σ(t) i + r ′(t)|
(σ(t) + x ′(t))(− sinφ+ i cosφ) ,

β(t) =

√
σ(t)

|σ(t) i + r ′(t)|
[ (z ′(t) cosφ− y ′(t) sinφ ) +

i (y ′(t) cosφ+ z ′(t) sinφ) ] .
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3.4 degenerate spatial ph curves

Integrating the hodograph (3.0.2) may yield linear or planar PH curves as special
cases. Since we are interested in generic PH curves (i.e., true space curves),
we need criteria to identify such degenerate cases. For this purpose we use
primarily the quaternion form (3.1.8), but also express the results in terms of the
Hopf map form (3.2.2).

Linear degenerations of spatial PH curves correspond to vanishing of the
curvature κ = σ−3| r ′ × r ′′ |, and in [22] it was shown that all spatial PH curves
satisfy

| r ′(t)× r ′′(t) |2 = σ2(t)ρ(t) , (3.4.1)

where the polynomial ρ may be specified as

ρ(t) = |r ′′(t)|2 − σ ′2(t) ,

that is [37],

ρ = 4 [ (up ′ − u ′p)2 + (uq ′ − u ′q)2 + (vp ′ − v ′p)2 + (vq ′ − v ′q)2

+ 2(uv ′ − u ′v)(pq ′ − p ′q) ] . (3.4.2)

The condition for degeneration to a straight line is thus equivalent to ρ(t) ≡ 0.
For a degree–n PH curve, ρ(t) is of degree 2n− 6 and is therefore a constant for
PH cubics, and a quartic for PH quintics [24].

Planar degenerations of spatial PH curves correspond to vanishing of the
torsion and hence of the polynomial (r ′(t)× r ′′(t)) · r ′′′(t). For a degree–n PH
curve, this polynomial is generally of degree 3n− 9. For PH cubics, it reduces to
a constant, while for PH quintics (r ′(t)× r ′′(t)) · r ′′′(t) is a polynomial of degree
6.

Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 below state precise conditions for linear and planar
degeneration of spatial PH curves in terms of the quaternion model. For the
proofs, we refer the reader to Section 22.2 of [24]. In Remarks 3.3 and 3.4, these
conditions are translated into the Hopf map model.

Proposition 3.1. Let A1 be expressed in terms of A0 ( 6= 0) as

A1 = A0 (α+β i + γ j + δk) . (3.4.3)

Then the spatial PH cubic defined by substituting (3.1.3) into (3.1.8) and integrating
degenerates to a straight line if and only if γ = δ = 0, and to a planar curve other than
a straight line if and only if β = 0 and (γ, δ) 6= (0, 0).

Remark 3.3. In the Hopf map model, one can easily verify that the conditions
of Proposition 3.1 are equivalent to requiring the Bernstein coefficients of the
complex polynomials α(t), β(t) to satisfy α1 : β1 = α0 : β0 for degeneration
to a straight line, and α1 = λα0 − zβ0and β1 = λβ0 + zα0 with λ real and z
complex for degeneration to a planar curve other than a straight line.
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For spatial PH quintics, the condition for degeneration to a straight line is a
direct generalization of that for spatial PH cubics, but the planarity condition is
somewhat more subtle.

Proposition 3.2. Let A1, A2 be expressed in terms of A0 ( 6= 0) as

A1 = A0 (α1+β1 i +γ1 j + δ1 k) , A2 = A0 (α2+β2 i +γ2 j + δ2 k) . (3.4.4)

Then the spatial PH quintic specified by (3.1.8) and (3.1.4) is a straight line if and
only if γ1 = γ2 = δ1 = δ2 = 0, and a plane curve other than a straight line if and
only if β1 = β2 = γ1δ2 − γ2δ1 = 0 with γ1,γ2, δ1, δ2 not all zero, provided that
gcd(x ′,y ′, z ′) is a non–zero constant in (3.1.8).

Remark 3.4. The conditions of Proposition 3.2 for degeneration to a straight
line are equivalent to requiring the Bernstein coefficients of the polynomials
α(t), β(t) in the Hopf map model to satisfy α2 : β2 = α1 : β1 = α0 : β0. For
degeneration to a planar curve other than a straight line, the conditions stated
in Proposition 3.2 translate into α1 = λ1α0 − µ1 zβ0, α2 = λ2α0 − µ2 zβ0 and
β1 = λ1β0+µ1 zα0, β2 = λ2β0+µ2 zα0 with λ1, λ2,µ1,µ2 real and z complex,
provided that the hodograph (3.2.2) is primitive.

A general condition for degeneration to a line — which easily explains the
first part of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 — was recently introduced in [44].



4
C U RV E S W I T H R AT I O N A L F R E N E T F R A M E

Rational forms are always preferred in computer–aided design whenever pos-
sible, since they are exactly compatible with the representation of most CAD
systems and permit efficient computations. In general, however, both the Frenet
adapted frame defined in (1.2.1) and the rotation–minimizing adapted frame
that satisfies (1.3.6), are not rational, even for Pythagorean–hodograph curves.

As outlined in the previous chapter, the unit tangent t to a polynomial curve
has a rational dependence on the parameter if and only if the curve hodograph
is Pythagorean. However, the principal normal n and binormal b defined by
(1.2.1) are not, in general, rational unit vectors since the quantity | r ′ × r ′′ |
generically incurs the square root of a polynomial. Likewise, the curvature κ
given by (1.2.4) does not, in general, have a rational dependence on t (although
the torsion τ does). To secure a rational dependence of (t, n, b) and κ, τ on the
curve parameter, we must consider the double PH (DPH) curves by studying the
structure of | r ′ × r ′′ | in greater detail.

The double PH condition is discussed in Section 4.1, and analyzed in the
context of the quaternion and Hopf map models of spatial PH curves in Sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. A categorization of all DPH curve types up to
degree 7 is developed in Section 4.4, by using the Hopf map form to show
systems of equations and constraints needed for their constructions. A selection
of computed examples of each DPH curve type is included, to highlight their
attractive features.

4.1 characterization of double ph curves

By substituting from (3.0.2) into

| r ′ × r ′′ |2 = (y ′z ′′ − y ′′z ′)2 + (z ′x ′′ − z ′′x ′)2 + (x ′y ′′ − x ′′y ′)2 , (4.1.1)

one may directly verify equation (3.4.1) with ρ(t) given by (3.4.2). The polynomial
ρ can be written in terms of the polynomials u, v, p, q and their derivatives u ′,
v ′, p ′, q ′ in several different ways. For example, it can be written [24] as

ρ = 4 [ (uv ′ − u ′v+ pq ′ − p ′q)2 + (up ′ − u ′p− vq ′ + v ′q)2

+(uq ′ − u ′q+ vp ′ − v ′p)2 − (uv ′ − u ′v− pq ′ + p ′q)2 ] ,

or as a sum of just two squares,

ρ = 4 [ (up ′ − u ′p+ vq ′ − v ′q)2 + (uq ′ − u ′q− vp ′ + v ′p)2 ] . (4.1.2)

67
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The importance of form (4.1.2) is that it allows to characterize the conditions
under which ρ(t) is a perfect square, and thus the Frenet adapted frame (t, n, b)

and the curvature κ and torsion τ all have a rational dependence on the curve
parameter t.

Remark 4.1. Geometrically, degenerate spatial PH curves are characterized by
collinear or coplanar Bézier control points, and they are trivially double PH
curves. For the linear case, r ′ and r ′′ are always parallel, so | r ′ × r ′′ | ≡ 0. In the
planar case, we can choose coordinates such that z ′ ≡ 0 and z ′′ ≡ 0, so | r ′× r ′′ |2

becomes the perfect square (x ′y ′′ − x ′′y ′)2.

A polynomial space curve r(t) is said to be a “double PH curve” if | r ′(t) | and
| r ′(t)× r ′′(t) | are both polynomial functions of t — i.e., if the conditions

| r ′ |2 = x ′2 + y ′2 + z ′2 ≡ σ2 , (4.1.3)

| r ′ × r ′′ |2 = (y ′z ′′ − y ′′z ′)2 + (z ′x ′′ − z ′′x ′)2 + (x ′y ′′ − x ′′y ′)2 ≡ (σω)2

(4.1.4)

are simultaneously satisfied for some polynomials σ(t), ω(t). In other words,
in addition to the usual PH condition (4.1.3), for a double PH (or DPH) curve
we require the polynomial ρ in the relation (3.4.1), satisfied by all PH curves, to
be a perfect square: ρ = ω2 for some polynomial ω(t). Beltran and Monterde
called such curves the “PH curves of second class” or “2–PH curves” [4], and
they determined that the cubic and quintic double PH curves are exactly the
helical PH curves [37] of equal degree — but double PH curves of degree 7 exist
that are not helical, i.e., they do not satisfy (5.0.1) and (5.0.2) below.

For a double PH curve with ρ(t) = ω2(t), the Frenet frame vectors and the
curvature and torsion functions are given by the rational expressions

t =
r ′

σ
, n =

σr ′′ − σ ′r ′

σω
, b =

r ′ × r ′′

σω
, κ =

ω

σ2
, τ =

(r ′ × r ′′) · r ′′′

σ2ω2
. (4.1.5)

Hence, the DPH curves may be regarded as the complete set of polynomial
curves that have rational Frenet adapted frames [102].

Now for a PH curve of degree n, deg(ρ) = 2n− 6. In the present context, the
expression (4.1.2) for ρ(t) as a sum of squares is the most interesting, since it
implies [4] that to satisfy the second Pythagorean condition (4.1.4), the three
polynomials 2(up ′−u ′p+vq ′−v ′q), 2(uq ′−u ′q−vp ′+v ′p),ωmust comprise
a Pythagorean triple, satisfying

4 [ (up ′ − u ′p+ vq ′ − v ′q)2 + (uq ′ − u ′q− vp ′ + v ′p)2 ] ≡ ω2 . (4.1.6)

The solutions of this equation must be [66] of the form

up ′ − u ′p+ vq ′ − v ′q = h(a2 − b2) ,

uq ′ − u ′q− vp ′ + v ′p = 2hab ,

ω = 2h(a2 + b2) , (4.1.7)
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for polynomials h(t), a(t), b(t) with gcd(a(t),b(t)) = constant. For instances
with gcd(up ′ −u ′p+ vq ′ − v ′q,uq ′ −u ′q− vp ′ + v ′p) = constant, we may take
h(t) = 1, and we then have a primitive Pythagorean triple.

4.2 quaternion form of double ph curves

Consider a spatial PH curve with parametric speed and first two derivatives
specified in terms of a quaternion polynomial A(t) by

σ(t) = |A(t)|2, r ′(t) = A(t) i A∗(t), r ′′(t) = A ′(t) i A∗(t) + A(t) i A ′∗(t).

Regarding r ′(t) and r ′′(t) as pure vector quaternions, the quantity r ′(t)× r ′′(t)
is the vector part of their quaternion product, and it can be expressed as one
half this product minus its conjugate. Thus, writing

2 r ′ × r ′′ = (A i A∗) (A ′ i A∗ + A i A ′∗) − (A ′ i A∗ + A i A ′∗)∗ (A i A∗)∗

and simplifying, we obtain

2 r ′ × r ′′ = A i (A∗A ′ − A ′∗A) i A∗ + σ (A ′A∗ − AA ′∗) .

Now since σ(t) = A(t)A∗(t) = A∗(t)A(t), we have

σ ′ = A ′A∗ + A A ′∗ = A ′∗A + A∗A ′ ,

and by invoking these relations we deduce that

r ′ × r ′′ = A i A∗A ′ i A∗ + σA ′A∗ .

Using σ(t) = A(t)A∗(t), we re–write this as

r ′ × r ′′ = A
(
i A∗A ′ i + A∗A ′

)
A∗ .

Now for A(t) = u(t) + v(t) i + p(t) j + q(t) k, the products A∗A ′ and i A∗A ′ i
are given by

A∗A ′ = (uu ′ + vv ′ + pp ′ + qq ′) + (uv ′ − u ′v− pq ′ + p ′q) i

+(up ′ − u ′p+ vq ′ − v ′q) j + (uq ′ − u ′q− vp ′ + v ′p) k ,

i A∗A ′ i = − (uu ′ + vv ′ + pp ′ + qq ′) − (uv ′ − u ′v− pq ′ + p ′q) i

+(up ′ − u ′p+ vq ′ − v ′q) j + (uq ′ − u ′q− vp ′ + v ′p) k ,

so i A∗(t)A ′(t) i + A∗(t)A ′(t) is just twice the (j, k) part of A∗(t)A ′(t). Thus, in
terms of the polynomials

f(t) = u(t)p ′(t) − u ′(t)p(t) + v(t)q ′(t) − v ′(t)q(t) ,

g(t) = u(t)q ′(t) − u ′(t)q(t) − v(t)p ′(t) − v ′(t)p(t) ,
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appearing in (4.1.2), we have

r ′(t)× r ′′(t) = 2A(t) [ f(t) j + g(t) k ] A∗(t) , (4.2.1)

and the squared modulus of this vector is

| r ′(t)× r ′′(t) |2 = 4 σ2(t) [ f2(t) + g2(t) ] .

Hence, | r ′(t)× r ′′(t) | is a polynomial in t if and only if the two polynomials
f(t), g(t) are elements of a Pythagorean triple, and are thus [66] of the form

f(t) = h(t) [a2(t) − b2(t) ] , g(t) = 2h(t)a(t)b(t) , (4.2.2)

for polynomials a(t), b(t), h(t) with gcd(a(t),b(t)) = constant.
Note that, since the components of r ′(t)× r ′′(t) satisfy the Pythagorean con-

dition (4.1.4) if r(t) is a double PH curve, it must be expressible in the form1

(3.1.12) in terms of a real polynomial h(t) and a quaternion polynomial B(t). If
r(t) is of degree n, we must have deg(r ′ × r ′′) = 2n− 4 = deg(h) + 2deg(B).

Proposition 4.1. For a DPH curve r(t) specified by a quaternion polynomial (3.1.2)
satisfying the conditions (4.1.6) and (4.1.7), the cross product r ′(t)× r ′′(t) can be
expressed in the quaternion Pythagorean form (3.1.12) with B(t) given by

B(t) = A(t) C(t) , where C(t) = −b(t) + a(t) i + a(t) j + b(t) k . (4.2.3)

Proof : Invoking the form (4.2.1), and multiplying both sides of

B(t) i B∗(t) = 2A(t) [ (a2(t) − b2(t)) j + 2 a(t)b(t) k ] A∗(t) (4.2.4)

on the left by A∗(t) and the right by A(t), we obtain

Q(t) i Q∗(t) = 2 σ2(t) [ (a2(t) − b2(t)) j + 2 a(t)b(t) k ] ,

where we set Q(t) = A∗(t) B(t). One may then deduce (see Appendix B) that
the general solution to this equation has the form

Q = σ
((a2 + b2) i + (a2 − b2) j + 2abk)√

a2 + b2
(cosφ+ sinφ i) ,

where φ is a free angular parameter. Hence we obtain

B = A
((a2 + b2) i + (a2 − b2) j + 2abk)√

a2 + b2
(cosφ+ sinφ i) ,

and in order to ensure that B(t) is a polynomial, we choose the dependence of
φ on t defined by

sinφ(t) =
b(t)√

a2(t) + b2(t)
, cosφ(t) =

a(t)√
a2(t) + b2(t)

.

Substituting and simplifying, this gives the solution (4.2.3) for B(t).

1 We assume here the generic form, appropriate to the case where the components of r ′(t)× r ′′(t)
are not necessarily relatively prime.
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4.3 hopf map form of double ph curves

The Hopf map form (3.2.2) constructs spatial Pythagorean hodographs from
two complex polynomials α(t) = u(t) + i v(t), β(t) = q(t) + ip(t). Forming the
combination

αβ ′ −α ′β = (uq ′ − u ′q− vp ′ + v ′p) + i (up ′ − u ′p+ vq ′ − v ′q) (4.3.1)

of these polynomials, from (4.1.2) we obtain that

ρ(t) = 4 |α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) |2 . (4.3.2)

Thus, the DPH curves are spatial PH curves for which |α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t)|2

is the perfect square of a real polynomial. Due to its importance in the theory
of double PH curves, we call α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) the proportionality polynomial
of α(t), β(t). It vanishes identically if and only if α(t), β(t) are (complex)
constant multiples of each other (see also Lemma 3.1 in [44]). In the Hopf map
representation, the curvature of spatial PH curves is given by

κ(t) = 2
|α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) |

(|α(t)|2 + |β(t)|2)2
,

so vanishing of (4.3.1) identifies degeneration to a straight line. When (4.3.1)
does not vanish identically, its real roots (if any) identify inflections of a PH space
curve, at which the normal vectors n, b may suffer sudden reversals.

Now in the Hopf map representation, the conditions (4.1.7) for a spatial PH
curve to be a double PH curve can be expressed as

α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) = h(t) w2(t) (4.3.3)

for some real polynomial h(t) and complex polynomial w(t) = a(t) + ib(t) with
gcd(a(t),b(t)) = constant, such that

deg(h(t)) + 2 deg(w(t)) = 2 deg(α(t),β(t)) − 2. (4.3.4)

Identifying C with R2, the complex polynomials α(t), β(t) may be regarded as
defining plane curves, and from the complex representation of planar PH curves
[20] the expression on the right in (4.3.3) is seen to define a planar Pythagorean
hodograph. These observations reveal the following connection between double
(spatial) PH curves and planar PH curves.

Proposition 4.2. A spatial PH curve specified through the Hopf map (3.2.2) by two
complex polynomials α(t), β(t) is a double PH curve if and only if their proportionality
polynomial (4.3.1) defines a planar Pythagorean hodograph.
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One may deduce the Hopf map form of the polynomial (4.3.2) in the relation
(3.4.1) directly, as follows. From (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) the components of r ′(t) are
written as

x ′(t) = α(t)α(t) −β(t)β(t) , y ′(t) + i z ′(t) = 2α(t)β(t) , (4.3.5)

and differentiating then gives

x ′′(t) = α ′(t)α(t) +α(t)α ′(t) −β ′(t)β(t) −β(t)β
′
(t) , (4.3.6)

y ′′(t) + i z ′′(t) = 2 [α ′(t)β(t) +α(t)β
′
(t) ] . (4.3.7)

Substituting from (4.3.5) and (4.3.6)–(4.3.7) into

y ′z ′′ − y ′′z ′ = − 1
2 i [ (y ′ − i z ′)(y ′′ + i z ′′) − (y ′ + i z ′)(y ′′ − i z ′′) ] ,

(x ′y ′′ − x ′′y ′) + i (z ′x ′′ − z ′′x ′) = x ′(y ′′ − i z ′′) − x ′′(y ′ − i z ′) ,

and writing

η(t) = α(t)β ′(t) − α ′(t)β(t) , (4.3.8)

after some manipulation one obtains

y ′(t)z ′′(t) − y ′′(t)z ′(t) = 2 i [α(t)β(t)η(t) −α(t)β(t)η(t) ] ,

[ x ′(t)y ′′(t) − x ′′(t)y ′(t) ] + i [ z ′(t)x ′′(t) − z ′′(t)x ′(t) ]

= 2 [α2(t)η(t) +β2(t)η(t) ] .

By direct substitution and simplification, one can then deduce that

| r ′ × r ′′ |2 = (y ′z ′′ − y ′′z ′)2 + (z ′x ′′ − z ′′x ′)2 + (x ′y ′′ − x ′′y ′)2

= 4 |αβη−αβη|2 + 4 |α2η+β2η|2 = 4 (|α|2 + |β|2)2 |η|2 .

Since σ(t) = |α(t)|2 + |β(t)|2 in the Hopf map representation, we deduce that
ρ(t) = 4 |η(t)|2 where η(t) is defined by (4.3.8).

Assuming α(t), β(t) and h(t), w(t) are specified in Bernstein form as

α(t) =

m∑
l=0

αl

(
m

l

)
(1− t)m−ltl , β(t) =

m∑
l=0

βl

(
m

l

)
(1− t)m−ltl ,

h(t) =

d∑
l=0

hl

(
d

l

)
(1− t)d−ltl , w(t) =

e∑
l=0

wl

(
e

l

)
(1− t)e−ltl ,

where from (4.3.4) we must have d+ 2e = 2m− 2, we now elucidate certain
connections between the Hopf map and quaternion representations.
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Remark 4.2. From the Hopf map form (4.3.2) of ρ(t) and the condition (4.3.3)
for a double PH curve we may infer that, for DPH curves, ρ(t) = 4h2(t) | w(t) |4.
Thus, the polynomial ω(t) defined for DPH curves by ρ(t) = ω2(t) is simply
ω(t) = 2h(t) | w(t) |2. For helical curves, we deduce (see Remark 5.1 below) that
the triple product [ r ′(t)× r ′′(t) ] · r ′′′(t) is proportional to (2h(t) | w(t) |2)3.

Remark 4.3. If h(t) is a non–constant polynomial, we must have h(t) > 0 for
all t in order to write | r ′(t)× r ′′(t) | = 2σ(t)h(t)| w(t) |2. Otherwise, if h(t) is
not non–negative for all t, we must replace h(t) by |h(t)| in the expression for
| r ′(t)× r ′′(t) |, which is then the absolute value of a polynomial in t. In practice,
the choice h(t) = constant may be preferable—as with the case of primitive
planar Pythagorean hodographs [42].

We conclude with two observations connecting the quaternion and Hopf map
formulations of the double PH curves.

Remark 4.4. (Quaternion form of proportionality polynomial.) Identifying the imagi-
nary unit i with the quaternion basis element i, let the coefficients of α(t) and
β(t) be

αl = αl + al i and βl = βl + bl i , l = 0, . . . ,m .

Then the Bernstein coefficients of the corresponding quaternion polynomial
(3.1.2) defined by (3.3.1) are

Al = αl + kβl = (αl + al i) + k (βl + bl i) = αl + al i + bl j + βl k

for l = 0, . . . ,m. One can then verify that

j (αkβl −αlβk) = 1
2(A

∗
kAl − A∗lAk)× i , (4.3.9)

and hence the proportionality polynomial α(t)β ′(t) − α ′(t)β(t) in the Hopf
map model is related to the quaternion polynomial A(t) by

j [α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) ] = 1
2 [ A∗(t)A ′(t) − A ′∗(t)A(t) ]× i . (4.3.10)

Note here that 12 [ A∗(t)A ′(t) − A ′∗(t)A(t) ] = vect(A∗(t)A ′(t)) is a pure vector
quaternion, and equation (4.3.10) amounts to identifying the real and imaginary
parts of α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) with the k and j components of A∗(t)A ′(t).

Remark 4.5. (Quaternion form of double PH condition.) Identifying again the
imaginary unit i with the quaternion basis element i, the complex polyno-
mial w(t) = a(t) + b(t) i and the quaternion polynomial C(t) introduced in
(4.2.3) satisfy

1
2 C(t) i C∗(t) = (a2(t) − b2(t)) j + 2 a(t)b(t) k = w2(t) j .
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Hence, using (4.3.10), the DPH condition (4.3.3) in the Hopf map model can be
written in quaternion form as

(12 [ A∗(t)A ′(t) − A ′∗(t)A(t) ]×i) j = j
(
α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t)

)
j

= h(t) j w2(t) j = 1
2 h(t) j C(t) i C∗(t) .

This relation can be more conveniently expressed in the form

[ A∗(t)A ′(t) − A ′∗(t)A(t) ]× i = h(t) D(t) i D∗(t) , (4.3.11)

where we define

D(t) = j C(t) = −a(t) + b(t) i − b(t) j − a(t) k . (4.3.12)

Hence, a spatial PH curve specified through (3.1.8) by a quaternion polynomial
A(t) is a DPH curve if and only if the relation (4.3.11) holds for some quaternion
polynomial D(t) of the special form (4.3.12).

4.4 classification of low-degree dph curves

Following [4] and [70], greater emphasis will be placed here on expression
(4.3.3) of the double PH condition in the Hopf map model. The proportionality
polynomial α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t), introduced in Section 4.3, plays a prominent
role in the ensuing discussion. In Section 4.4.1 we review how the proportionality
polynomial for all PH cubics, and all helical PH quintics, satisfies the DPH
condition (4.3.3), and Section 4.4.2 then discusses the case of degree 7 DPH
curves.

4.4.1 Double PH cubics and quintics

Spatial PH cubics are defined by two linear complex polynomials α(t), β(t). In
this case, since

α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) = α0β1 −α1β0

is just a complex constant, we must have deg(h(t)) = 0 and deg(w(t)) = 0 to
satisfy (4.3.3). We may, without loss of generality, take h(t) = 1 and w(t) = w0,
and the double PH condition then amounts to

α0β1 −α1β0 = w20 .

Clearly, this is satisfied for arbitrary complex values α0, α1, β0, β1 by taking
either of the complex values

√
α0β1 −α1β0 for w0. Hence every spatial PH

cubic is a double PH curve — and is also a helical curve [43].
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Spatial PH quintics are defined by quadratic polynomials α(t), β(t). In this
case, the proportionality polynomial (4.3.1) is the quadratic

2 (α0β1 −α1β0) (1− t)2 + (α0β2 −α2β0) 2(1− t)t + 2 (α1β2 −α2β1) t
2

and satisfaction of the double PH condition (4.3.3) can be achieved with either
(a) deg(h(t)) = 0 and deg(w(t)) = 1; or (b) deg(h(t)) = 2 and deg(w(t)) = 0.

The case deg(h) = 0 and deg(w) = 1

Choosing h(t) = 1 and a linear polynomial with Bernstein coefficients w0, w1
for w(t) in (4.3.3) for case (a), we obtain the equations

2 (α0β1−α1β0) = w20, (α0β2−α2β0) = w0w1, 2 (α1β2−α2β1) = w21 .

These equations can be satisfied for some w0, w1 if and only if the coefficients
of α(t), β(t) satisfy

4 (α0β1 −α1β0) (α1β2 −α2β1) = (α0β2 −α2β0)
2 .

The case deg(h) = 2 and deg(w) = 0

Taking a quadratic with Bernstein coefficients h0,h1,h2 for h(t) and w(t) = w0
in case (b), and equating coefficients of the quadratic polynomials on the left
and right in (4.3.3), yields the system of equations

2 (α0β1−α1β0) = h0w20, (α0β2−α2β0) = h1w20, 2 (α1β2−α2β1) = h2w20

which can be satisfied if and only if

arg(α0β1 −α1β0) = arg(α0β2 −α2β0) = arg(α1β2 −α2β1) (mod π)

— i.e., the complex numbers α0β1−α1β0, α0β2−α2β0, α1β2−α2β1 must be
real multiples of each other in this case.

4.4.2 Double PH curves of degree 7

Spatial PH curves of degree 7 are specified by two cubic complex polynomials
α(t), β(t). In this case, the proportionality polynomial (4.3.1) is the quartic

3 (α0β1 −α1β0) (1− t)4

+ 3
2 (α0β2 −α2β0) 4(1− t)3t

+ [ 12 (α0β3 −α3β0) + 3
2 (α1β2 −α2β1) ] 6(1− t)2t2

+ 3
2 (α1β3 −α3β1) 4(1− t)t3

+ 3 (α2β3 −α3β2) t
4 ,
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and (4.3.3) may be satisfied with either (a) deg(h(t)) = 0 and deg(w(t)) = 2; or
(b) deg(h(t)) = 2 and deg(w(t)) = 1; or (c) deg(h(t)) = 4 and deg(w(t)) = 0.
Note that the six complex values αiβj −αjβi for 0 6 i, j 6 3 occurring in the
coefficients of α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) are not independent: they must satisfy the
compatibility condition

(α0β1 −α1β0)(α2β3 −α3β2) = (4.4.1)

(α0β2 −α2β0)(α1β3 −α3β1) − (α1β2 −α2β1)(α0β3 −α3β0) .

For the above mentioned combinations of the degrees of h(t) and w(t) in
(4.3.3), we now illustrate methods for the construction of DPH curves with a
selection of computed examples.

The case deg(h) = 0 and deg(w) = 2

If we choose h(t) = 1 and a quadratic with Bernstein coefficients w0, w1, w2 for
w(t) in case (a), we obtain from (4.3.3) the equations

3 (α0β1 −α1β0) = w20 ,

3 (α0β2 −α2β0) = 2w0w1 ,

(α0β3 −α3β0) + 3 (α1β2 −α2β1) = 2
3 (2w21 + w0w2) ,

3 (α1β3 −α3β1) = 2w1w2 ,

3 (α2β3 −α3β2) = w22 . (4.4.2)

Setting α1β2 −α2β1 = z, α0β3 −α3β0 = 4
3w21 + 2

3w0w2 − 3z, and invoking
(4.4.1), we note that the values w0, w1, w2 and z must satisfy(

1
3w20

) (
1
3w22

)
=
(
2
3w0w1

) (
2
3w1w2

)
− z

(
4
3w21 + 2

3w0w2 − 3z
)

,

which reduces to the quadratic equation

27 z2 −
(
12w21 + 6w0w2

)
z +

(
4w21 − w0w2

)
w0w2 = 0

in z. The solutions of this equation indicate that, in this case, α1β2 −α2β1 must
be given in terms of w0, w1, w2 by

α1β2 −α2β1 = 1
3 w0w2 or 1

9(4w21 − w0w2) . (4.4.3)

Example 4.1. In equations (4.4.2) we choose the numerical values

h0 = 1 , w0 = 1 , w1 = 1+ i , w2 = i .

Assigning values to α0, α1, β0 and solving the bilinear system specified by
(4.4.2) and the second expression in (4.4.3) for the other coefficients, we obtain

α0 = 1 , α1 = 2 i , α2 = − 4+ 5
3 i , α3 = − 4− 2 i ,

β0 = i , β1 = − 5
3 , β2 = − 1− 10

3 i , β3 = 2− 3 i .
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The resulting hodograph

x ′(t) = 14 t6 − 28 t5 + 14 t4 + 7 t2 ,

y ′(t) = − 12 t6 + 28 t5 − 20 t4 + 4 t3 − 6 t2 + 2 t ,

z ′(t) = − 84 t6 + 192 t5 − 136 t4 + 32 t3 − 46 t2 + 12 t− 2 ,

is non–primitive, since gcd(x ′(t),y ′(t), z ′(t)) = 2 t4 − 4 t3 + 2 t2 + 1. We have

σ(t) = | r ′(t) | = (43 t2 − 12 t+ 2)(2 t4 − 4 t3 + 2 t2 + 1) ,

| r ′(t)× r ′′(t) | = 2 (2 t4 − 4 t3 + 2 t2 + 1)σ(t) .

This curve has an especially simple rational Frenet adapted frame, given by

t =
(7 t2, − 6 t2 + 2 t, − 42 t2 + 12 t− 2)

43 t2 − 12 t+ 2
,

n =
(− 42 t2 + 14 t, − 7 t2 − 12 t+ 2, − 6 t2 + 2 t)

43 t2 − 12 t+ 2
,

b =
(− 6 t2 − 12 t+ 2, 42 t2 − 14 t, − 7 t2)

43 t2 − 12 t+ 2
,

and the rational curvature function is just κ(t) = 2/(43 t2 − 12 t+ 2)σ(t).

Example 4.2. Using the numerical values of the previous example, but the first
rather than the second expression in (4.4.3), we obtain

α0 = 1 , α1 = 2 i , α2 = − 4+ 3 i , α3 = − 12− 2 i ,

β0 = i , β1 = − 5
3 , β2 = − 7

3 − 10
3 i , β3 = 2− 29

3 i .

The corresponding hodograph components

x ′(t) = 86
9 t

6 + 44
3 t

5 + 14 t4 + 16
3 t

3 + 7 t2 ,

y ′(t) = − 4
3 t
6 − 4 t5 − 4 t4 + 4 t3 − 6 t2 + 2 t ,

z ′(t) = − 124
3 t6 − 80 t5 − 56 t4 − 80

3 t
3 − 46 t2 + 12 t− 2 ,

possess no common factor, and we have

σ(t) = | r ′(t) | = 382
9 t6 + 244

3 t5 + 58 t4 + 80
3 t

3 + 47 t2 − 12 t+ 2 ,

| r ′(t)× r ′′(t) | = 2(2 t4 − 4 t3 + 2 t2 + 1)σ(t) .

The case deg(h) = 2 and deg(w) = 1

In case (b) we take h(t) quadratic and w(t) linear with Bernstein coefficients
h0,h1,h2 and w0, w1 and thus obtain from (4.3.3) the equations

3 (α0β1 −α1β0) = h0w20 ,

3 (α0β2 −α2β0) = h1w20 + h0w0w1 ,

(α0β3 −α3β0) + 3 (α1β2 −α2β1) = 1
3 (h2w20 + 4h1w0w1 + h0w21) ,

3 (α1β3 −α3β1) = h2w0w1 + h1w21 ,

3 (α2β3 −α3β2) = h2w21 . (4.4.4)
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Setting α1β2 −α2β1 = z, α0β3 −α3β0 = 1
3 (h2w20 + 4h1w0w1 + h0w21) − 3z,

we see from (4.4.1) that the values h0,h1,h2, w0, w1, z must satisfy(
1
3h0w20

) (
1
3h2w21

)
= 1

3

(
h1w20 + h0w0w1

)
1
3

(
h2w0w1 + h1w21

)
− z

[
1
3(h2w20 + 4h1w0w1 + h0w21) − 3 z

]
,

yielding the quadratic equation

27 z2 − 3 (h2w20 + 4h1w0w1 + h0w21) z

+h1w0w1(h2w20 + h1w0w1 + h0w21) = 0

whose solutions indicate that α1β2 −α2β1 must be given in terms of h0,h1,h2
and w0, w1 by

α1β2 −α2β1 = 1
3h1w0w1 or 1

9(h2w20 + h1w0w1 + h0w21) . (4.4.5)

Example 4.3. In equations (4.4.4) we choose the numerical values

h0 = 1 , h1 = 2 , h2 = 1 , w0 = i , w1 = 1 .

Assigning values to α0, α1, β0 and solving the bilinear system specified by
(4.4.4) and the second expression in (4.4.5) for the other coefficients then gives

α0 = 1 , α1 = 1 , α2 = 2− 1
3 i , α3 = 2− 5 i ,

β0 = − 1 , β1 = − 4
3 , β2 = − 8

3 + 2
3 i , β3 = − 2+ 7 i .

The corresponding hodograph components are

x ′(t) = − 14 t6 − 6 t5 + 3 t4 − 4 t3 − t2 − 2 t ,

y ′(t) = − 52 t6 + 4 t5 − 18 t4 + 4 t3 − 12 t2 − 2 t− 2 ,

z ′(t) = − 4 t6 − 4 t5 + 2 t4 − 2 t2 .

This hodograph is non–primitive: it has gcd(x ′(t),y ′(t), z ′(t)) = 2 t2 − 2 t+ 1 as
the common factor of its components. For this curve, we have

σ(t) = | r ′(t) | = (2 t2 − 2 t+ 1)(27 t4 + 26 t3 + 21 t2 + 6 t+ 2) ,

| r ′(t)× r ′′(t) | = 2 | 2 t2 − 2 t− 1 | (2 t2 − 2 t+ 1)σ(t) .

The rational Frenet adapted frame is defined by

t = −
(t(t+ 1)(7t2 + 3t+ 2), 2(13t4 + 12t3 + 10t2 + 3t+ 1), 2t2(t+ 1)2)

27t4 + 26t3 + 21t2 + 6t+ 2
,

n =
(2(11t4 + 8t3 + 8t2 + 3t+ 1), −t(t+ 1)(7t2 + 3t+ 2), 2t(t+ 1)(7t2 + 3t+ 2))

27t4 + 26t3 + 21t2 + 6t+ 2
,

b =
(−2t(t+ 1)(7t2 + 3t+ 2), 2t2(t+ 1)2, 23t4 + 18t3 + 17t2 + 6t+ 2)

27t4 + 26t3 + 21t2 + 6t+ 2
,

and the rational curvature function is

κ(t) =
| 4 t2 − 4 t− 2 |

(2 t2 − 2 t+ 1) (27 t4 + 26 t3 + 21 t2 + 6 t+ 2)2
.
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Example 4.4. Using the numerical values of the previous example, but the first
rather than the second expression in (4.4.5), we obtain

α0 = 1 , α1 = 1 , α2 = 2+ i , α3 = 2− i ,

β0 = − 1 , β1 = − 4
3 , β2 = − 8

3 − 2
3 i , β3 = − 2+ 5

3 i .

The corresponding hodograph is primitive, with components

x ′(t) = − 22
9 t

6 − 10
3 t

5 + 11 t4 − 4 t3 − t2 − 2 t ,

y ′(t) = − 124
3 t6 + 68 t5 − 26 t4 + 4 t3 − 12 t2 − 2 t− 2 ,

z ′(t) = − 28
3 t

6 + 12 t5 + 2 t4 − 16
3 t

3 − 2 t2 ,

and we have

σ(t) = | r ′(t) | = 382
9 t6 − 206

3 t5 + 25 t4 − 4 t3 + 13 t2 + 2 t+ 2 ,

| r ′(t)× r ′′(t) | = 2 | 2 t2 − 2 t− 1 |(2 t2 − 2 t+ 1)σ(t) .

The case deg(h) = 4 and deg(w) = 0

Finally, choosing h(t) as a quartic with Bernstein coefficients h0, . . . ,h4 and
w(t) = w0 in case (c), and equating coefficients of the quartic polynomials on
the left and right in (4.3.3), yields the equations

3 (α0β1 −α1β0) = h0w20 ,

3 (α0β2 −α2β0) = 2h1w20 ,

(α0β3 −α3β0) + 3 (α1β2 −α2β1) = 2h2w20 ,

3 (α1β3 −α3β1) = 2h3w20 ,

3 (α2β3 −α3β2) = h4w20 . (4.4.6)

Setting α1β2−α2β1 = z, α0β3−α3β0 = 2h2w20− 3z, and invoking (4.4.1), we
see that the values h0, . . . ,h4, w0, and z must satisfy(

1
3h0w20

) (
1
3h4w20

)
=
(
2
3h1w20

) (
2
3h3w20

)
− z (2h2w20 − 3z) ,

which reduces to the quadratic equation

27 z2 − 18h2w20 z + (4h1h3 − h0h4) w40 = 0

in z. The solutions of this equation indicate that, in this case, α1β2 −α2β1 must
be given in terms of h0, . . . ,h4 and w0 by

α1β2 −α2β1 =
1

9

(
3h2 ±

√
9h22 + 3h0h4 − 12h1h3

)
w20 . (4.4.7)
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Example 4.5. In equations (4.4.6) we choose the numerical values

h0 = − 1 , h1 = 2 , h2 = 3 , h3 = 4 , h4 = − 5 , w0 = 1 .

Choosing complex values for α0, α1, β0 and solving for the five remaining
coefficients from the system of bilinear equations defined by (4.4.6) and (4.4.7)
with the “+” sign, we obtain

α0 = 1 , α1 = 1− i , α2 = − 1+ 4 i , α3 = − 1+ 9 i ,

β0 = − 1+ i , β1 = − 1
3 + 2 i , β2 = − 5

3 − 5 i , β3 = − 5− 10 i .

The components of the hodograph defined through (3.2.2) by the cubic complex
polynomials α(t), β(t) are then

x ′(t) = − 48 t6 + 216 t5 − 276 t4 + 48 t3 + 20 t2 − 2 t− 1 ,

y ′(t) = − 120 t6 + 600 t5 − 872 t4 + 208 t3 + 18 t2 − 2 t− 2 ,

z ′(t) = − 80 t6 + 384 t5 − 552 t4 + 128 t3 + 12 t2 − 2 .

This hodograph is primitive, and we have

σ(t) = | r ′(t) | = 152 t6 − 744 t5 + 1068 t4 − 248 t3 − 26 t2 + 2 t+ 3 ,

| r ′(t)× r ′′(t) | = 2 | 12 t4 − 8 t3 + 12 t2 − 12 t+ 1 |σ(t) .

Example 4.6. Using equations (4.4.6) again, we now choose the numerical values

h0 = 1 , h1 = 2 , h2 = 2 , h3 = 2 , h4 = 1 , w0 = 1 .

Choosing complex values for α0, α1, β0 and solving for the five remaining
coefficients from the system of bilinear equations defined by (4.4.6) and (4.4.7)
with the “−” sign, we obtain

α0 = 1 , α1 = 1 , α2 = 2+ i , α3 = 2+ 3 i ,

β0 = − 1 , β1 = − 2
3 , β2 = − 2

3 − i , β3 = − 2 i .

These give the hodograph components

x ′(t) = 2 t6 − 4 t5 + 6 t4 + 3 t2 + 2 t ,

y ′(t) = − 4 t6 + 16 t5 − 28 t4 + 12 t3 − 8 t2 + 2 t− 2 ,

z ′(t) = 4 t6 − 12 t5 + 12 t4 + 4 t3 .

This hodograph is also primitive, with

σ(t) = | r ′(t) | = 6 t6 − 20 t5 + 30 t4 − 8 t3 + 9 t2 − 2 t+ 2 ,

| r ′(t)× r ′′(t) | = 2 | 2 t4 − 4 t3 + 6 t2 − 4 t− 1 |σ(t) .
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4.4.3 Construction of degree 7 double PH curves

The above characterizations for degree 7 double PH curves of different types
furnish algorithms for constructing examples of these curves.

First, we assign numerical values for the coefficients of h(t) and w(t) on the
right–hand side of equations (4.4.2), (4.4.4), or (4.4.6). An appropriate value for
z = α1β2 −α2β1 is then determined through the corresponding compatibility
constraint from expression (4.4.3), (4.4.5), or (4.4.7). This assignment, together
with equations (4.4.2), (4.4.4), or (4.4.6), define a system comprising six bilinear
equations in the eight unknowns α0, . . . ,α3 and β0, . . . ,β3.

Since these equations are (by construction) consistent, and the variables are
inherently complex, one can in principle assign two of them arbitrarily, and
then solve the six equations for the remaining variables. Of course, this purely
algebraic process is not suited to constructing curves with prescribed geomet-
rical properties. We expect that it can be suitably modified to furnish more
geometrically intuitive constructions for double PH curves of different types,
but the formulation of such algorithms is deferred to a future study.

Remark 4.6. Since equations (4.4.2)–(4.4.3), (4.4.4)–(4.4.5), or (4.4.6)–(4.4.7) de-
pend only on the combinations αiβj −αjβi, if (αk,βk) for 0 6 k 6 3 is any
solution, then (αkz,βk/z) for 0 6 k 6 3 is also a solution for each z 6= 0. Hence,
one may initially assign arbitrary complex values to any three of the coefficients
(αk,βk) for 0 6 k 6 3, and then determine corresponding values for the other
five. This yields another freedom of initial assignment, beyond the two arising
from the difference between the number of unknowns and equations.





5
H E L I C A L P O LY N O M I A L C U RV E S

In classical differential geometry [17, 65, 94], a (cylindrical) helix or curve of
constant slope is a curve whose tangent t maintains a constant inclination with
respect to a fixed line. Let a be the unit vector along the fixed direction (the axis)
and let ψ be the constant angle (the pitch angle). Then a helix is defined by

t · a = cosψ = constant, (5.0.1)

which, in virtue of the Frenet–Serret equations (1.2.2), differentiated gives n · a =

0. It follows that for a a helix

t · a = cosψ , n · a = 0 , b · a = sinψ .

Thus, the axis is parallel to the rectifying plane of the curve, and can be expressed
as

a = t cosψ + b sinψ , (5.0.2)

which differentiated implies κ cosψ− τ sinψ = 0, namely1

κ

τ
= tanψ = constant . (5.0.3)

If a curve is of constant slope, i.e. if condition (5.0.1) holds, the ratio of curvature
to torsion is constant. Conversely, if a curve satisfies condition (5.0.3) we can
always find a constant vector a specified by (5.0.2) that satisfies (5.0.1). This
characterization of a helix as the unique curve in 3D–space for which the ratio
of curvature to torsion is constant is a result known as Theorem of Lancret [94].

Theorem 5.1 (Lancret). A necessary and sufficient condition for a curve to be a helix
is that the ratio of curvature to torsion be constant.

A helical curve r(t) may also be characterized by the fact that the locus traced
by its unit tangent vector t = r ′/|r ′| — i.e., the tangent indicatrix of r(t) — is a
circle2 on the unit sphere [94]. This characteristic property has been used in
[70] to give a geometrically intuitive and quite general construction of helical
polynomial curves, based on the Hopf map model.

Starting from the above analysis, we can give several equivalent characteriza-
tions of helical curves [17]. Let r : I→ R3 be a parametrized curve with τ(t) 6= 0,
t ∈ I. Then r is a helix if and only if

1 Since κ is by definition non–negative, but τ is a signed quantity, the constant in (5.0.3) may change
sign at special curve points where κ = τ = 0.

2 The center of the circle and its angular radius identify the helix axis a and pitch angle ψ.
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Figure 5.1: The circular helix (left) and a pipe surface constructed on it (right).

• the ratio of curvature to torsion is constant,

• both its tangent and binormal vector make a constant angle with the axis,

• its normal is perpendicular to a fixed direction,

• its tangent indicatrix is a circle on the unit sphere.

In relation to the last item, a curve is said to be monotone helical if its tangent
indicatrix is a simply–traced circle on the unit sphere [37] — i.e., it does not
indicate any reversals in the sense of the tangent rotation. Figure 5.1 shows the
familiar circular helix, and the pipe surface constructed on it. Note that this is
a transcendental curve (defined by trigonometric functions). We focus here on
polynomial helical curves.

When the axis of a helical space curve coincides with the z–axis, it has a
parametrization of the form r(t) = (x(t),y(t), s(t) cosψ), where s(t) is the arc–
length function [94]. For r(t) to be a polynomial curve, it must be a PH curve,
since only PH curves have a polynomial for s(t). If σ(t) = ds/dt is the parametric
speed, the projection r̃(t) = (x(t),y(t)) onto the (x,y)–plane defines a planar PH
curve satisfying

x ′2(t) + y ′2(t) ≡ σ2(t) sin2ψ .

Hence, in these special coordinates, helical polynomial curves can be obtained
from planar PH curves through spatial hodographs of the form

r ′(t) = (u2(t) − v2(t), 2u(t)v(t), (u2(t) + v2(t)) cotψ) ,

for relatively prime polynomials u(t), v(t). The disadvantage of this approach is
that, unlike the quaternion and Hopf map forms used here, the above description
is not invariant under general rotations in R3. Moreover, it is not very useful
in addressing the problem of determining whether a given polynomial curve is
helical and, if so, identifying its axis.

The plan for the reminder of this chapter is as follows. First, the relation be-
tween Pythagorean–hodograph curves, double Pythagorean–hodograph curves
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and helical polynomial curves is discussed in Section 5.1. The focus of Section 5.2
is on the helical DPH curves, using the approach presented in [70], based upon
rational line/circle parameterizations in the complex plane to classify all types
up to degree 7. Section 5.3 presents criteria to distinguish between the helical
and non–helical DPH curves of each type. Finally, Section 5.4 provides a com-
prehensive selection of examples of both the helical and non–helical degree 7
DPH curves.

5.1 how ph , dph , and helices relate to each other

The unit tangent t to a Pythagorean–hodograph curve is defined in terms of the
polynomials u(t), v(t), p(t), q(t) and σ(t) by

t =
r ′

| r ′ |
=

(u2 + v2 − p2 − q2, 2(uq+ vp), 2(vq− up))

σ
. (5.1.1)

Hence a helical polynomial curve, that satisfies (5.0.1), must be a PH curve [37].
Moreover, since

κ

τ
=

| r ′ × r ′′ |2

| r ′ |3[r ′ × r ′′] · r ′′′
= tanψ

from (3.4.1) it follows that, for a pitch angle ψ, all helical space curves have to
satisfy the relation

ρ3/2 = tanψ [r ′ × r ′′] · r ′′′ ,

implying that ρ is a perfect square (since the right–hand side is a polynomial).
Hence, every helical PH curve must be a DPH curve. Beltran and Monterde
[4] showed that for, cubics and quintics, there is a exact coincidence of helical
curves and DPH curves, but quoted an example of a DPH curve of degree 7 that
is non–helical. From (4.1.5) follows that for DPH curves, the curvature/torsion
ratio becomes

κ(t)

τ(t)
=

ω3(t)

[ r ′(t)× r ′′(t) ] · r ′′′(t)
, (5.1.2)

and hence we have the following observation.

Remark 5.1. If a polynomial space curve r(t) is helical, [ r ′(t)× r ′′(t) ] · r ′′′(t)
must be proportional to the cube of a polynomial ω(t).

For PH cubics, the ratio (5.1.2) is always constant since the numerator and
denominator are individually constant.3 For the DPH quintics, they are both

3 The fact that all PH cubics are helical curves is one of the first known properties [43] of the spatial
PH curves.
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PH ≡ DPH ≡ Helices

(a) Cubics.

PH

DPH ≡ Helices

(b) Quintics.

PH

DPH

Helices

(c) Curves of higher order

Figure 5.2: PH, DPH, and polynomial helices.

polynomials of degree 6, and (r ′ × r ′′) · r ′′′ must be a multiple of ω3 since all
double PH quintics are helical. For higher–order DPH curves, satisfaction of
the condition (r ′ × r ′′) · r ′′′ = ω3 tanψ for some constant tanψ can be used to
distinguish the helical DPH curves from those that are non–helical.

As observed in [37], the helical PH quintics comprise a proper subset of all
spatial PH quintics. For PH quintics, ρ(t) is not merely a constant, and for a
double PH curve it must be the perfect square of a quadratic. The set of double
PH quintics coincides precisely with the set of helical PH quintics, but this
coincidence does not extend to higher degree PH curves [4].

5.2 hopf map form of helical curves

Based on the Hopf map model for spatial PH curves and the property that helical
curves exhibit a circular tangent indicatrix on the unit sphere, an elegant general
construction for helical polynomial curves of arbitrary degree was proposed in
[70]. Let’s review the general schema of this procedure.

For the hodograph defined in terms of complex polynomials α(t), β(t)

through the Hopf map construction (3.2.2), the tangent indicatrix is given by

t =
H(α,β)

|α|2 + |β|2
=

(|α|2 − |β|2, 2Re(αβ), 2 Im(αβ))

|α|2 + |β|2
.

The final expression above defines the normalized Hopf map, which we denote
by Ĥ(α,β). Note that Ĥ maps complex values α, β with |α|2 + |β|2 = 1 to a unit
vector in R3 or, equivalently, a point on the unit sphere S2.
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As noted in [70], the normalized Hopf map satisfies

Ĥ(α,β) = Ĥ(α/β, 1) ,

and hence, for the purpose of investigating the tangent indicatrix, it suffices to
consider only the ratio α(t)/β(t) of the complex polynomials in (3.2.2). Thus,
different spatial PH curves defined by integrating (3.2.2) with different choices
for α(t), β(t) may nevertheless exhibit identical tangent indicatrices, if they
have the same ratio α(t)/β(t). Such curves differ in the magnitude, but not the
direction, of their hodograph vectors r ′(t) at each parameter value t.

Now the ratio z(t) = α(t)/β(t) of the polynomials α(t), β(t) specifies a
rational curve in the complex plane, and through the normalized Hopf map
an image c(t) = Ĥ(z(t), 1) of this curve on the unit sphere S2 in R3 is defined,
with |c(t)| ≡ 1. In fact, as observed in [70], the map z→ Ĥ(z, 1) from C to S2 is
just the inverse of the familiar stereographic projection, used in complex analysis
to visualize the “extended” complex plane [75]. Drawing rays from the north
pole of S2 through each point z ∈ C, we associate with each z the point of S2

at which such a ray pierces the sphere — see also Appendix C. In this manner,
“infinitely distant” points in C — regardless of direction — are all mapped to
the north pole of S2, and we regard the extended complex plane as comprising
all finite complex values z augmented by the single value∞.

As is well known [75], all circles on S2 are mapped to either lines or circles
in C by stereographic projection, depending on whether or not the circle on
S2 passes through the north pole. Monterde [70] thus observes that, if we are
interested in helical polynomial curves, with circular tangent indicatrices on S2,
their construction can be reduced by the above arguments to identifying those
pairs of complex polynomials α(t), β(t) whose ratios z(t) = α(t)/β(t) define
rational parameterizations of lines or circles in C.

5.2.1 Complex representation of lines/circles

Given complex numbers a0, a1, b0, b1 that satisfy a0b1 − a1b0 6= 0, consider the
complex–valued function

z(t) =
a0(1− t) + a1t
b0(1− t) + b1t

(5.2.1)

of a real parameter t. This may be viewed as a mapping t→ z(t) of the real axis
to a locus in the complex plane, as specified by a Möbius transformation. Form
(5.2.1) defines all lines and circles in the complex plane [75, 90].

If b1b0 − b1b0 = 2 i Im(b1b0) 6= 0, expression (5.2.1) defines a circle — one
can easily verify that

zc =
a1b0 − a0b1
b1b0 − b1b0

and R =

∣∣∣∣ a0b1 − a1b0
b1b0 − b1b0

∣∣∣∣
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identify the center and radius, so that

| z(t) − zc|2 ≡ R2 .

If b1b0 − b1b0 = 0, however, zc and R become infinite, and z(t) degenerates to
a straight line. This may be seen by noting that the derivative

dz
dt

=
a1b0 − a0b1

[ b0(1− t) + b1t ]2

has direction specified by

arg
(

dz
dt

)
= arg(a1b0 − a0b1) − 2 arg(b0(1− t) + b1t) .

Writing b0 = b0 + iβ0 and b1 = b1 + iβ1, we note that

arg(b0(1− t) + b1t) = tan−1 β0(1− t) +β1t

b0(1− t) + b1t
(mod π) .

Now [β0(1− t) +β1t ] / [b0(1− t) + b1t ] = constant, so arg(dz/dt) = constant
(mod π), if and only if b0β1 − b1β0 = Im(b1b0) = (b1b0 − b1b0)/2 i = 0.

The condition b0β1 − b1β0 = 0 implies that the complex coefficients in the
denominator of (5.2.1) are of the form (b0, b1) = (k0w,k1w) for some complex
value w and real values k0, k1. Writing c0 = a0/w, c1 = a1/w we see that, for a
straight line, the form (5.2.1) can be reduced to

z(t) =
c0(1− t) + c1t
k0(1− t) + k1t

, (5.2.2)

i.e., straight lines may be characterized by real denominators.
In order to construct different helical curve types, there are two ways to

generate higher–order line/circle parameterizations from the basic form (5.2.1).
We may multiply both the numerator and denominator of (5.2.1) by a complex
polynomial, to obtain z(t) = α(t)/β(t) where gcd(α(t),β(t)) 6= constant —
this does not change the tangent indicatrix, but it does alter the magnitude of
the hodograph r ′(t) upon substituting α(t), β(t) into (3.2.2). Curves defined
in this manner are monotone helical, since they originate from faithful circle
parameterizations. Alternatively, a rational transformation t→ f(t)/g(t) of the
curve parameter may be invoked, defined by real polynomials4 f(t), g(t) of
degree > 2. This yields, in general, a parameterization z(t) = α(t)/β(t) with
gcd(α(t),β(t)) = constant that is not faithful, and the resulting curves are
general helices — i.e., they may reverse their sense of tangent rotation. These
“multiplication” and “re–parameterization” procedures for generating helical
curves may also be combined, but only for curves of degree > 7.

4 These polynomials are assumed to be relatively prime, i.e., gcd(f(t),g(t)) = constant.
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5.2.2 Spatial PH cubics

The rational linear form (5.2.1) is the simplest (lowest–order) parameterization
of lines and circles. By substituting the linear complex polynomials

α(t) = a0(1− t) + a1t , β(t) = b0(1− t) + b1t

into the Hopf map specification (3.2.2) of a spatial Pythagorean hodograph and
integrating, we obtain a spatial PH cubic. In this case, we have

α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) = a0b1 − a1b0 ,

which may be interpreted as being of the form (4.3.3) with h(t) = 1 and
w2(t) = a0b1 − a1b0, i.e., deg(h(t)) = 0 and deg(w(t)) = 0. Hence, all spatial
PH cubics are helical, and are also double PH curves. Moreover, since the rational
linear form (5.2.1) is a faithful parameterization of lines/circles in the complex
plane, and the inverse stereographic projection from the complex plane to the
unit sphere is one–to–one, all PH cubics are monotone helical.

5.2.3 Helical PH quintics

To define helical PH quintics by means of the normalized Hopf map, we must
use rational quadratic parameterizations of lines and circles in the complex plane.
These must be true quadratic parameterizations, not degree–elevated versions
of (5.2.1). There are two essentially distinct methods of obtaining such quadratic
parameterizations from the basic form (5.2.1).

Quadratic re–parameterization

The first method involves introducing a non–linear (real) transformation of the
parameter t. Imposing on (5.2.1) the parameter transformation defined by the
rational quadratic function

t → f(t)

g(t)
=

f0(1− t)2 + f12(1− t)t+ f2t
2

g0(1− t)2 + g12(1− t)t+ g2t2
, (5.2.3)

we obtain the quadratic line/circle parameterization

z(t) =
α(t)

β(t)
=
α0(1− t)2 +α12(1− t)t+α2t

2

β0(1− t)2 +β12(1− t)t+β2t
2

,

where

αi = fi(a1 − a0) + gia0 , βi = fi(b1 − b0) + gib0 , i = 0, 1, 2 .

We then find that the proportionality polynomial has the form

α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) = h(t) (a0b1 − a1b0) ,
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where h(t) is the real quadratic polynomial defined by

h(t) = f ′(t)g(t) − f(t)g ′(t) , (5.2.4)

with Bernstein coefficients

h0 = 2(f1g0 − f0g1) , h1 = f2g0 − f0g2 , h2 = 2(f2g1 − f1g2) . (5.2.5)

This is an instance of (4.3.3) with deg(h(t)) = 2, deg(w(t)) = 0. The spatial PH
quintics defined in this manner are thus double PH curves — as observed in [4],
they correspond to general helical PH quintics.

Invoking the relation (3.3.1) between the quaternion and Hopf map models,
we see that these helical quintics may be specified by a quadratic quaternion
polynomial A(t) = α(t) + kβ(t) with Bernstein coefficients of the form

Ai = fi [ a1 − a0 + k (b1 − b0) ] + gi [ a0 + k b0 ] , i = 0, 1, 2 . (5.2.6)

Since A0, A1, A2 are linearly dependent upon just two quaternions, a1 − a0 +

k (b1 − b0) and a0 + k b0, they reside in a two–dimensional subspace of H.
Hence, as noted in [37], these helical PH curves are characterized by the fact
that A1 is linearly dependent on A0 and A2, i.e.,

A1 = A0 c0 + A2 c2

for appropriate values c0, c2 ∈ R. Substituting from (5.2.6) into this relation, we
find that these coefficients are given in terms of the quantities (5.2.5) by

c0 =
h2

2h1
and c2 =

h0

2h1
.

Linear polynomial multiplication

A different way of obtaining a quadratic rational parameterization from (5.2.1)
is to multiply the numerator and denominator by the same (complex) linear
polynomial, w(t) = w0(1− t) + w1t. The parameterization z(t) = α(t)/β(t)

defined in this manner is specified by

α(t) = [ a0(1− t) + a1t ] [ w0(1− t) + w1t ] ,

= a0w0(1− t)2 + 1
2(a0w1 + a1w0)2(1− t)t+ a1w1t2 ,

β(t) = [ b0(1− t) + b1t ] [ w0(1− t) + w1t ] ,

= b0w0(1− t)2 + 1
2(b0w1 + b1w0)2(1− t)t+ b1w1t2 ,

and hence we obtain

α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) = (a0b1 − a1b0) [ w0(1− t) + w1t ]2 .

Clearly, this corresponds to the case where deg(h(t)) = 0 and deg(w(t)) = 1

in (4.3.3) — note that the factor
√

a0b1 − a1b0 can be absorbed into w0, w1. As
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observed by Beltran and Monterde [4], this case corresponds to the monotone
helical PH quintics. The reason for this is clear from the present arguments:
obviously, multiplying the numerator and denominator of (5.2.1) by the same
complex polynomial w(t) does not change the faithfulness of the line/circle
parameterization (i.e., the monotonicity of the tangent indicatrix). The sole effect
of this multiplication is to modulate the hodograph magnitude |r ′(t)| by the factor
|w(t)|2 — the direction of r ′(t) remains unchanged.

In [37] the monotone–helical PH quintics were characterized in terms of the
quaternion model by the fact that their quaternion coefficients satisfy

A1 = A0 c0 + A2 c2 , (5.2.7)

c0 = c0 + γ0 i, c2 = c2 + γ2 i being complex numbers (regarded as quaternions
with vanishing j and k components) that satisfy

4 c0c2 = 1 . (5.2.8)

We can verify that this is equivalent to the above Hopf map characterization by
invoking the relation (3.3.1) between the Hopf map and quaternion models.

For α(t) and β(t) as defined above, we obtain the quadratic quaternion
polynomial A(t) = α(t) + kβ(t) with Bernstein coefficients

A0 = (a0 + k b0) w0 ,

A1 = 1
2 [ (a0 + k b0) w1 + (a1 + k b1) w0 ] ,

A2 = (a1 + k b1) w1 .

Bearing in mind that complex numbers have commutative products, one can
then verify that

A0w1 = (a0 + k b0) w1w0 and A2w0 = (a1 + k b1) w0w1 ,

and dividing (on the right) by w0 and w1, respectively, we obtain

A1 = A0

(
w1
2w0

)
+ A2

(
w0
2w1

)
.

A1 is thus of the form (5.2.7) where c0 = w1/2w0, c2 = w0/2w1 satisfy (5.2.8).

Degenerate common case

The cases discussed in the two previous Sections are not entirely disjoint. There
are specific circumstances for these two cases in which α(t)β ′(t) −α(t)β ′(t)

will degenerate to a common special form. Generically, the polynomial h(t)

in the quadratic re–parameterization method is a “true” quadratic — i.e., its
discriminant is non–zero, and it is not the square of a linear polynomial. If
its coefficients satisfy h0h2 = h21, however, α(t)β ′(t) − α(t)β ′(t) will be the
product of a complex constant and the square of a real linear polynomial.
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Likewise, the coefficients of the polynomial w0(1− t) + w1t in the second
method above are generically linearly independent — i.e., (w0, w1) 6= (cw0, cw1)
for some complex value c and real values w0, w1. However, if the polynomial
is of the form c [w0(1− t) +w1t ], then α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) in this case is also
the product of a complex constant and the square of a real linear polynomial.

5.2.4 Helical PH curves of degree 7

Helical PH curves of degree 7 may be generated through the normalized Hopf
map using cubic parameterizations of lines and circles in the complex plane.
These may be constructed in three essentially distinct ways — of which two are
direct extensions of the methods employed above for helical PH quintics, and
the third is a “hybrid” of these two.

Cubic re–parameterization

By analogy with the first method used in Section 5.2.3, a rational cubic line/circle
parameterization is defined by imposing the parameter transformation

t → f(t)

g(t)
=

f0(1− t)3 + f13(1− t)2t+ f23(1− t)t2 + f3t
3

g0(1− t)3 + g13(1− t)2t+ g23(1− t)t2 + g3t3
(5.2.9)

on (5.2.1). This yields

z(t) =
α(t)

β(t)
=
α0(1− t)3 +α13(1− t)2t+α23(1− t)t2 +α3t

3

β0(1− t)3 +β13(1− t)2t+β23(1− t)t2 +β3t
3

,

where

αi = fi(a1 − a0) + gia0 , βi = fi(b1 − b0) + gib0 , i = 0, 1, 2, 3 .

For this type of circle parameterization, we find that

α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) = h(t) (a0b1 − a1b0) ,

where the real quartic polynomial h(t) has the form (5.2.4), and its Bernstein
coefficients are given by

h0 = 3(f1g0 − f0g1) , h1 = 3
2(f2g0 − f0g2) ,

h2 = 3
2(f2g1 − f1g2) + 1

2(f3g0 − f0g3) ,

h3 = 3
2(f3g1 − f1g3) , h4 = 3(f3g2 − f2g3) . (5.2.10)

This corresponds to the case deg(h(t)) = 4 and deg(w(t)) = 0 of (4.3.3), and it
defines a general helical double PH curve of degree seven.

In the quaternion model, such curves are specified by a cubic quaternion
polynomial A(t) = α(t) + kβ(t) with Bernstein coefficients

Ai = fi [ a1 − a0 + k (b1 − b0) ] + gi [ a0 + k b0 ] , i = 0, 1, 2, 3 . (5.2.11)
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Since A0, A1, A2, A3 are linearly dependent on the two quaternions, a1 − a0 +

k (b1 − b0) and a0 + k b0, they reside in a two–dimensional subspace of H.
Hence, A1, A2 must be expressible in terms of A0, A3 in the form

A1 = A0 c10 + A3 c13 , A2 = A0 c20 + A3 c23 , (5.2.12)

for suitable values c10, c13, c20, c23 ∈ R. Substituting from (5.2.11) into the above,
these coefficients can be expressed in terms of (5.2.10) and k = f3g0 − f0g3 as

c10 =
2h3

3k
, c13 =

h0

3k
, c20 =

h4

3k
, c23 =

2h1

3k
. (5.2.13)

Quadratic polynomial multiplication

Instead of a cubic re–parameterization, we now consider the cubic line/circle
parameterizations defined by multiplying the numerator and denominator of
(5.2.1) by a complex quadratic polynomial. Writing

α(t) = [ a0(1− t) + a1t ] [ w0(1− t)2 + w12(1− t)t+ w2t2 ] ,

β(t) = [ b0(1− t) + b1t ] [ w0(1− t)2 + w12(1− t)t+ w2t2 ] , (5.2.14)

the Bernstein coefficients of the cubics α(t) and β(t) are given by

α0 = a0w0, β0 = b0w0,

α1 = 1
3(2 a0w1 + a1w0), β1 = 1

3(2b0w1 + b1w0),

α2 = 1
3(2 a1w1 + a0w2), β2 = 1

3(2b1w1 + b0w2),

α3 = a1w2 , β3 = b1w2 .

One can then verify that

α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) = (a0b1 − a1b0)[ w0(1− t)2 + w12(1− t)t+ w2t2 ]2,

corresponding to deg(h(t)) = 0 and deg(w(t)) = 2 in (4.3.3) — note that the
complex constant

√
a0b1 − a1b0 can be absorbed into w0, w1, w2. As in the

quintic case, multiplying the numerator and denominator of (5.2.1) preserves
the faithfulness of the line/circle parameterization. Hence, in this case, we have
a monotone–helical double PH curve of degree 7.

Comparing with the quaternion model for this case, the cubic quaternion
polynomial A(t) = α(t) + kβ(t) has the Bernstein coefficients

A0 = (a0 + k b0)w0 , A1 = 1
3 [ 2 (a0 + k b0)w1 + (a1 + k b1)w0 ] ,

A2 = 1
3 [ 2 (a1 + k b1)w1 + (a0 + k b0)w2 ] , A3 = (a1 + k b1)w2 .

By arguments similar to those of Section 5.2.3, we may infer that a degree 7 PH
curve is monotone helical if and only if A1, A2 can be expressed in terms of A0,
A3 in the form

A1 = A0 c10 + A3 c13 , A2 = A0 c20 + A3 c23 , (5.2.15)
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where the coefficients c10, c13, c20, c23 are given in terms of w0, w1, w2 by

c10 =
2w1
3w0

, c13 =
w0
3w2

, c20 =
w2
3w0

, c23 =
2w1
3w2

, (5.2.16)

and satisfy

c10 = 3 c20c23 and c23 = 3 c10c13 . (5.2.17)

Degenerate common case

As with the helical PH quintics, there is a common special instance between
the cases in which the cubic line/circle representation is obtained purely by
re–parameterization, and purely by multiplication. If the real quartic h(t) in
the former case is actually the square of a real quadratic, and the complex
quadratic w0(1− t)2 + w12(1− t)t+ w2t2 in the latter case can be written as
c [w0(1− t)2 +w12(1− t)t+w2t

2 ], then α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) is in both cases
a complex constant times the square of a real quadratic polynomial.

Re–parameterization and multiplication

A new approach becomes possible with the degree 7 helical PH curves, since
cubic line/circle parameterizations z(t) = α(t)/β(t) can be generated from
(5.2.1) in a “hybrid” manner: we can combine a quadratic re–parameterization
with multiplication by a complex linear polynomial. Imposing the parameter
transformation (5.2.3) on (5.2.1) and multiplying the numerator and denominator
by w0(1− t) + w1t, we obtain the cubics α(t), β(t) with Bernstein coefficients

α0 = [ f0(a1 − a0) + g0a0 ] w0 ,

α1 = 1
3 { [ f0(a1 − a0) + g0a0 ] w1 + 2 [ f1(a1 − a0) + g1a0 ] w0 } ,

α2 = 1
3 { [ f2(a1 − a0) + g2a0 ] w0 + 2 [ f1(a1 − a0) + g1a0 ] w1 } ,

α3 = [ f2(a1 − a0) + g2a0 ] w1 ,

β0 = [ f0(b1 − b0) + g0b0 ] w0 ,

β1 = 1
3 { [ f0(b1 − b0) + g0b0 ] w1 + 2 [ f1(b1 − b0) + g1b0 ] w0 } ,

β2 = 1
3 { [ f2(b1 − b0) + g2b0 ] w0 + 2 [ f1(b1 − b0) + g1b0 ] w1 } ,

β3 = [ f2(b1 − b0) + g2b0 ] w1 , (5.2.18)

and in this case, we find that

α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) = h(t) (a0b1 − a1b0) [ w0(1− t) + w1t ]2 ,

h(t) being the real quadratic polynomial with the Bernstein coefficients (5.2.5).
This corresponds to the case deg(h(t)) = 2 and deg(w(t)) = 1 of (4.3.3).

It should be noted that the order of the operations characterizing this case (first
re–parameterization, then multiplication) is important, since it is not possible to
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achieve a cubic line/circle parameterization through a polynomial multiplication
followed by a re–parameterization. For this case, setting

V0 = a1 − a0 + k (b1 − b0) and V1 = a0 + k b0 ,

we find that the quaternion representation is defined by the cubic polynomial
A(t) = α(t) + kβ(t) with Bernstein coefficients

A0 = (f0V0 + g0V1)w0 ,

A1 = 1
3(f0V0 + g0V1)w1 + 2

3(f1V0 + g1V1)w0 ,

A2 = 1
3(f2V0 + g2V1)w0 + 2

3(f1V0 + g1V1)w1 ,

A3 = (f2V0 + g2V1)w1 .

As in the preceding cases A1, A2 can be expressed in terms of A0, A3 as

A1 = A0 c10 + A3 c13 , A2 = A0 c20 + A3 c23 . (5.2.19)

In this case, the complex coefficients c10, c13 and c20, c23 are given in terms of
w0, w1, w2 and the quantities (5.2.5) defined in Section 5.2.3 by

c10 =
h1w1 + h2w0
3h1w0

, c13 =
h0w0
3h1w1

, c20 =
h2w1
3h1w0

, c23 =
h1w0 + h0w1
3h1w1

.

(5.2.20)

Note that the coefficients c10, c13 and c20, c23 depend only on the three ratios
h0/h1, h2/h1, and w1/w0. It can be shown that they must satisfy

(9 c13c20 − 1)2 = 9 (3 c13c10 − c23) (3 c23c20 − c10) . (5.2.21)

5.2.5 Higher–order helical PH curves

To construct higher–order generalizations of the helical PH curves of degree 5
and 7 described in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4, one may use re–parameterizations
t→ f(t)/g(t) of the line/circle (5.2.1) defined by polynomials f(t) and g(t) with
m = deg(f,g) > 4. Curves defined in this manner have the common feature that
the coefficients of α(t), β(t) are of the form

αi = fi(a1 − a0) + gia0 , βi = fi(b1 − b0) + gib0 , i = 0, . . . ,m .

Invoking the relation (3.3.1) between the quaternion and Hopf map models, we
see that such curves are characterized by quaternion coefficients of the form

Ai = fi [ a1 − a0 + k (b1 − b0) ] + gi [ a0 + k b0 ] , i = 0, . . . ,m

for real values f0, . . . , fm and g0, . . . ,gm. The m+ 1 quaternions A0, . . . , Am are
thus linearly dependent on just two quaternions — a1 − a0 + k (b1 − b0) and
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a0 + k b0 — and reside within a two–dimensional subspace of H. Hence, as
observed in [37] for the PH quintics (m = 2) and in [70] for general m, such
helical PH curves are characterized by the fact that the interior coefficients
A1, . . . , Am−1 are linearly dependent on the outer coefficients A0 and Am.

As generalizations of the degree 5 and 7 monotone helical curves discussed
in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4, a line/circle parameterization z(t) = α(t)/β(t) of
degree m may be specified by multiplying a0(1− t) + a1t and b0(1− t) + b1t
by a polynomial w(t) of degree m− 1 with Bernstein coefficients w0, . . . , wm−1.
The coefficients of α(t) and β(t) are then given by α0 = a0w0, αm = a1wm−1

and β0 = b0w0, βm = b1wm−1 while for k = 1, . . . ,m− 1 we have

αk =
(m− k)a0wk + k a1wk−1

m
, βk =

(m− k)b0wk + kb1wk−1

m
,

and such curves satisfy α(t)β ′(t) − α ′(t)β(t) = (a0b1 − a1b0) w2(t). As in
Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4, the quaternion form of these curves is characterized by
the fact that A1, . . . , Am can be written as linear combinations of A0, Am with
suitable complex coefficients ck0, ckm for k = 1, . . . ,m− 1.

Finally, as generalizations of the degree 7 helical curves identified by combin-
ing re–parameterization and multiplication, one may invoke any combination
of (real) rational re–parameterizations and complex polynomial multiplications,
specified in a particular order.

5.3 non–helical double ph curves

A helical PH curve must be a double PH curve, but not all double PH curves
are helical. As already observed, the lowest–order double PH curves that are
non–helical have degree 7. We now seek criteria that serve to distinguish the
non–helical double PH curves of degree 7 from the helical curves, for each of
the three types enumerated in Section 4.4.2.

Assuming α(t) 6≡ 0 and β(t) 6≡ 0 in (3.2.2), we begin with some observations
concerning the possible common factors of these polynomials.

Lemma 5.1. For cubic polynomials α(t), β(t) let γ(t) = gcd(α(t),β(t)) where
r = deg(γ(t)) satisfies 0 6 r 6 3, so that α(t) = γ(t) α̃(t), β(t) = γ(t) β̃(t) with
gcd(α̃(t), β̃(t)) = constant and deg(α̃(t), β̃(t)) = 3− r. The condition (4.3.3) for a
DPH curve then becomes

γ2(t) [ α̃(t)β̃
′
(t) − α̃ ′(t)β̃(t) ] = h(t) w2(t) , (5.3.1)

and we must have r 6 1 for a curve satisfying this condition to be non–helical.

Proof : If r = 3, the cubics α(t), β(t) are proportional, and hence the curve
degenerates (see Section 3.4) to a straight line — which is trivially helical. If
r = 2, we have α(t) = γ(t) α̃(t), β(t) = γ(t) β̃(t) with α̃(t), β̃(t) linear and γ(t)
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quadratic, so that z(t) = α(t)/β(t) = α̃(t)/β̃(t) defines a line/circle of the form
(5.2.1) in the complex plane, and the double PH curve is helical (see Section 5.2).
Thus, we must have r 6 1 for a non–helical DPH curve of degree 7.

Lemma 5.2. For cubics α(t), β(t) let r be the degree of γ(t) = gcd(α(t),β(t)) and let
α(t) = γ(t) α̃(t), β(t) = γ(t) β̃(t) as in Lemma 5.1. Then (4.3.3) cannot be satisfied
with r = 1 if h(t) is a constant or a perfect square.

Proof : If r = 1, α(t) = γ(t) α̃(t) and β(t) = γ(t) β̃(t) with γ(t) linear and
α̃(t), β̃(t) quadratic and relatively prime. In this case, α̃(t)β̃

′
(t) − α̃ ′(t)β̃(t) is

quadratic, and it must be a perfect square if h(t) in (5.3.1) is a constant or a
perfect square, i.e., we must have

α̃(t)β̃
′
(t) − α̃ ′(t)β̃(t) = δ2(t) (5.3.2)

for some linear polynomial δ(t). Then, if τ is the root of δ(t), we have

α̃(τ)β̃
′
(τ) − α̃ ′(τ)β̃(τ) = α̃(τ)β̃

′′
(τ) − α̃ ′′(τ)β̃(τ) = 0 . (5.3.3)

Now since gcd(α̃(t), β̃(t)) = constant, α̃(τ) and β̃(τ) cannot be both zero. If we
assume both are non–zero, equations (5.3.3) imply that

α̃(τ) : α̃ ′(τ) : α̃ ′′(τ) = β̃(τ) : β̃
′
(τ) : β̃

′′
(τ) .

But since α̃(t) and β̃(t) are quadratic, this implies that they are proportional
— contradicting gcd(α̃(t), β̃(t)) = constant. If we assume α̃(τ) = 0 6= β̃(τ),
equations (5.3.3) imply that α̃ ′(τ) = α̃ ′′(τ) = 0, so α̃(t) = α0(t− τ)2 for some
constant α0 6= 0. Substituting in (5.3.2) and writing δ(t) = δ0(t− τ)2 gives

2α0 β̃(t) = [α0 β̃
′
(t) − δ20(t− τ)2 ] (t− τ) ,

contradicting the assumption that β̃(τ) 6= 0. A similar contradiction arises if
we assume α̃(τ) 6= 0 = β̃(τ). Hence, we infer that (4.3.3) cannot be satisfied by
cubics α(t), β(t) with γ(t) = gcd(α(t),β(t)) of degree 1 if h(t) is a constant or
a perfect square.

The following lemmas give useful alternatives to the (rational) line/circle
representations discussed in Section 5.2.1, that will be invoked subsequently.

Lemma 5.3. Let a1, a2, b1, b2 be complex constants such that a1b2 − a2b1 6= 0, and
let φ be a real variable. Then if |b1| 6= |b2| the function

z(φ) =
a1eiφ + a2
b1eiφ + b2

(5.3.4)

defines a circle with center and radius given by

zc =
a1b1 − a2b2
|b1|2 − |b2|2

and R =

∣∣∣∣ a2b1 − a1b2
|b1|2 − |b2|2

∣∣∣∣ ,

while if |b1| = |b2| the function (5.3.4) defines a straight line.
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Proof : The condition a1b2 − a2b1 6= 0 guarantees that the numerator and
denominator of (5.3.4) are not proportional, so z(φ) does not degenerate to a
constant. By subtracting zc from z(φ) and simplifying, one obtains

z(φ) − zc =
a2b1 − a1b2
|b1|2 − |b2|2

b1e−iφ + b2
b1eiφ + b2

eiφ ,

and since the two factors dependent on φ have unit magnitude, we see that
|z(φ) − zc| = R. For the case |b1| = |b2|, in which zc and R become infinite, we
have a circle of infinite radius — i.e., a straight line.

Lemma 5.4. If τ1, τ2 are both real or complex conjugates,5 the function

z(t) =
a1(t− τ1)

m + a2(t− τ2)
m

b1(t− τ1)m + b2(t− τ2)m

of the real variable t defines, for integer m, a line/circle in the complex plane.

Proof : Writing f(t) = (t− τ1)
m/(t− τ2)

m we have

z(t) =
a1f(t) + a2
b1f(t) + b2

.

If τ1, τ2 are real, f(t) becomes a real function f(t), and we may regard z(t) as
arising from a real re–parameterization t→ f(t) applied to the rational linear
form (5.2.1) of a line/circle. On the other hand, if τ1, τ2 are complex conjugates,
we have f(t) = exp(i 2m arg(t− τ1)), and writing φ = 2m arg(t− τ1) we see
that z(t) has the alternative line/circle form (5.3.4).

These lemmas simplify the identification of criteria to distinguish helical and
non–helical degree 7 DPH curves, as described in the following sections.

5.3.1 First case: deg(h) = 0, deg(w) = 2

In this case h(t) is a constant, h0. To identify the non–helical DPH curves of this
type, we set γ(t) = gcd(α(t),β(t)) and r = deg(γ(t)) as in Lemma 5.1.

Proposition 5.1. A degree 7 DPH curve satisfying (4.3.3) with h(t) constant and
w(t) quadratic is non–helical if the roots τ1, τ2 of w(t) are neither both real nor complex
conjugates, and α(t), β(t) can be expressed in terms of them as

α(t) = a1(t−τ1)3+ a2(t−τ2)3, β(t) = b1(t−τ1)3+ b2(t−τ2)3, (5.3.5)

where a1b2 − a2b1 6= 0.

5 Here, the case of complex conjugates subsumes the case of a (real) double root, τ1 = τ2.
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Proof : By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, we need only consider γ(t) = gcd(α(t),β(t)) of
degree r = 0. For relatively prime cubics α(t), β(t) satisfying

α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) = h0w2(t) , (5.3.6)

let τ1, τ2 be the roots of the quadratic w(t). Then τ1, τ2 must be double roots of
(4.3.1), and we have

α(τi)β
′(τi) −α ′(τi)β(τi) = α(τi)β

′′(τi) −α ′′(τi)β(τi) = 0 (5.3.7)

for i = 1, 2. To study when these conditions can be satisfied, we note that if
τ1 6= τ2 we may write α(t), β(t) in the Bernstein–like form

α(t) =

3∑
k=0

pk

(
3

k

)
(τ2− t)3−k(t−τ1)

k , β(t) =

3∑
k=0

qk

(
3

k

)
(τ2− t)3−k(t−τ1)

k

for suitable complex coefficients pk, qk. We note that (α(τi),β(τi)) 6= (0, 0) for
i = 1, 2 since gcd(α(t),β(t)) = constant, and consider two possible cases:

case (a): α(τi) 6= 0 and β(τi) 6= 0 for i = 1, 2. In this case the relations (5.3.7) can
be written as

α ′(τi)

α(τi)
=
β ′(τi)

β(τi)
,

α ′′(τi)

α(τi)
=
β ′′(τi)

β(τi)

for i = 1, 2. In terms of the coefficients pk, qk these imply that

p1
p0

=
q1
q0

,
p2
p0

=
q2
q0

,
p2
p3

=
q2
q3

,
p1
p3

=
q1
q3

.

Now satisfying these conditions with p1, p2 and q1, q2 not all zero implies
that α(t), β(t) are proportional — contradicting gcd(α(t),β(t)) = constant. We
may satisfy them without contradiction, however, by taking p1 = p2 = 0 and
q1 = q2 = 0, so that

α(t) = p0(τ2 − t)3 + p3(t− τ1)
3 , β(t) = q0(τ2 − t)3 + q3(t− τ1)

3 ,

where p0q3 − p3q0 6= 0 is stipulated to ensure non–proportionality. Hence,
setting a1 = p3, a2 = −p0 and b1 = q3, b2 = −q0, the polynomials (5.3.5)
define a non–helical DPH curve provided that τ1, τ2 are not both real and not
complex conjugates since, by Lemma 5.4, z(t) = α(t)/β(t) does not define a
line/circle in the complex plane.

case (b): At least one of α(τi) and β(τi) for i = 1, 2 is zero. Assuming that
α(τ1) = 0, we have β(τ1) 6= 0, i.e., q0 6= 0, since gcd(α(t),β(t)) = constant.
Equations (5.3.7) then imply that α ′(τ1) = α ′′(τ1) = 0, so p0 = p1 = p2 = 0

and α(t) = p3(t− τ1)
3. From (5.3.7) with i = 2 we then infer that q1 = q2 = 0,
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and hence β(t) = q0(τ2 − t)3 + q3(t− τ1)
3. Thus, α(t) and β(t) in this case

are also of the form (5.3.5), but with a1 = p3, a2 = 0 and b1 = q3, b2 = −q0.
Analogous results are obtained when α(τ2) = 0 6= β(τ2) or α(τ1) 6= 0 = β(τ1)

or α(τ2) 6= 0 = β(τ2) — namely, one of the coefficients a1, a2 and b1, b2 in
(5.3.5) vanishes. Again, the curve is non–helical, since z(t) = α(t)/β(t) does not
describe a line/circle under the stated constraints on τ1, τ2.

We assumed above that w(t) has distinct roots τ1, τ2. If τ1 = τ2, so w(t) has
a double root and w2(t) is the fourth power of a linear polynomial, one may
verify that (5.3.6) can only be satisfied with h0 = 0 and α(t), β(t) proportional,
contradicting gcd(α(t),β(t)) = constant.

5.3.2 Second case: deg(h) = 2, deg(w) = 1

By Lemma 5.1 we need only consider cases in which γ(t) = gcd(α(t),β(t)) is of
degree r = 1 or r = 0. In the following propositions, we shall see that non–helical
DPH curves can exist only in the latter case.

Proposition 5.2. There are no non–helical degree 7 DPH curves satisfying (4.3.3) with
h(t) quadratic, w(t) linear, and γ(t) = gcd(α(t),β(t)) of degree r = 1.

Proof : By Lemma 5.2, we need only consider quadratics h(t) with two distinct
roots τ1, τ2 in this case, and from (5.3.1) it is apparent that α̃(t)β̃

′
(t) − α̃ ′(t)β̃(t)

and γ(t) must be proportional to h(t) and w(t), respectively. For suitable coeffi-
cients p0, p1, p2 and q0, q1, q2 we may write

α̃(t) = p0(τ2 − t)2 + p12(τ2 − t)(t− τ1) + p2(t− τ1)
2 ,

β̃(t) = q0(τ2 − t)2 + q12(τ2 − t)(t− τ1) + q2(t− τ1)
2 ,

and the fact that α̃(t)β̃
′
(t) − α̃ ′(t)β̃(t) must vanish at τ1 and τ2 implies that

p0q1 − p1q0 = 0 and p1q2 − p2q1 = 0 .

Now if p1, q1 are not both zero, these equations imply that α̃(t), β̃(t) must
be proportional,6 which contradicts gcd(α̃(t), β̃(t)) = constant. But they are
satisfied without contradiction if p1 = q1 = 0. Taking a1 = p0, a2 = p2 and
b1 = q0, b2 = q2 and a suitable choice of constants, we then have

α(t) = w(t) [ a1(t− τ1)
2 + a2(t− τ2)

2 ] ,

β(t) = w(t) [ b1(t− τ1)
2 + b2(t− τ2)

2 ] ,

where the roots τ1, τ2 must be both real or complex conjugates, since h(t) is a
real polynomial. Hence, Lemma 5.4 indicates that z(t) = α(t)/β(t) describes a
line/circle in the complex plane, so the DPH curve must be helical.

6 They are trivially proportional when one of them vanishes identically.
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If deg(h) = 2, deg(w) = 1 and α(t), β(t) are relatively prime, it is not so easy
to derive a characterization for these polynomials in terms of the roots of h(t)

and w(t), analogous to (5.3.5), that yields non–helical curves. However, we may
appeal to the analysis of helical DPH curves in Section 5.2.4 to obtain a simple
resolution of this question.

Proposition 5.3. All double PH curves of degree 7 that satisfy (4.3.3) with h(t)

quadratic, w(t) linear, and gcd(α(t),β(t)) of degree r = 0 are non–helical.

Proof : Section 5.2.4 enumerates all possible construction modes for degree 7
helical curves, starting from a line/circle parameterization of the form (5.2.1) in
the complex plane. These include a cubic re–parameterization, multiplication
with a quadratic polynomial, and a quadratic re–parameterization followed by
multiplication with a linear polynomial. Of these, only the latter mode yields
helical curves with deg(h) = 2 and deg(w) = 1 in (4.3.3), and for such curves
α(t) and β(t) must have the linear polynomial w(t) as a common factor. Hence,
degree 7 DPH curve with h(t) quadratic, w(t) linear, and gcd(α(t),β(t)) =

constant are necessarily non–helical.

5.3.3 Third case: deg(h) = 4, deg(w) = 0

In this case, we find that a simple quadratic expression in the Bernstein coeffi-
cients of the real quartic polynomial h(t) serves to distinguish between helical
and non–helical double PH curves.

Proposition 5.4. A degree 7 double PH curve with deg(h) = 4 and deg(w) = 0 in
(4.3.3) is helical or non–helical according to whether or not the quantity

∆ = 9h22 + 3h0h4 − 12h1h3 , (5.3.8)

defined in terms of the Bernstein coefficients of h(t), is non–negative.

Proof : As already noted, a degree 7 double PH curve with deg(h) = 4 and
deg(w) = 0 in (4.3.3) is helical if and only if the real quartic polynomial h(t) can
be written in terms of real cubics f(t), g(t) in the form (5.2.4). This is equivalent
to the requirement that the Bernstein coefficients of h(t) should be such as to
admit real solutions of equations (5.2.10) for the Bernstein coefficients of f(t),
g(t). Now the system (5.2.10) may be interpreted as five linear equations in the
six quantities figj − fjgi with i 6= j for 0 6 i, j 6 3. So we can choose one of
these quantities arbitrarily. Setting f2g1 − f1g2 = c, we obtain

f1g0 − f0g1 = 1
3h0 , f2g0 − f0g2 = 2

3h1 , f3g0 − f0g3 = 2h2 − 3c ,

f2g1 − f1g2 = c , f3g1 − f1g3 = 2
3h3 , f3g2 − f2g3 = 1

3h4 .
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However, these equations in fi, gi for 0 6 i 6 3 may not be consistent. Since

(f2g0 − f0g2)(f3g1 − f1g3) − (f2g1 − f1g2)(f3g0 − f0g3)

= (f1g0 − f0g1)(f3g2 − f2g3) ,

the values h0, . . . ,h4 and c must satisfy the consistency condition(
2
3h1

) (
2
3h3

)
− c(2h2 − 3c) =

(
1
3h0

) (
1
3h4

)
,

which can be reduced to a quadratic equation in c, namely

27 c2 − 18h2c + 4h1h3 − h0h4 = 0 .

Clearly, the solutions

c = f2g1 − f1g2 = 1
9 ( 3h2 ±

√
9h22 + 3h0h4 − 12h1h3 )

can be real if and only if the discriminant ∆ defined by (5.3.8) is non–negative.
In such cases, h(t) can be expressed in the form (5.2.4) for real cubics f(t), g(t)
and the degree 7 double PH is helical, since α(t)/β(t) corresponds to the real
cubic re–parameterization (5.2.9) of the line/circle (5.2.1).

In all other cases, no real cubics f(t), g(t) exist, such that h(t) is given by
(5.2.4). Since these cases do not correspond to real cubic re–parameterizations of
the line/circle (5.2.1), they define non–helical degree 7 double PH curves.

5.4 computed examples

5.4.1 Degree 7 helical DPH curves

We begin with examples that illustrate the direct construction of helical DPH
curves of degree 7 from complex–plane line/circle parameterizations, through
the Hopf map method described in Section 5.2.

Example 5.1. Cubic re-parameterization.

Using the complex line/circle (5.2.1) defined by (a0, a1) = (1, 1+ i) and (b0, b1) =

(1− i, i) and re–parameterization function (5.2.9) specified by (f0, f1, f2, f3) =

(1, 2, 2, 1) and (g0,g1,g2,g3) = (1, 2, 3, 3) we obtain the form z(t) = α(t)/β(t)

with (α0,α1,α2,α3) = (1+ i, 2+2 i, 3+2 i, 3+ i) and (β0,β1,β2,β3) = (i, 2 i, 1+

i, 2− i). The corresponding coefficients Al = αl + kβl of the cubic quaternion
polynomial A(t) are then

(A0, A1, A2, A3) = (1+ i + j, 2+ 2 i + 2 j, 3+ 2 i + j + k, 3+ i − j + 2k)
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and from (3.1.7) with u = i we obtain the control points

p0 = (0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000) , p1 = (0.1429, 0.2857, −0.2857) ,

p2 = (0.4286, 0.8571, −0.8571) , p3 = (1.0000, 1.7714, −1.7143) ,

p4 = (2.1000, 2.8286, −2.4857) , p5 = (3.6143, 3.9143, −2.6571) ,

p6 = (5.0429, 5.0571, −1.9429) , p7 = (5.7571, 6.4857, −0.5143) .

This helical curve has the curvature/torsion ratio |κ(t)/τ(t)| =
√
5/2.

Example 5.2. Quadratic polynomial multiplication.

Using (a0, a1) = (5 i, 1 + i) and (b0, b1) = (1 − i, 2 + 5 i) in (5.2.1), and the
complex quadratic specified by (w0, w1, w2) = (1, 1+ i, 1) in (5.2.14), yields the
rational cubic z(t) = α(t)/β(t) with (α0,α1,α2,α3) = (5 i, −3+ 11

3 i, 3 i, 1+ i)
and (β0,β1,β2,β3) = (1− i, 2+ 5

3 i, −53 + 13
3 i, 2+ 5 i). For the coefficients Al =

αl + kβl of the cubic quaternion polynomial A(t), we then have

(A0, A1, A2, A3) = (5 i− j+k, − 3+ 11
3 i+ 5

3 j+2k, 3 i+ 13
3 j− 5

3 k, 1+ i+5 j+2k)

and from (3.1.7) with u = i we obtain the control points

p0 = (0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000) , p1 = (3.2857, −1.4286, 1.4286) ,

p2 = (5.8571, −1.1905, 2.9524) , p3 = (8.4000, −0.1048, 4.7619) ,

p4 = (9.4286, 3.5810, 6.5905) , p5 = (7.6857, 6.7238, 7.0286) ,

p6 = (5.4952, 9.2476, 7.0286) , p7 = (1.6381, 11.2476, 6.1714) .

These control points define a monotone–helical curve, with curvature/torsion
ratio |κ(t)/τ(t)| =

√
829/2.

Example 5.3. Re-parameterization and multiplication.

The values (a0, a1) = (1+ i, 1) and (b0, b1) = (1− i, 2) in (5.2.1), together with
(f0, f1, f2) = (1, 2, 1), (g0,g1,g2) = (1, 2, 2), and (w0, w1) = (1, 1+ i) in (5.2.18)
yield z(t) = α(t)/β(t) with (α0,α1,α2,α3) = (1, 53 + 1

3 i, 2 + 5
3 i, 1 + 3 i) and

(β0,β1,β2,β3) = (2, 103 + 2
3 i, 113 + 7

3 i, 4+ 2 i). The coefficients Al = αl + kβl
of the cubic quaternion polynomial A(t) are then

(A0, A1, A2, A3) = (1+2k, 53 + 1
3 i+ 2

3 j+ 10
3 k, 2+ 5

3 i+ 7
3 j+ 11

3 k, 1+3 i+2 j+4k)

and from (3.1.7) with u = i we obtain the control points

p0 = (0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000) , p1 = (−0.4286, 0.5714, 0.0000) ,

p2 = (−1.1429, 1.5238, 0.0000) , p3 = (−2.1905, 2.9524, 0.0571) ,

p4 = (−3.5619, 4.9238, 0.3143) , p5 = (−5.2857, 7.5714, 0.9810) ,

p6 = (−7.0476, 10.7143, 2.6000) , p7 = (−8.4762, 13.5714, 5.4571) .

For this curve, the curvature/torsion ratio is |κ(t)/τ(t)| =
√
10.
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Figure 5.3: The three types of degree 7 helical DPH curves (Examples 5.1, 5.2, 5.3).

Figure 5.3 illustrates the three degree 7 helical DPH curves constructed in
the preceding examples, together with their control polygons. The following
examples recast the curves considered in Section 4.4.2 to illustrate the use of
the criteria in Section 5.3 to distinguish between helical and non–helical DPH
curves.

5.4.2 DPH curves with deg(h) = 0, deg(w) = 2

Example 5.4. deg(h) = 0, deg(w) = 2, helical.

The DPH curve of Example 4.1 has a constant curvature/torsion ratio, |κ(t)/τ(t)| =
1/7. For this curve, we have the quaternion coefficients

A0 = 1+ j , A1 = 2 i − 5
3 k ,

A2 = − 4+ 5
3 i − 10

3 j − k , A3 = − 4− 2 i − 3 j + 2k .

Here A1, A2 can be specified in terms of A0, A3 using (5.2.15), with the values

c10 = 1
3(2+ 2 i) , c13 = − 1

3 i , c20 = 1
3 i , c23 = 1

3 (2− 2 i)

for the coefficients (5.2.16), which evidently satisfy the relations (5.2.17).

Example 5.5. deg(h) = 0, deg(w) = 2, non-helical.

In the case considered in Example 4.2, the curvature and torsion have a non–
constant ratio κ(t)/τ(t), namely

9 (2 t4 − 4 t3 + 2 t2 + 1)2

460 t8 − 1840 t7 − 296 t6 − 2688 t5 + 1272 t4 + 624 t3 − 180 t2 + 144 t+ 63
.

In the present example, the polynomial w(t) = w0(1− t)2 + w12(1− t)t+ w2t2

has roots τ1, τ2 = 1
2(1±

√
2+ i) that are not both real nor complex conjugates,

and one can verify that α(t), β(t) can be expressed in terms of them in the form
(5.3.5), with coefficients

a1 = 1
2 [
√
2− 1+ (4

√
2− 5) i ] , a2 = − 1

2 [
√
2+ 1+ (4

√
2+ 5) i ] ,

b1 = 1
3 [ 6− 5

√
2+ (

√
2− 1) i ] , b2 = 1

3 [ 6+ 5
√
2− (

√
2+ 1) i ] .
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Since a1b2 − a2b1 = −
√
2 i/3 6= 0 for these coefficients, the non–helical nature

of the curve is consistent with Proposition 5.1.

5.4.3 DPH curves with deg(h) = 2, deg(w) = 1

Example 5.6. deg(h) = 2, deg(w) = 1, helical.

The curvature/torsion ratio of the DPH curve of Example 4.3 has the constant
value |κ(t)/τ(t)| = 1/2. In this case α(t), β(t) have the common factor w(t) =

t− 1
2(1− i), so the helical nature of the curve is consistent with Proposition 5.2.

The Bernstein coefficients of (3.1.5) for this curve are

A0 = 1− k , A1 = 1− 4
3 k ,

A2 = 2− 1
3 i + 2

3 j − 8
3 k , A3 = 2− 5 i + 7 j − 2k .

and in this case A1, A2 can be expressed in terms of A0, A3 in the form (5.2.19),
with the values

c10 = 1
6(1− 2 i) , c13 = 1

6 i , c20 = − 1
6 i , c23 = 1

6(1+ 2 i)

of the coefficients (5.2.20). These coefficients satisfy (5.2.21), the expressions on
the left and right having the common value 9

16 .

Example 5.7. deg(h) = 2, deg(w) = 1, non-helical.

In Example 4.4, the curvature/torsion ratio is non–constant – namely,

κ(t)

τ(t)
=

9 |2 t2 − 2 t− 1|(2 t2 − 2 t+ 1)2

2 (92 t6 − 276 t5 − 60 t4 + 228 t3 − 126 t2 + 54 t+ 9)
.

In this case we find that gcd(α(t),β(t)) = constant, so the non–helical nature of
the curve is consistent with Proposition 5.3.

5.4.4 DPH curves with deg(h) = 4, deg(w) = 0

Example 5.8. deg(h) = 4, deg(w) = 0, helical.

In Example 4.5, the curvature/torsion ratio has the constant value |κ(t)/τ(t)| =

1/8. Note that, with the chosen values for the coefficients of h(t), the quantity
(5.3.8) is 0, so the fact that the curve is helical is consistent with Proposition 5.4.
One can verify that for this curve, α(t)/β(t) may be regarded as arising from
the re–parameterization defined by (5.2.9) with (f0, f1, f2, f3) = (1, 2, −5, −10)
and (g0,g1,g2,g3) = (−1, −53 , 113 , 7) applied to the line/circle form (5.2.1) with
(a0, a1) = (− 3− 3 i, − 5− 6 i) and (b0, b1) = (5, 9+ i).
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For the Bernstein coefficients Al = αl+ kβl of the quaternion polynomial (3.1.5)
we obtain

A0 = 1+ j − k , A1 = 1− i + 2 j − 1
3 k ,

A2 = − 1+ 4 i − 5 j − 5
3 k , A3 = − 1+ 9 i − 10 j − 5k .

and we note that A1, A2 can be written in terms of A0, A3 in the form (5.2.12)
where, with k = 3, the values of the coefficients (5.2.13) are

c10 = 8
9 , c13 = − 1

9 , c20 = − 5
9 , c23 = 4

9 .

Example 5.9. deg(h) = 4, deg(w) = 0, non-helical.

In the case of Example 4.6, the curvature/torsion ratio is non–constant, namely

κ(t)

τ(t)
=

| 2 t4 − 4 t3 + 6 t2 − 4 t− 1 |

2 t(4 t3 + t2 − 3 t+ 6)
.

For the specified coefficients of h(t), the quantity (5.3.8) has the value ∆ = −9,
so the non–helical nature of this curve is consistent with Proposition 5.4. This
degree 7 non–helical DPH curve is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: The degree 7 non–helical DPH curves of Examples 5.9 and 5.10

5.4.5 Example of Beltran and Monterde

Example 5.10. (Beltran and Monterde).

Beltran and Monterde [4] identify a degree 7 double PH curve r(t), given by

x(t) = 1
21 t

7 + 1
5 t
5 + t3 − 3 t , y(t) = − 1

2 t
4 + 3 t2 , z(t) = − 2 t3 .
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This curve has a primitive hodograph, and satisfies

σ(t) =
t6 + 3 t4 + 9 t2 + 9

3
, | r ′(t)× r ′′(t) | = 2

(
t2 + 1

) (
t6 + 3 t4 + 9 t2 + 9

)
.

The curvature/torsion ratio for this curve is non–constant, namely

κ(t)

τ(t)
= −

9 (t2 + 1)2

2 t6 + 9 t4 − 9
.

The cubic polynomials α(t), β(t) have the Bernstein coefficients

α0 = 0 , α1 = 1√
3

i , α2 = 1√
3

(1+ 2 i) , α3 = 1√
3

(3+ 2 i) ,

β0 = β1 = β2 = β3 =
√
3 i ,

and are thus given by

α(t) =
√
3
[
t2 +

(
t− 1

3t
3
)

i
]

, β(t) =
√
3 i .

In this case, the proportionality polynomial is

α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) = − 3 (t+ i)2 .

Hence, this curve satisfies the double PH condition (4.3.3) with deg(h) = 0 and
deg(w) = 1. This is a special (degenerate) DPH curve of degree 7 — for which
α(t)β ′(t) −α ′(t)β(t) is just quadratic, and is thus deficient in degree compared
to the generic case of a quartic. It may be interpreted as a special coincidence
of the cases deg(h) = 2, deg(w) = 1 and deg(h) = 0, deg(w) = 2 discussed
in Sections 4.4.2 — in the former case, h(t) is considered to exhibit a degree
reduction from 2 to 0; in the latter case, w(t) is considered to exhibit a degree
reduction from 2 to 1.

For this curve, the quaternion polynomial (3.1.5) has Bernstein coefficients

A0 =
√
3 j, A1 =

√
3 (13 i + j), A2 =

√
3 (13 + 2

3 i + j), A3 =
√
3 (1 + 2

3 i + j).

Substituting into (3.1.7) with u = i, the Bézier control points of this curve are
found to be

p0 = (0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000) , p1 = (−0.4286, 0.0000, 0.0000) ,

p2 = (−0.8571, 0.1429, 0.0000) , p3 = (−1.2571, 0.4286, −0.0571) ,

p4 = (−1.6000, 0.8429, −0.2286) , p5 = (−1.8476, 1.3571, −0.5714) ,

p6 = (−1.9429, 1.9286, −1.1429) , p7 = (−1.7524, 2.5000, −2.0000) .

This curve is illustrated, together with its control polygon, in Figure 5.4.





6
C U RV E S W I T H R AT I O N A L R O TAT I O N – M I N I M I Z I N G
F R A M E

Consider an adapted frame (f1, f2, f3) on a regular curve r(t) with f1 ≡ t. Many
adapted frames exist, since a rotation of the normal–plane vectors by an angle
φ(t) defines a new adapted frame upon replacing (f2, f3) by

cosφ(t) f2(t) − sinφ(t) f3(t) , sinφ(t) f2(t) + cosφ(t) f3(t) .

As we have seen in Section 1.3, the adapted moving frame (f1, f2, f3) is rotation–
minimizing if and only if its angular velocity maintains a zero component
in the direction of the curve tangent. Polynomial curves do not ordinarily
admit an exact closed form of a rotation–minimizing frame. This motivates the
investigations on curves with rational rotation–minimizing adapted frames (for
brevity, RRMF curves), since rational forms are always preferred in computer
aided design systems whenever possible.

The plan for this chapter is as follows. After some preliminaries concerning
rational adapted frames in Section 6.1, the condition for existence of rational
RMAFs is formulated and analyzed in terms of the Hopf map form of spatial
PH curves in Section 6.2. This condition is then analyzed in detail, in the context
of PH cubics and quintics, in Section 6.3 and 6.4, while Section 6.5 briefly
discusses the generalization of these results to higher–order RRMF curves.
Finally, Section 6.6 presents a subsequent simpler characterization of RRMF
curves in terms of the quaternion algebra introduced by Farouki in [25].

6.1 rational adapted frames on spatial ph curves

If we desire rational adapted frames, as already observed in the previous
chapters, we may consider only PH curves — since condition (3.0.1) is necessary
for f1 to be rational. As first noted in [52], a rational adapted frame (e1, e2, e3)
known [10] as the Euler–Rodrigues frame (ERF) can be defined on any spatial PH
curve in terms of the quaternion representation as

e1 =
A i A∗

|A|2
, e2 =

A j A∗

|A|2
, e3 =

A k A∗

|A|2
,

109
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or, equivalently, in terms of the Hopf map form as

e1 =

(
|α|2 − |β|2, 2Re(αβ), 2 Im(αβ)

)
|α|2 + |β|2

,

e2 =

(
− 2Re(αβ), Re(α2 −β2), Im (α2 +β2)

)
|α|2 + |β|2

, (6.1.1)

e3 =

(
2 Im(αβ), − Im(α2 −β2), Re(α2 +β2)

)
|α|2 + |β|2

.

Although the ERF does not have an intuitive geometric significance, and is
dependent upon the chosen Cartesian coordinates, it has the advantage over the
Frenet frame of being well–defined even at inflection points (when the curvature
vanishes).

Any other adapted frame on a spatial PH curve, defined by a rotation φ(t) of
e2, e3 in the curve normal plane, is rational if and only if

cosφ(t) =
P1(t)

P3(t)
, sinφ(t) =

P2(t)

P3(t)
,

for real polynomials P1(t),P2(t),P3(t) satisfying

gcd(P1(t),P2(t),P3(t)) = constant and P21(t) + P22(t) = P23(t) .

Hence, relatively prime polynomials a(t), b(t) must exist [66] such that

P21(t) = a2(t) − b2(t) , P2(t) = 2 a(t)b(t) , P3(t) = a2(t) + b2(t) .

Thus, any other rational adapted frame (f1, f2, f3) on a PH curve can be ex-
pressed in terms of the ERF as

f1(t) = e1(t) ,

f2(t) =
a2(t) − b2(t)

a2(t) + b2(t)
e2(t) −

2 a(t)b(t)

a2(t) + b2(t)
e3(t) , (6.1.2)

f3(t) =
2 a(t)b(t)

a2(t) + b2(t)
e2(t) +

a2(t) − b2(t)

a2(t) + b2(t)
e3(t) ,

where a(t), b(t) are polynomials with gcd(a(t),b(t)) = constant.

6.2 spatial ph curves with rational rmafs

A sufficient and necessary condition for the existence of a rational rotation–
minimizing adapted frame (RMAF) on a spatial PH curve has been derived by
Han, in terms of the quaternion representation [47]. In order to define an RRMF
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curve, the components of the quaternion polynomial A(t) = u(t) + v(t) i +

p(t) j + q(t) k in (3.1.8) must satisfy the condition

uv ′ − u ′v− pq ′ + p ′q

u2 + v2 + p2 + q2
=
ab ′ − a ′b

a2 + b2
, (6.2.1)

for some relatively prime polynomials a(t),b(t). Note that the above condition
can be concisely expressed as

scal (A(t) i A ′∗(t))

|A(t)|2
=

scal (W(t) i W ′∗(t))

|W(t)|2
,

where W(t) = a(t) + ib(t) is a quaternion polynomial with gcd(a(t),b(t)) =

constant.
By using relations (3.3.1), in terms of the Hopf map representation, this

condition can be phrased as follows. In order to define an RRMF curve, the
complex polynomials α(t), β(t) in (3.2.2) must satisfy [30] the condition

αα ′ −α ′α + ββ ′ −β
′
β

αα + ββ
=

ww ′ − w ′w
ww

, (6.2.2)

where w(t) = a(t) + ib(t) is a complex polynomial with gcd(a(t),b(t)) =

constant. Note that, since the numerators in (6.2.2) amount to 2 i Im(αα ′ +ββ ′)

and 2 i Im(ww ′) and the denominators to |α|2 + |β|2 and |w|2, respectively, this
is essentially a relation between two real rational functions.

Remark 6.1. Henceforth, the polynomial w(t) in (6.2.2), written in Bernstein
form as

w(t) =

m∑
j=0

wj

(
m

j

)
(1− t)m−jtj ,

is assumed to be nominally of the same degree m as α(t), β(t) in (3.2.3).
However, according to Remark 5.1 of [44], if (6.2.1) — or (6.2.2) — is satisfied,
then deg(a2 + b2) 6 2m, and consequently deg(w) 6 m.

Remark 6.2. When w(t) is either a real polynomial or a constant, condition
(6.2.2) implies that

α(t)α ′(t) −α ′(t)α(t) +β(t)β ′(t) −β
′
(t)β(t) = 0 . (6.2.3)

If this condition holds, the angle φ(t) between the ERF and RMAF is constant.
Since computation of the RMAF incurs an integration constant, we may regard
(6.2.3) as the condition identifying coincidence of the RMAF and ERF: a detailed
analysis of this condition was presented by Choi and Han in [10].

Henceforth, we assume that the polynomials (3.2.3) satisfy |α0|
2 + |β0|

2 6= 0

and |αm|2 + |βm|2| 6= 0, since otherwise r ′(t) = 0 at t = 0 or 1. The following
result helps to simplify analysis of the RRMF condition (6.2.2).
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Lemma 6.1. If (6.2.2) is satisfied for given complex polynomials α(t), β(t) by a
complex polynomial w(t), it is also satisfied by cw(t) for any constant c 6= 0. Thus,
without loss of generality, one may set w0 = 1 as the leading Bernstein coefficient of
w(t).

Proof : The rational function on the right in (6.2.2) is unchanged if we replace
w(t) by cw(t), for any c 6= 0. Since we must have |w0| 6= 0 if |α0|

2 + |β0|
2 6= 0,

we may substitute cw(t) with c = 1/w0 for w(t).

Interpreting the complex polynomials α(t), β(t), w(t) as curves in the complex
plane, the expressions α(t)α ′(t) − α ′(t)α, β(t)β ′(t) − β

′
(t)β(t), w(t)w ′(t) −

w ′(t)w(t) in (6.2.2) have an intuitive geometrical meaning: they are proportional
to the areal speed of these curves — i.e., the rate at which the polar vector
from the origin to the points of each curve sweeps out area. This interpretation
deserves further consideration, but at present we find a direct algebraic analysis
of condition (6.2.2) more profitable.

6.3 characterization of rrmf cubics

Using the quaternion representation of spatial PH curves, Han [47] has shown
that only degenerate (linear or planar) cubics have rational RMAFs. Prior to
analysing quintic RRMF curves, it is instructive to deduce this result from the
Hopf map condition (6.2.2), using the form of w(t) defined in Lemma 6.1. PH
cubics are generated by choosing linear polynomials

α(t) = α0(1− t) +α1t , β(t) = β0(1− t) +β1t ,

in (3.2.2). We assume they are relatively prime, otherwise the PH cubic degener-
ates to a straight line (see Remark 3.3). This implies that α0 : α1 6= β0 : β1, and
in particular (α0,β0) 6= (0, 0) and (α1,β1) 6= (0, 0).

Proposition 6.1. A PH cubic defined by the Hopf map form (3.2.2) has a rational
rotation– minimizing adapted frame if and only if the Bernstein coefficients α0, α1 and
β0, β1 of the linear complex polynomials α(t) and β(t) satisfy the constraint

|α0α1 +β0β1|
2 =

(
|α0|

2 + |β0|
2
) (

|α1|
2 + |β1|

2
)

. (6.3.1)

Proof : As originally shown by Han [47] and according to Remark 5.1 of [44],
in this case condition (6.2.2) cannot be satisfied with deg(w(t)) > 1, so we may
set w(t) = w0(1− t) + w1t. Comparing the numerators and denominators on
the left and right of (6.2.2), we must have

α0α1 −α1α0 +β0β1 −β1β0 = γ(w0w1 − w1w0) ,

α0α0 +β0β0 = γw0w0 ,

α0α1 +α1α0 +β0β1 +β1β0 = γ(w0w1 + w1w0) ,

α1α1 +β1β1 = γw1w1 ,
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for some non–zero real number γ. These four equations are equivalent to

α0α0 +β0β0 = γw0w0 ,

α0α1 +β0β1 = γw0w1 ,

α1α1 +β1β1 = γw1w1 . (6.3.2)

By Lemma 6.1, we may take w0 = 1. The first two equations of (6.3.2) then give

γ = |α0|
2 + |β0|

2 , w1 =
α0α1 +β0β1
|α0|2 + |β0|

2
. (6.3.3)

To define a solution of equations (6.3.2), these expressions for γ, w0, w1 must be
compatible with the third equation. Substituting for γ, w0, w1 into this equation,
and clearing denominators, yields the constraint (6.3.1).

One can easily see that, when condition (6.3.1) is satisfied, the PH cubic r(t)
degenerates to a straight line (whose RMAF is trivially rational)—condition
(6.3.1) is equivalent to |α0β1 −α1β0|

2 = 0, so the linear polynomials α(t), β(t)

are proportional. By Remark 3.3, this situation identifies a straight line as a
degenerate PH cubic. Now Proposition 6.1 treats the generic case, in which the
left– and right–hand sides of (6.2.2) are not both identically zero. We address
separately the special case (see Remark 6.2) in which both sides of (6.2.2) vanish.

Corollary 6.1. When Im (αoα1 +β0β1) = 0, the polynomial w(t) is real, and r(t)
degenerates to a planar PH cubic whose RMAF is trivially rational.

Proof : If αoα1 + β0β1 is real, w(t) = w0(1− t) + w1t is a real polynomial.
Since |α0|

2 + |β0|
2 6= 0, we can write α1, β1 in terms of complex numbers c, z as

α1 = cα0 − zβ0, β1 = cβ0 + zα0. Then α0α1 +β0β1 = c(|α0|2 + |β0|
2) has no

imaginary part if and only if c = λ ∈ R. By Remark 3.3, this identifies a planar
PH cubic (not a straight line), whose RMAF is trivially rational.

6.4 characterization of rrmf quintics

Since no true spatial cubics possess rational RMAFs, we now focus on quintics.
Although the analysis is more involved, invoking Lemma 6.1 allows us to reduce
the RRMF condition (6.2.2) to two simple algebraic constraints on the Bernstein
coefficients of the quadratic polynomials

α(t) = α0 (1− t)2 + α1 2(1− t)t + α2 t
2 ,

β(t) = β0 (1− t)2 + β1 2(1− t)t + β2 t
2 , (6.4.1)

in (3.2.2), that are sufficient and necessary for a rational RMAF. Moreover, we
show that the constraint admit solutions for the coefficients α1, β1 (with one
scalar degree of freedom), for arbitrary choices of the coefficients α0, β0, α2,
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β2. An algorithm to construct RRMF quintics is formulated, that is adaptable to
meet geometric design requirements, and illustrative computed examples are
included.

Since α(t) and β(t) are quadratic for PH quintics, α(t)α ′(t) − α ′(t)α(t) +

β
′
(t)β(t) is the quadratic polynomial

2(α0α1 −α1α0 +β0β1 −β1β0)(1− t)2

+ (α0α2 −α2α0 +β0β2 −β2β0)2(1− t)t

+ 2(α1α2 −α2α1 +β1β2 −β2β1)t
2 ,

and α(t)α(t) +β(t)β(t) is the quartic polynomial

(α0α0 +β0β0)(1− t)4

+ 1
2(α0α1 +α1α0 +β0β1 +β1β0)4(1− t)3t

+
[
1
6(α0α2 +α2α0 +β0β2 +β2β0) + 2

3(α1α1 +β1β1)
]
6(1− t)2t2

+ 1
2(α1α2 +α2α1 +β1β2 +β2β1)4(1− t)t3

+ (α2α2 +β2β2)t
4 .

These forms are used to derive constraints on the coefficients of α(t), β(t)

that are sufficient and necessary for the satisfaction of (6.2.2) by some complex
polynomials w(t), and hence the existence of a rational RMAF.

Proposition 6.2. A PH quintic specified by the Hopf map form (3.2.2) satisfies the
rational rotation–minimizing adapted frame condition (6.2.2) for some quadratic complex
polynomial w(t) if and only of the coefficients α0, α1, α2 and β0, β1, β2 of the
quadratic complex polynomials α(t) and β(t) satisfy the constraint

(|α0|
2 + |β0|

2) |α1α2 +β1β2|
2 = (|α2|

2 + |β2|
2) |α0α1 +β0β1|

2 , (6.4.2)

and either of the two constraints

α0β1 −α1β0 = 0 , (6.4.3)

(|α0|
2 + |β0|

2) (α0β2 −α2β0) = 2 (α0α1 +β0β1)(α0β1 −α1β0) . (6.4.4)

Proof : If w0, w1, w2 are the Bernstein coefficients of w(t), satisfaction of (6.2.2)
implies that, for some non–zero real number γ, we have

α0α1 −α1α0 +β0β1 −β1β0 = γ(w0w1 − w1w0) ,

α0α2 −α2α0 +β0β2 −β2β0 = γ(w0w2 − w2w0) ,

α1α2 −α2α1 +β1β2 −β2β1 = γ(w1w2 − w2w1) ,
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from the equality of numerators, and

α0α0 +β0β0 = γw0w0 ,

α0α1 +α1α0 +β0β1 +β1β0 = γ(w0w1 + w1w0) ,

α0α2 +α2α0 +β0β2 +β2β0 + 4(α1α1 +β1β1)

= γ(w0w2 + w2w0 + 4w1w1) ,

α1α2 +α2α1 +β1β2 +β2β1 = γ(w1w2 + w2w1) ,

α2α2 +β2β2 = γw2w2 ,

from the equality of denominators. These eight equations can be reduced to

α0α0 +β0β0 = γw0w0 ,

α0α1 +β0β1 = γw0w1 ,

α0α2 +β0β2 + 2(α1α1 +β1β1) = γ (w0w2 + w1w2 + 2w1w1) ,

α1α2 +β1β2 = γw1w2 ,

α2α2 +β2β2 = γw2w2 . (6.4.5)

Now by Lemma 6.1, we may assume w0 = 1. The first of equations (6.4.5) gives
the proportionality constant

γ = |α0|
2 + |β0|

2 ,

and from the second equation we obtain

w1 =
α0α1 +β0β1
|α0|2 + |β0|

2
. (6.4.6)

Substituting γ, w0, w1 into the fourth equation then yields

w2 =
α1α2 +β1β2

α0α1 +β0β1
. (6.4.7)

To constitute a solution of the system (6.4.5), these expressions for γ, w0, w1, w2
must also satisfy the third and the fifth of these equations. Substituting γ and
w2 into the fifth equation and clearing denominators leads directly to condition
(6.4.2). Similarly, upon substituting γ, w0, w1, w2 into the third equation and
simplifying, we obtain

(|α0|
2 + |β0|

2)2(α1α2 +β1β2) + 2 |α0α1 +β0β1|
2

= (|α0|
2 + |β0|

2)(α0α1 +β0β1)[α0α2 +β0β2 + 2 (|α1|
2 + |β1|

2)] .

By straightforward but laborious manipulations, this can be reduced to

(α0β1 −α1β0)
[
(|α0|

2 + |β0|
2)(α0β2 −α2β0)

−2 (α0α1 +β0β1)(α0β1 −α1β0)
]

= 0 .
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To satisfy this condition, one of the factors on the left must vanish: constraint
(6.4.3) corresponds to (the conjugate of) the first factor, and constraint (6.4.4) to
the second factor.

To obtain (6.4.7) we tacitly assumed that w1 6= 0, i.e., α0α1 + β0β1 6= 0. If
α0α1 +β0β1 = 0, then w1 = 0 from the second of equations (6.4.5), and hence
α1α2 +β1β2 = 0 from the fourth. We now address this singular case.

Remark 6.3. Consider equations (6.4.5) when α0α1+β0β1 = α1α2+β1β2 = 0,
and hence w1 = 0. Then the constraint (6.4.2) is evidently satisfied. Regarding
α0α1 +β0β1 = α1α2 +β1β2 = 0 as simultaneous equations for α1 and β1, we
must have either α0β2 −α2β0 = 0 or α1 = β1 = 0. So either (6.4.3) or (6.4.4) is
also satisfied. Equations (6.4.5) reduce in this case to

α0α0 +β0β0 = γw0w0 ,

α0α2 +β0β2 + 2 (α1α1 +β1β1) = γw0w2 ,

α2α2 +β2β2 = γw2w2 .

With w0 = 1, we have γ = |α0|
2 + |β0|

2 from the first equation, and

w2 =
α0α2 +β0β2 + 2 (|α1|

2 + |β1|
2)

|α0|2 + |β0|
2

from the second equation. Substituting γ, w0, w2 into the third equation and
simplifying then yields the single constraint

(|α0|
2 + |β0|

2)(|α2|
2 + |β2|

2) = |α0α2 +β0β2 + 2 (|α1|
2 + |β1|

2)|2

in lieu of (6.4.2) and (6.4.3) or (6.4.4), when α0α1 +β0β1 = α1α2 +β1β2 = 0.

Corollary 6.2. When condition (6.4.2) is satisfied in conjunction with (6.4.3), the PH
quintic r(t) degenerates to a straight line, whose RMAF is trivially rational.

Proof : From condition (6.4.3) we must have β0 = zα0 and β1 = zα1 for some
complex number z. Substituting into (6.4.2), a laborious but straightforward
calculation yields |zα2 −β2|

2 = 0, and hence β2 = zα2. Therefore, (6.4.2) and
(6.4.3) imply that α2 : β2 = α1 : β1 = α0 : β0, and we infer from Remark 3.4
that the curve must be a straight line.

As in the cubic case, we address separately the special case in which (6.2.2) is
satisfied with both sides vanishing identically (see Remark 6.2).

Corollary 6.3. If Im (α0α1 + β0β1) = Im (α1α2 + β1β2) = 0, the polynomial
w(t) is real, and r(t) is a planar PH quintic whose RMAF is trivially rational.

Proof : When α0α1 + β0β1 and α1α2 + β1β2 are both real, the coefficients
(6.4.6) and (6.4.7) are real, so w(t) = w0(1− t)2 + w12(1− t)t+ w2t2 is a real
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polynomial. In this case, the third of equations (6.4.5) implies that α0α2 +β0β2
is also real. Since |α0|

2 + |β0|
2 6= 0 and |α2|

2 + |β2|
2 6= 0, we can invoke the

argument used in Corollary 6.1 to write

α1 = λ1α0 − z1β0 , β1 = λ1β0 + z1α0 , (6.4.8)

α2 = λ2α0 − z2β0 , β2 = λ2β0 + z2α0 , (6.4.9)

α1 = λ3α2 − z3β2 , β1 = λ3β2 + z3α2 , (6.4.10)

for λ1, λ2, λ3 ∈ R and z1, z2, z3 ∈ C. Substituting from (6.4.9) for α2,β2 into
(6.4.10) and equating with (6.4.8) then gives

λ3λ2 − z3z2 = λ1, λ3z2 + λ2z3 = z1 .

From the first equation, z3z2 must be real. By writing z2 = |z2| exp(iφ2) and
z3 = |z3| exp(iφ3), we have z3z2 = |z3||z2| exp(i(φ3 −φ2)), so z3z2 is real if and
only if φ2 = φ3 + kπ for integer k, i.e., z2 = cz3 with c ∈ R. Thus, writing
z3 = µ3z with z ∈ C and µ3 ∈ R, we have z2 = µ2z with µ2 = cµ3 ∈ R, and
the second equation then gives z = µ1z where µ1 = λ3µ2 + λ2µ3 ∈ R. Hence,
we can replace z1, z2, z3 in (6.4.8)–(6.4.10) by µ1z, µ2z, µ3z, and the coefficients
of α(t), β(t) have the form identified in Remark 3.4 as specifying a planar PH
quintic (other than a straight line), whose RMAF is trivially rational.

Note that the analysis of RRMF cubics and quintics yields the same γ, w1
values, since the first two equations in (6.3.2) and (6.4.5) are identical.

We now show how conditions (6.4.2) and (6.4.4) provide a simple algorithm
for the construction of RRMF quintics. Note first that (6.4.2) is a scalar condition,
while (6.4.4) is a condition on complex values. Hence, these conditions impose
three scalar constraints on the twelve parameters in α0, α1, α2, β0, β1, β2.
Consequently, if we freely assign four of these complex coefficients a priori, we
expect the algorithm to exhibit one residual scalar freedom.

Proposition 6.3. For any choice of the coefficients α0, β0, α2, β2 that satisfy |α0|
2 +

|β0|
2 6= 0, |α2|

2 + |β2|
2 6= 0 the constraints (6.4.2) and (6.4.4) identifying non–

degenerate RRMF quintics admit solutions, with one free parameter, for the remining
coefficients α1, β1.

Proof : From (6.4.2) we can write

α0α1 +β0β1 = k

√
|α0|2 + |β0|

2 exp iθ0 , (6.4.11)

α2α1 +β2β1 = k

√
|α2|2 + |β2|

2 exp iθ2 , (6.4.12)
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for real k, θ0, θ2. Solving these as simultaneous equations for α1, β1 gives1

α1 = k

√
|α0|2 + |β0|

2 β2 exp iθ0 −
√

|α2|2 + |β2|
2 β0 exp iθ2

α0β2 −α2β0
, (6.4.13)

β1 = k

√
|α2|2 + |β2|

2α0 exp iθ2 −
√

|α0|2 + |β0|
2α2 exp iθ0

α0β2 −α2β0
. (6.4.14)

Substituting from (6.4.11) for α0α1+β0β1 into (6.4.4), and the above expressions
for α1, β1 into the term α0β1 −α1β0, and simplifying, we obtain

|α0β2−α2β0|
2 = 2k2

[√
(|α0|2 + |β0|

2)(|α2|2 + |β2|
2) exp iθ− (α0α2 +β0β2)

]
(6.4.15)

where we define θ = θ2 − θ0. Since the term on the left is real, the imaginary
part of the term on the right must vanish — i.e., θ must be defined by

sin θ =
Im(α0α2 +β0β2)√

(|α0|2 + |β0|
2)(|α2|2 + |β2|

2)
. (6.4.16)

The expression on the right always defines a permissible sin θ value, since

(|α0|
2 + |β0|

2)(|α2|
2 + |β2|

2) = |α0α2 +β0β2|
2 + |α0β2 −α2β0|

2 (6.4.17)

and the expression on the right is certainly not less than Im2(α0α2 + β0β2).
Once θ has been computed in this manner, the corresponding value of k2 can be
found from (6.4.15) as

k2 =
1
2 |α0β2 −α2β0|

2√
(|α0|2 + |β0|

2)(|α2|2 + |β2|
2) cos θ− Re(α0α2 +β0β2)

. (6.4.18)

Using (6.4.16) and (6.4.17), and choosing cos θ positive, this can be re–written as

k2 =
1
2 |α0β2 −α2β0|

2√
|α0β2 −α2β0|

2 + Re2(α0α2 +β0β2) − Re(α0α2 +β0β2)
, (6.4.19)

where the right–hand side is clearly non–negative. Choosing θ0 freely, setting
θ2 = θ+ θ0 with θ obtained from (6.4.16), and computing k from (6.4.19), we
can determine α1 and β1 from (6.4.13) and (6.4.14).

The method for constructing RRMF quintics may be summarized as follows.

1 We assume that α0β2 −α2β0 6= 0. Otherwise, we must have either α0β1 −α1β0 = 0 or α0α1 +

β0β1 = 0 from (6.4.4). The former identifies degeneration to a straight line (see Corollary 6.2).
For the latter, we also have α1α2 +β1β2 = 0 by (6.4.2) — this corresponds to the singular case
treated in Remark 6.3.
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Algorithm

1. Choose complex values α0, β0, α2, β2
with |α0|

2 + |β0|
2 6= 0, |α2|

2 + |β2|
2 6= 0;

2. determine θ from expression (6.4.16);

3. determine k from expression (6.4.19);

4. determine θ0 freely, and set θ2 = θ0 + θ;

5. compute α1 and β1 from (6.4.13) and (6.4.14);

6. construct the hodograph (3.2.2) from α(t), β(t).

It is possible to impose desired geometrical constraints on the RRMF quintic
r(t) under construction when selecting input values α0, β0, α2, β2, for this
algorithm (and choosing the parameter θ0). In the Hermite interpolation algo-
rithm [26] for spatial PH quintics, based on the quaternion form (3.1.8), the
coefficients A0 = α0 + kβ0 and A2 = α2 + kβ2 of the quadratic quaternion
polynomial A(t) are fixed (modulo one scalar freedom each) by interpolating
the end–derivatives r ′(0) and r ′(1), while interpolation of the displacement
r(1) − r(0) determines A1 = α1 + kβ1. It can be shown (see Chapter 8) that,
among the two–parameter family of interpolants, one parameter essentially
controls the arc length while the other controls the curve shape at fixed arc
length. Since the conditions (6.4.2) and (6.4.4) for an RRMF quintic amount to
three scalar constraints, it will necessary to relax from C1 to G1 Hermite data —
i.e., interpolation of the end–tangents t0 = r ′(0)/|r ′(0)| and t1 = r ′(1)/|r ′(1)|. A
detailed treatment of this problem is addressed in Chapter 9.

Example 6.1. Consider the choices

α0 = 1+ 2i , β0 = −2+ i , α2 = 2− i , β2 = −1+ 2i ,

for which α0α2 +β0β2 = 4+ 8i, α0β2 −α2β0 = −2− 4i, and |α0|
2 + |β0|

2 =

|α2|
2+ |β2|

2 = 10. Then (6.4.16) and (6.4.19) give sin θ = 4/5 and k =
√
5. Taking

θ0 = 0 and θ2 = θ, we have exp iθ0 = 1 and exp iθ2 = (3+ 4i)/5, and from
(6.4.13) and (6.4.14) we obtain

α1 =
1+ i√
2

and β1 =
−3+ i√

2
.

From (6.4.6) and (6.4.7), the coefficients of w(t) are determined to be

w0 = 1 , w1 =
1√
2

, w2 =
3− 4i
5

,

and one can easily verify the complex quadratic polynomials α(t), β(t), w(t)

defined by these coefficients satisfy (6.2.2). For this example, the polynomials
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Frenet

ERF RMF

Figure 6.1: The RRMF quintic of Example 6.1, showing the Frenet adapted frame (left),
Euler–Rodrigues frame (center), and the rotation–minimizing adapted frame
(right). For clarity, the unit tangent vector (common to all three adapted
frames) is not shown — only the two normal–plane vectors are illustrated.

a(t) = Re(w(t)), b(t) = Im(w(t)) that define the rational rotation (6.1.2) of the
ERF onto the RMAF are given by

a(t) = (1− t)2 +
1√
2
2(1− t)t+

3

5
t2 , b(t) = −

4

5
t2 .

Once the Bernstein coefficients α0, α1, α2 and β0, β1, β2 of the two quadratic
polynomials α(t), β(t) are known, the ERF can be constructed from (6.1.1).

The ERF vectors e1(t), e2(t), e3(t) have a rational quartic dependence on the
curve parameter t. Since the polynomials a(t), b(t) in (6.1.2) are quadratic, the
RMAF vectors a2(t), a3(t) are nominally rational functions of degree 8 in t.
Since the expressions for the ERF and RMAF vectors are rather cumbersome, we
refrain from quoting them here. The MAPLE computer algebra system was used
to compute them, and to verify that the ω1 component of the angular velocity
vector ω define in (1.3.3) vanishes.

To construct the Bézier form of the RRMF quintic defined by integrating
(3.2.2), it is convenient to convert to the quaternion form (3.1.8). The quaternion
coefficients Ar = αr + kβr for r = 0, 1, 2 of A(t) are

A0 = 1+ 2 i + j − 2k , A1 =
1+ i + j − 3k√

2
, A2 = 2− i + 2 j − k ,

and in terms of them we have the control points (3.1.6) with u = i, the initial
control point p0 being an arbitrary integration constant. Figure 6.1 illustrates
the RRMF quintic, together with its Frenet adapted frame, ERF and RMAF.
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Figure 6.2: Variation of angular velocity magnitude for the Euler–Rodrigues frame and
rotation–minimizing adapted frame, along the RRMF quintic of Example 6.1.

Although the RMF vectors a2, a3 and angular velocity components ω2, ω3
are rather complicated, the RMAF angular velocity magnitude |ω| has a fairly
manageable expression, namely √

8(13+ 8
√
2)√

82t4 + (52
√
2− 100)t3 + (118− 22

√
2)t2 − (100+ 30

√
2)t+ 65+ 40

√
2

.

For comparison, the angular velocity magnitude |ω| for the ERF is

c

√
(62t2 − (14− 6

√
2)t+ 8+

√
2)(14t2 − (30+ 10

√
2)t+ 40+ 25

√
2)

82t4 + (52
√
2− 100)t3 + (118− 22

√
2)t2 − (100+ 30

√
2)t+ 65+ 40

√
2

,

where c = 2

√
(1005+ 568

√
2)/217. Figure 6.2 compares these angular speeds.

6.5 higher–order rrmf curves

The approach used in Proposition 6.1 and 6.2 to determine conditions on the
coefficients of the polynomials α(t), β(t) that are sufficient and necessary for
rational RMAFs on PH cubics and quintics can be extended to higher–order
curves. To obtain RRMF curves of degree 7, for example, we must use cubic
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complex polynomials α(t), β(t) and the system of equations analogous to (6.3.2)
and (6.4.5) in the case of RRMF cubics and quintics becomes

α0α0 +β0β0 = γw0w0 ,

α0α1 +β0β1 = γw0w1 ,

2 (α0α2 +β0β2) + 3 (α1α1 +β1β1) = γ (2w0w2 + 3w1w1) ,

α0α3 +β0β3 + 6 (α1α2 +β1β2) + 3 (α2α1 +β2β1)

= γ (w0w3 + 6w1w2 + 3w2w1) ,

2 (α1α3 +β1β3) + 3 (α2α2 +β2β2) = γ (2w1w3 + 3w2w2) ,

α2α3 +β2β3 = γw2w3 ,

α3α3 +β3β3 = γw3w3 ,

Taking w0 = 1 again, we have γ = |α0|
2+ |β0|

2 from the first equation, and from
the second we see that w1 is given by the same expression (6.3.3) and (6.4.6) as
in the cubic and quintic case. Then w2 and w3 can be directly obtained in terms
of the coefficients of the cubics α(t), β(t) from the third and fourth equations.
Substituting these expressions for γ, w0, w1, w2, w3 into the fifth, sixth, and
seventh equations yields a set of constraints on the α(t), β(t) coefficients that
are sufficient and necessary for the degree 7 spatial PH curve specified by (3.2.2)
to possess a rational RMAF.

6.6 a simpler characterization of rrmf quintics

As first appeared visible with the analysis of double PH curves, the investiga-
tion of the existence of rational RMAFs on polynomial space curve has again
highlighted the importance of the combined use of the quaternion and the Hopf
map forms of spatial PH curves.

Han [47] identified the algebraic criterion (6.2.1) for the rationality of rotation–
minimizing frames, in terms of the quaternion representation for spatial PH
curves, and showed that non–degenerate spatial PH cubics can not be RRMF
curves. The existence of non–degenerate quintic RRMF curves was first demon-
strated in [30], using the Hopf map representation of spatial PH curves through
the constructive process reported in Section 6.4. Specifically, Proposition 6.2
shows how to define RRMF quintics by one real and one complex constraint,
of degree 6 and 4, on the six complex coefficients of the two quadratic complex
polynomials α(t), β(t) that specify the Hopf map form (3.2.2) of spatial PH
quintics. Subsequently, much simpler characterizations of the RRMF quintics
have been identified [25], that are just quadratic in the curve coefficients and
with compact expressions in both the quaternion and the Hopf map forms.
These characterizations are quoted from [25] in the following propositions.
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Proposition 6.4. A PH quintic specified by the quaternion form (3.1.8) has a rational
rotation–minimizing adapted frame if and only if the coefficients A0, A1, A2 of the
quadratic quaternion polynomial (3.1.4) satisfy the constraint

vect(A2 i A∗0) = A1 i A∗1 . (6.6.1)

Proposition 6.5. A PH quintic specified by the Hopf map form (3.2.2) has a rational
rotation–minimizing adapted frame if and only if the coefficients α0, α1, α2 and β0,
β1, β2 of the quadratic complex polynomials (6.4.1) satisfy the constraints

Re(α0α2 −β0β2) = |α1|
2 − |β1|

2 , α0β2 +α2β0 = 2α1β1 . (6.6.2)
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P Y T H A G O R E A N C U RV E S

For an adapted moving frames along a 3D trajectory described by the parametric
curve r(t), a rational dependence on the curve parameter is possible by choosing
r(t) to be a spatial PH curve. A similar resolution is possible for a directed frame,
but the coordinate components of the curve r(t) = (x(t),y(t), z(t)) — rather than
its hodograph r ′(t) = (x ′(t),y ′(t), z ′(t)) — must be elements of a Pythagorean
quartuple, that is, we must have

x2(t) + y2(t) + z2(t) = r2(t),

for some polynomial r(t). This condition characterizes a Pythagorean curve — or
P curve — rather than a PH curve. The computation of rational directed frames
on space curves thus motivates a study of the properties and construction of P
curves.

Many of the ideas and methods used in the study of PH curves carry over
to the investigation of P curves. In particular, the quaternion and Hopf map
formulation of spatial PH curves may offer convenient models for the repre-
sentation of P curves, while, to solve practical design problems using P curves,
intuitive methods for their construction are required. These are typically based
on interpolation of discrete points and tangent data.

After the characterization of P curves in Section 7.1, we briefly describe two
interpolation methods in Section 7.2 and 7.3. The first, based on classical Hermite
interpolation of end–points and derivatives, employs P curves of degree six and
requires selection of three residual (scalar) parameters. In the second method,
interpolation of end–derivatives is relaxed, and instead a middle interpolation
point is introduced. In this case, P curves of degree 4 can be defined, with two
residual (scalar) degrees of freedom. Finally, Section 7.4 discusses double P
curve and P curves with rational rotation–minimizing directed frames.

7.1 characterization of p curves

A spatial Pythagorean curve r(t) is characterized by the property that its polar
distance r is a polynomial in the curve parameter t. Since this is equivalent to
the requirement that its anti–hodograph is a PH curve, the P curve r(t) can be
expressed as a quaternion product [13] of the form

r(t) = A(t) i A∗(t) , (7.1.1)

where A(t) = u(t) + v(t) i + p(t) j + q(t) k is a quaternion polynomial of degree
m for a degree–n Pythagorean curve, n = 2m. We observe that, whereas regular

125
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PH curves defined by integrating (3.1.8) are of odd degree, P curves defined by
(7.1.1) are of even degree.

We present just basic outlines of two interpolation problems using P curves
below — in particular, we do not address the problem of optimal choices for
free parameters, since it is non–trivial and beyond our present scope.

7.2 hermite interpolation by p curves of degree 6

Substituting the cubic quaternion polynomial (3.1.5) into expression (7.1.1) gives
the Bézier form

r(t) =

6∑
i=0

pi

(
6

i

)
(1− t)6−i ti

of a spatial P curve of degree 6 with control points pi = xi i + yi j + zi k defined
by

p0 = A0 i A∗0 ,

p1 = 1
2 (A0 i A∗1 + A1 i A∗0) ,

p2 = 1
5 (A0 i A∗2 + 3A1 i A∗1 + A2 i A∗0) ,

p3 = 1
20 (A0 i A∗3 + 9A1 i A∗2 + 9A2 i A∗1 + A3 i A∗0) ,

p4 = 1
5 (A1 i A∗3 + 3A2 i A∗2 + A3 i A∗1) ,

p5 = 1
2 (A2 i A∗3 + A3 i A∗2) ,

p6 = A3 i A∗3 .

Interpolation of end points yields the equations

A0 i A∗0 = pi and A3 i A∗3 = pf (7.2.1)

for A0 and A3, while interpolation of the end-derivatives gives the equations

1
2

(
A0 i A∗1 + A1 i A∗0

)
= gi and 1

2

(
A2 i A∗3 + A3 i A∗2

)
= gf , (7.2.2)

for A1 and A2, where we set

gi = pi + 1
6 di , and gf = pf − 1

6 df .

The two equations in (7.2.1) are of the well–known form A i A∗ = d, where d
is any non–zero vector not aligned with −i, and can be solved directly [26] to
obtain

A0 =
√

|pi| ni exp(φi i) and A3 =
√

|pf| nf exp(φf i) ,

where φi and φf are free angular variables, and we define

ni =
δi + i

|δi + i |
, nf =

δf + i
|δf + i |

, (7.2.3)
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Figure 7.1: Three P curves of degree 6 interpolating the Hermite data of Example 7.1.

and

δi =
pi
|pi|

, δf =
pf
|pf|

. (7.2.4)

On the other hand, equations (7.2.2) are of the form cited in Lemma 2.5 of [100],
and can be solved directly to obtain

A1 = −
(µi + gi) A0 i

|A0|
2

and A2 = −
(µf + gf) A3 i

|A3|
2

,

where µi and µf are free real parameters. As was shown in the PH curve context
[26], the P curve (7.1.1) depends only on the difference ∆φ = φf −φi. Hence,
solutions to the Hermite interpolation problem by P curves of degree 6, depends
on the three real parameter — ∆φ, µi and µf.

Example 7.1. Figure 7.1 shows three interpolants to the data

pi = (0.50, 0.25, 0.50) , pf = (1, 1, 1) , di = (1, 0, 1) , df = (0, 1, 1) .

In all cases we choose µi = µf = 0, while ∆φ is gradually equal to 0, π8 , and π
4 .

7.3 three-points interpolation by p curves of degree 4

Given points pi, pm, pf, we seek a P curve interpolant r(t) satisfying r(0) = pi,
r
(
1
2

)
= pm, r(1) = pf. Substituting the quadratic quaternion polynomial (3.1.4)

into equation (7.1.1) gives the Bézier form (1.1.6) of a quartic P curve with control
points pi = xi i + yi j + zi k defined by

p0 = A0 i A∗0 ,

p1 = 1
2 (A0 i A∗1 + A1 i A∗0) ,

p2 = 1
6 (A0 i A∗2 + 4A1 i A∗1 + A2 i A∗0) ,

p3 = 1
2 (A1 i A∗2 + A2 i A∗1) ,

p4 = A2 i A∗2 .
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As in the previous case, interpolation of end points yields the equations

A0 i A∗0 = pi and A2 i A∗2 = pf , (7.3.1)

with solutions

A0 =
√

|pi| ni exp(φi i) and A2 =
√

|pf| nf exp(φf i) ,

where φi and φf are free angular variables, and ni, nf, δi, δf are specified in
(7.2.3) and (7.2.4). Now, since

r
(
1
2

)
= 1
16 (A0 + 2A1 + A2) i

(
A∗0 + 2A∗1 + A∗2

)
the interpolation condition in r(12) = pm yields

B i B∗ = d (7.3.2)

where B = A0 + 2A1 + A2 and d = 16pm. From the general solution of (7.3.2),
we have

B =
√

|d| nm exp(φm i) ,

where φm is another free angular variable, and we define

nm =
δm + i

|δm + i |
, δm =

d
|d|

.

Since the quartic P curve (7.1.1) depends only on the difference of φi, φm, φf,
the three-point interpolant depends on just two free parameters.

Example 7.2. Figure 7.2 show different interpolants to the data

pi = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1) , pm = (0.3, 0.7, 0.6) , pf = (1.0, 1.0, 1.0) ,

obtained by sampling the two free angular parameters ∆φ = φf −φi and φm at
the three equidistant values 0, π8 , π4 .

7.4 double p curves and p curves with rational rmdf

As already noted, the theory of directed frames coincide with that of adapted
frames, applied to the anti–hodograph of the given curve. This means that much
of the established results obtained in the Pythagorean–hodograph context can
be adapted to the construction and analysis of Pythagorean curves. Similarly,
the characterizations of Chapters 4 and 6 can be used to define “double” Pytha-
gorean (DP) curves and Pythagorean curves with rational rotation–minimizing
directed frames, respectively.
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Figure 7.2: P curves of degree 4 interpolating the data of Example 7.2 for different
values of the free parameters.

According to (4.1.3) and (4.1.4), a polynomial space curve r(t) is said to be
a double P curve if |r(t)| and |r(t)× r ′(t)| are both polynomial functions of t —
i.e., if the conditions

| r |2 = x2 + y2 + z2 ≡ r2 ,

| r× r ′ |2 = (yz ′ − y ′z)2 + (zx ′ − z ′x)2 + (xy ′ − x ′y)2 ≡ (rw)2

are simultaneously satisfied for some polynomials r(t),w(t). The analysis of
Chapter 4 on DPH curves of degree 3, 5, and 7 could be reformulated in terms
of DP curves of degree 2, 4, and 6.

Analogously, in order to define a Pythagorean curve with a rational RMDF,
the components u, v,p,q of the quaternion polynomial A(t) in (7.1.1) must
satisfy condition (6.2.1). Translated into the Hopf map representation, this
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means that the complex polynomials α(t),β(t) in r(t) = H(α(t),β(t)) must
satisfy condition (6.2.2). The sufficient and necessary constraints (6.4.2)–(6.4.4),
or the equivalent simplified version (6.6.2) — or (6.6.1) in quaternion form —
introduced in Chapter 6 for the characterization of RRMF quintics, can be used
to construct Pythagorean quartics with rational rotation–minimizing directed
frames.



Part III

A P P L I C AT I O N A L G O R I T H M S





8
S PAT I A L P H Q U I N T I C H E R M I T E I N T E R P O L A N T S

In order to solve practical design problems using parametric polynomial curves,
efficient methods for their geometric construction are required. If the non–
linear nature of Pythagorean–hodograph curves precludes a direct specification
by Bézier/B–spline control polygons, the solution of the first order Hermite
interpolation problem is a standard approach to construction of spatial PH
curves satisfying prescribed geometrical constraints. The standard Bézier cubic,
commonly used to interpolate discrete points and tangent data, has to be
replaced by a PH quintic space curve in order to allow the satisfaction of the
Pythagorean–hodograph condition. The problem of specifying the two free
angular parameters that arise in the spatial PH quintic Hermite interpolation
problem is addressed in this chapter.

Conditions on the given data that identify when the “ordinary” cubic Her-
mite interpolant is actually a PH curve are formulated, since it is desired that
the selection criteria should reproduce such curves whenever possible. The
properties of helical PH quintics are analyzed and their use in selecting Hermite
interpolants is considered. It is shown that the arc lengths of the PH quintic
Hermite interpolants depend on only one of the free angular parameters and
that general helical PH quintic interpolants exist for arbitrary Hermite data,
corresponding to solutions of minimum or maximum arc length. Motivated by
the desire to improve the fairness of the interpolants to general data at reason-
able computational cost, these results are then used to formulate three practical
selection criteria, that all generate the cubic interpolant when possible.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.1 establishes conditions on
the Hermite data for the existence of a PH cubic interpolant. An analysis of
helical PH quintic curves, and the determination of their axes and pitch angles,
is presented in Section 8.2, while Section 8.3 introduces the PH quintic Hermite
interpolation problem. Section 8.4 analyzes the arc length of spatial PH quintics,
and demonstrates that general helical PH quintics interpolants exist for arbitrary
Hermite data, and exhibit extremal arc lengths. The criteria for selecting the
two free parameters of PH quintic Hermite interpolants are then described
in Section 8.5, and Section 8.6 presents some computed examples using these
criteria.

133
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8.1 existence of ph cubic interpolants

We determine the conditions under which initial and final points pi, pf and
derivatives di, df can be interpolated by a spatial PH cubic — i.e., we identify
data sets for which the “ordinary” cubic interpolant is a PH curve. Setting

w = 3(pf − pi) − (di + df) (8.1.1)

and introducing the vectors

δi =
di
|di|

, δf =
df
|df|

, z =
δi×δf

|δi + δf |
, (8.1.2)

we have:

Proposition 8.1. The cubic Hermite interpolant to the data points pi, pf and deriva-
tives di, df is a PH curve if and only if

w · (δi − δf) = 0 (8.1.3)

and (
w · δi + δf

|δi + δf |

)2
+

(w · z)2

|z|4
= |di| |df| . (8.1.4)

Proof : The ordinary cubic Hermite interpolant may be written in Bézier form
as

r(t) = pi b30(t) + (pi + 1
3di)b31(t) + (pf − 1

3df)b32(t) + pf b33(t) , (8.1.5)

and, from (8.1.1), its hodograph is

r ′(t) = di b20(t) + wb21(t) + df b22(t) . (8.1.6)

From (3.1.1) and (3.1.3), we note that (8.1.5) is a PH cubic curve if two quaternions
A0, A1 exist such that

r ′(t) = (A0 u A∗0) b
2
0(t) + 1

2 (A0 u A∗1 + A1 u A∗0)b
2
1(t) + (A1 u A∗1) b

2
2(t) .

Assuming (without loss of generality) that u = δi, the above hodograph agrees
with (8.1.6) if

A0 δiA
∗
0 = di , A1 δiA

∗
1 = df , A0 δiA

∗
1 + A1 δiA

∗
0 = 2w . (8.1.7)

Again, without loss of generality, we can assume that

A0 =
√

|di|δi , (8.1.8)
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and we then obtain

A0 δiA
∗
1 + A1 δiA

∗
0 =

√
|di| (A1 − A∗1) = 2

√
|di| vect(A1) . (8.1.9)

On the other hand, from Section B.2 we know that A1 has the general form

A1 =
√

|df|
δi + δf

|δi + δf |
(cosφ+ sinφδi) . (8.1.10)

From the quaternion product rules, we can write

vect(A1) =
√

|df|
(

cosφ
δi + δf

|δi + δf |
− sinφ z

)
, (8.1.11)

where z is defined by (8.1.2).
Now since the three vectors δi + δf, z, δi − δf satisfy

(δi + δf) · z = 0 , z · (δi − δf) = 0 , (δi − δf) · (δi + δf) = 0 ,

they are mutually orthogonal, and from (8.1.9) and (8.1.11) we immediately infer
that the third condition in (8.1.7) can be satisfied if (8.1.3) holds. This means that
w must be a linear combination of δi + δf and z. Writing

w = µ (δi + δf) + ν z (8.1.12)

and taking the dot product of both sides with δi + δf and z gives

µ = w · δi + δf
|δi + δf|2

and ν =
w · z
|z|2

. (8.1.13)

Then if (8.1.3) holds, by comparing (8.1.7), (8.1.9), and (8.1.11) with (8.1.12) and
(8.1.13), we can conclude that if the “ordinary” cubic Hermite interpolant is a
PH curve, the value of the angular parameter φ in (8.1.10) must be such that

cosφ =
1√

|di| |df|
w · δi + δf

|δi + δf |
, sinφ =

−1√
|di| |df|

w · z
|z|2

. (8.1.14)

The identity cos2φ + sin2φ = 1 implies that the vector w must satisfy the
constraint (8.1.4).

The same arguments show that conditions (8.1.3) and (8.1.4) are also sufficient
to ensure that the cubic Hermite interpolant to the data is a PH curve.

8.2 helical quintics

As discussed in Chapter 5, a helix is a curve whose unit tangent t maintains a
constant angle ψ with a fixed unit vector a so that condition (5.0.1) holds. We
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recall that, whereas all spatial PH cubics are helical [43], the helical PH quintics
form a proper subset [37] of all spatial PH quintics.

Concerning PH quintics, defined in quaternion form through (3.1.1) and
(3.1.4), it was shown in Appendix B of [37] that, when the four quaternions

A0, A2, A0u, A2u (8.2.1)

are linearly independent, the PH quintic is helical if and only if

γ0 = γ2 = 0 or 4(c0 + γ0u)(c2 + γ2u) = 1 , (8.2.2)

where we set

A1 = c0A0 + γ0A0u + c2A2 + γ2A2u . (8.2.3)

Hence, as we have reviewed with the approach of Chapter 5, we can divide
helical quintics into two classes.1 The first corresponds to helices with γ0 =

γ2 = 0, so that A1 is a linear combination of A0 and A2. This type is called the
general helical PH quintics: the hodograph components have no common factor,
and the tangent t is capable of reversing its sense of rotation about a [37]. The
second class is called the monotone helical PH quintics (see again Chapter 5) —
the hodograph components have a common quadratic factor, and, consequently,
the tangent indicatrix become a rational quadratic on the unit sphere, i.e., a
single traced circle. Now for a PH quintic satisfying

r ′(0)× r ′(1) 6= (0, 0, 0) ,

the four quaternions (8.2.1) are linearly independent by Proposition B.1 in
Appendix B, and we can conclude that the curve is helical if and only if (8.2.2)
holds — i.e., if and only if it is a general helix or a monotone helix.

We now determine the axis a and pitch angle ψ for both general and monotone
helical PH quintics. Consider the hodograph of a PH quintic,

r ′(t) =

4∑
i=0

di b4i (t) , (8.2.4)

where

d0 = A0 u A∗0 ,

d1 = 1
2 (A0 u A∗1 + A1 u A∗0) ,

d2 = 1
6 (A0 u A∗2 + 4A1 u A∗1 + A2 u A∗0) ,

d3 = 1
2 (A1 u A∗2 + A2 u A∗1) ,

d4 = A2 u A∗2 . (8.2.5)

1 Al already noted, these two classes are not disjoint — it can be shown, for example, that degree–
elevated PH cubics belong to both of them.
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The corresponding parametric speed (1.1.3) is a quartic polynomial,

σ(t) = A(t)A∗(t) =

4∑
i=0

σi b
4
i (t) , (8.2.6)

with Bernstein coefficients defined by

σ0 = A0A
∗
0 ,

σ1 = 1
2 (A0A

∗
1 + A1A

∗
0) ,

σ2 = 1
6 (A0A

∗
2 + 4A1A

∗
1 + A2A

∗
0) ,

σ3 = 1
2 (A1A

∗
2 + A2A

∗
1) ,

σ4 = A2A
∗
2 . (8.2.7)

Setting A = A0 and B = A2 in (B.2.13), we obtain

(q0, q0) = (A0A
∗
0 , A0 u A∗0) ,

(q2, q2) = (A2A
∗
2 , A2 u A∗2) ,

(v, v) = (A0A
∗
2 + A2A

∗
0 , A0 u A∗2 + A2 u A∗0) ,

(s, s) = (−A0 u A∗2 + A2 u A∗0 , A0A
∗
2 − A2A

∗
0) . (8.2.8)

Thus, using (8.2.3), we can write

d0 = q0 , d1 = c0q0 + 1
2(c2v + γ2s) ,

d2 = 1
6 [ 4(c20 + γ20)q0 + 4(c22 + γ22)q2
+(1+ 4c0c2 + 4γ0γ2)v + 4(c0γ2 − c2γ0)s ] ,

d3 = c2q2 + 1
2(c0v − γ0s) , d4 = q2 .

Analogously, from (8.2.7) we obtain

σ0 = q0 , σ1 = c0q0 + 1
2(c2v+ γ2s) ,

σ2 = 1
6 [ 4(c20 + γ20)q0 + 4(c22 + γ22)q2

+ (1+ 4c0c2 + 4γ0γ2)v+ 4(c0γ2 − c2γ0)s ] ,

σ3 = c2q2 + 1
2(c0v− γ0s) , σ4 = q2 .

In particular, for a general helical PH quintic, we have

d0 = q0 , d1 = c0q0 + 1
2c2v ,

d2 = 1
6 [ 4c

2
0q0 + 4c22q2 + (1+ 4c0c2)v ] ,

d3 = c2q2 + 1
2c0v , d4 = q2 ,

σ0 = q0 , σ1 = c0q0 + 1
2c2v ,

σ2 = 1
6 [ 4c

2
0q0 + 4c22q2 + (1+ 4c0c2)v ] ,

σ3 = c2q2 + 1
2c0v , σ4 = q2 . (8.2.9)
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On the other hand, for a monotone helical PH quintic, we have

d0 = q0 , d1 = c0q0 +
c0v − γ0s
8(c20 + γ20)

,

d2 = 1
6

[
4(c20 + γ20)q0 +

q2
4(c20 + γ20)

+
2c0

c20 + γ20
(c0v − γ0s)

]
,

d3 =
c0q2

4(c20 + γ20)
+ 1
2(c0v − γ0s) , d4 = q2 ,

σ0 = q0 , σ1 = c0q0 +
c0v− γ0s

8(c20 + γ20)
,

σ2 = 1
6

[
4(c20 + γ20)q0 +

q2

4(c20 + γ20)
+

2c0

c20 + γ20
(c0v− γ0s)

]
,

σ3 =
c0q2

4(c20 + γ20)
+ 1
2(c0v− γ0s) , σ4= q2 . (8.2.10)

We are now ready to prove the following results characterizing the axes and
pitch angles of helical PH quintics (see also [37] for the case of general helices).

Proposition 8.2. For a general helical PH quintic

a =
s
|s|

and cosψ =
s

|s|
, (8.2.11)

while for a monotone helical PH quintic

a =
c0s + γ0v
|c0s + γ0v|

and cosψ =
c0s + γ0v

|c0s + γ0v|
, (8.2.12)

where (v, v) and (s, s) are as defined in (8.2.8).

Proof : From (5.0.1) and (8.2.4)–(8.2.7), the following relations must be satisfied

di · a = σi cosψ , i = 0, . . . , 4 . (8.2.13)

Now in view of (8.2.9), for a general helix this is equivalent to proving that

q0 · a = q0 cosψ , q2 · a = q2 cosψ , v · a = v cosψ .

Choosing a and cosψ as in (8.2.11), the result is a consequence of Proposition B.2
in Appendix B. Considering (8.2.10), proving (8.2.13) in the case of a monotone
helix is equivalent to showing that

q0 · a = q0 cosψ , q2 · a = q2 cosψ , (c0v − γ0s) · a = (c0v− γ0s) cosψ .

Choosing a and cosψ as in (8.2.12), the above relations are a consequence of
Proposition B.2 and the fact that

(c0v − γ0s) · (c0s + γ0v) = (c20 − γ20)v · s + c0γ0(|v|2 − |s|2) ,

(c0v− γ0s) (c0s+ γ0v) = (c20 − γ20)vs + c0γ0(v
2 − s2) .
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Concerning the interpolation of arbitrary Hermite data, an example was
presented in [37] to show that this is not always possible using monotone helical
PH quintics. Although no proof for the existence of general helical PH quintic
interpolants to arbitrary Hermite data was given in [37], no counter–example
was found. We now prove, in Section 8.4 below, that four general helical PH
quintic interpolants always exist for arbitrary Hermite data. Moreover, we show
that such interpolants correspond to extrema of the arc length L among all PH
quintic interpolants to the given Hermite data.

8.3 ph quintic hermite interpolants

The hodograph of a spatial PH quintic is defined by substituting the quadratic
quaternion polynomial (3.1.4) into expression (3.1.1), where u is an arbitrary
unit vector. Integrating this hodograph then gives the Bézier form

r(t) =

5∑
i=0

pi b5i (t) (8.3.1)

of the PH quintic, with control points pi = xi i + yi j + zi k defined by (3.1.6).
Interpolation of the end–derivatives yields the equations

A0 u A∗0 = di and A2 u A∗2 = df (8.3.2)

for A0 and A2. Moreover, with p0 = pi as integration constant, interpolation of
the end points gives the condition∫1

0
A(t) u A∗(t) dt = pf − pi

= 1
5 A0 u A∗0 + 1

10(A0 u A∗1 + A1 u A∗0)

+ 1
30(A0 u A∗2 + 4A1 u A∗1 + A2 u A∗0)

+ 1
10(A1 u A∗2 + A2 u A∗1) + 1

5 A2 u A∗2 . (8.3.3)

Since equations (8.3.2) are of the form (B.2.11), they can be solved directly to
obtain

A0 =
√

|di| ni exp(φ0 u) , A2 =
√

|df| nf exp(φ2 u) , (8.3.4)

where φ0 and φ2 are free angular variables, and using (8.1.2) we define

ni =
δi + u

|δi + u |
, nf =

δf + u
|δf + u |

.

Knowing A0 and A2, and using (8.3.2), equation (8.3.3) can be reduced to

B u B∗ = d
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where B = 3A0 + 4A1 + 3A2, and we define

d = c + 5(A0 u A∗2 + A2 u A∗0) , (8.3.5)

c = 120(pf − pi) − 15(di + df) . (8.3.6)

This equation is again of the form (B.2.11), and its general solution is

B =
√

|d| n exp(φ1u) (8.3.7)

where φ1 is another free angular variable, and we set

δd =
d
|d|

and n =
δd + u

|δd + u |
. (8.3.8)

Note that B, and thus A1 = 1
4 B − 3

4 (A0 + A2), depends on φ0, φ2 as well as
φ1, due to the dependence of d on those variables. However, one can show
[26] that the hodograph (3.1.1) depends only on the differences of φ0, φ1, φ2.
Thus, we can take φ1 = 0 without loss of generality, and regard the PH quintic
interpolant as dependent on just the two angular parameters defined by

α = 1
2(φ0 +φ2) and β = φ2 −φ0 . (8.3.9)

The three quaternions A0, A1, A2 defining a PH quintic Hermite interpolant can
then be expressed in terms of (8.3.9) as

A0 =
√

|di| ni exp((α− 1
2β)u) ,

A2 =
√

|df| nf exp((α+ 1
2β)u) ,

A1 = 1
4

√
|d| n − 3

4 (A0 + A2) . (8.3.10)

8.3.1 Reduction of quaternion expressions

We now analyze certain quaternion expressions that will subsequently prove
useful. With some algebra, one can verify that the following relations hold for
any spatial PH quintic interpolant:

v = A0 u A∗2 + A2 u A∗0 = e cosβ + f sinβ ,

v = A0A∗2 + A2A∗0 = e cosβ + f sinβ,

s = A0A∗2 − A2A∗0 = f cosβ − e sinβ ,

s = A2 u A∗0 − A0 u A∗2 = f cosβ− e sinβ , (8.3.11)

where the vectors e, f and the scalars e, f are given by

e = 2
√

|di| |df| [ (u · nf)ni + (u · ni)nf − (ni · nf)u ]

= 2
√

|di| |df|
(1− δi · δf)u + (1+ u · δi)δf + (1+ u · δf)δi

|u + δi| |u + δf|
,

e = 2
√

|di| |df| ni · nf,

f = 2
√

|di| |df| nf × ni = 2
√

|di||df|
u× δi − u× δf − δi × δf

|u + δi| |u + δf|
,

f = 2
√

|di| |df| u · (ni × nf) . (8.3.12)
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Thus, the vector (8.3.5) depends only on β, and has the analytic expression

d(β) = c + 5 (cosβ e + sinβ f) . (8.3.13)

As β varies from 0 to 2π, d(β) traces an ellipse in R3 with center c, residing in
the plane with normal in the direction of

e× f = 4 |di| |df| [ (u · nf)nf − (u · ni)ni ] .

Correspondingly, the unit vector n defined by (8.3.8) also depends on β only.
Now from Proposition B.2, we can deduce that

e · f = − ef and |e|2 − e2 = |f|2 − f2 . (8.3.14)

Assuming that u = δi gives the simplifications

ni = δi and nf =
δi + δf
|δi + δf|

,

and consequently

e = 2
√

|di||df|
δi + δf
|δi + δf|

, e = 2
√

|di| |df| δi ·
δi + δf
|δi + δf|

,

f = − 2
√

|di||df|
δi × δf
|δi + δf|

, f = 0 . (8.3.15)

Hence, in this case, we have

e · f = 0 , |e|2 = |f|2 + e2 , e = e · δi . (8.3.16)

8.4 arc length of ph quintics

The arc length of a spatial PH quintic is L = 1
5(σ0+σ1+σ2+σ3+σ4), where the

coefficients of the parametric speed σ(t) are specified by (8.2.7). Using (8.3.10),
this can be reduced to

L =
1

120
[ 15(|di| + |df|) + |d| − 5(A0A

∗
2 + A2A

∗
0) ] . (8.4.1)

Since the vector d defined by (8.3.5) depends only on the angle β, as expressed in
(8.3.13), and A0A∗2 + A2A∗0 = e cosβ+ f sinβ, with e and f defined in (8.3.12),
L is a function of β alone. Taking u = δi and making use of (8.3.16), we obtain

|d(β)| =

√
|c|2 + 25|f|2 + 10 c · (e cosβ + f sinβ) + 25e2 cos2 β . (8.4.2)

Then we deduce that (8.4.1) is defined by the univariate function

L(β) =
1

120
[ 15(|di| + |df|) + |d(β)| − 5 e cosβ ] . (8.4.3)
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Now since L(β) is a continuous function, it assumes minimum and maximum
values in the compact interval [ −π, +π ]. Moreover, since L(β) is a periodic C1

function if d · d > 0, the extremal values are stationary points.
The stationary points of L(β) are the roots of the equation

c · (−e sinβ + f cosβ) − 5e2 sinβ cosβ = − e sinβ |d(β)| . (8.4.4)

To determine these roots, we make the substitutions

cosβ =
1− τ2

1+ τ2
, sinβ =

2τ

1+ τ2
, where τ = tan 12β . (8.4.5)

Squaring both sides in (8.4.4), we obtain

[ − 5e2(1− τ2)2τ− c · e 2τ(1+ τ2) + c · f (1− τ2)(1+ τ2) ]2

− e24τ2 [ c · c (1+ τ2)2 + 25 e · e (1− τ2)2 + 25 f · f 4τ2

+ 10 c · e (1− τ2)(1+ τ2) + 10 c · f 2τ(1+ τ2) ] = 0 (8.4.6)

on substituting from (8.4.5) and using f · f − e · e = −e2 from (8.3.14) and (8.3.16).
Collecting powers of (1+ τ2) and using (8.3.16), we can rewrite this equation as

100e2τ2[ e2(1− τ2)2 − (e2 + f · f)(1− τ2)2 − f · f 4τ2 ]

−10e2c · f [ (1− τ2)2 + 4τ2 ] 2τ(1+ τ2) + (1+ τ2)2 [ (c · e)24τ2

+(c · f)2(1− τ2)2 − 2(c · e)(c · f)2τ(1− τ2) − e2c · c 4τ2 ] = 0 ,

and hence we obtain

(1+ τ2)2(d̃0 + d̃1τ+ d̃2τ
2 + d̃3τ

3 + d̃4τ
4) =: (1+ τ2)2P̃(τ) = 0 , (8.4.7)

where

d̃0 := (c · f)2 ,

d̃1 := −20e2c · f − 4(c · e)(c · f) ,

d̃2 := −100e2f · f + 4(c · e)2 − 2(c · f)2 − 4e2c · c ,

d̃3 := −20e2c · f + 4(c · e)(c · f) ,

d̃4 := (c · f)2 . (8.4.8)

Summarizing, the stationary points of L(β) are identified via (8.4.5) by the real
roots (at least two) of the quartic equation

P̃(τ) = 0 . (8.4.9)

Proposition 8.3. When |d(β)| > 0 and δf 6= −u, the arc length function L(β) given
by (8.4.3) has only one minimum and one maximum.
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Proof : Consider the auxiliary function

`(β) =
1

120
[ |d(β)| + 5 e cosβ ] . (8.4.10)

whose stationary points are the roots of the equation

c · (− e sinβ+ f cosβ) − 5e2 sinβ cosβ = e sinβ |d(β)| . (8.4.11)

Comparing (8.4.4) and (8.4.11), it is clear that the stationary points of `(β)

are given via (8.4.5) by (at least two) real roots of the equation (8.4.9) but no
solutions of (8.4.4) can be solutions2 of (8.4.11). On the other hand, by continuity
arguments both (8.4.4) and (8.4.11) have at least two solutions. Thus, we conclude
that P̃(τ) has exactly four real roots: two of them correspond to solutions of
(8.4.11), and the remaining two correspond to the only two solutions of (8.4.4).

The next Proposition shows that any solution of (8.4.4) identifies an L(β)

corresponding to the arc length of a general helical PH quintic interpolant.
Hence, the general helical PH quintic interpolants always have minimal or
maximal arc length.

Proposition 8.4. If the PH quintic Hermite interpolant defined by (8.3.1), (3.1.6), and
(8.3.10) is a general helix, the corresponding angle β is a stationary point of the arc
length function L(β).

Proof : The unit axis vector a of the helix and the constant cosψ are as defined
in (8.2.11). Using (8.3.11), we can write

a =
f cosβ− e sinβ

| f cosβ− e sinβ |
. (8.4.12)

In addition, assuming without loss of generality that u = δi, and using (8.2.8),
(8.3.11), and (8.3.15), we obtain

cosψ = −
e sinβ

| f cosβ− e sinβ |
. (8.4.13)

Now (5.0.1) implies that∫1
0

|r ′(t)| cosψ dt =

∫1
0

r ′(t) · a dt = (pf − pi) · a ,

so the arc length L(β) must be equal to [(pf− pi) · a ]/ cosψ. Hence, using (8.4.3),
(8.4.12), and (8.4.13), we obtain

15(|di|+ |df|) + |d(β)| − 5e cosβ =
120

e sinβ
(pf−pi) · (e sinβ− f cosβ) . (8.4.14)

2 Assuming d · d > 0 and δf 6= −u the only common solution of the two equations is β such that
sinβ = 0, and this implies c · f = 0, which is the case of planar data that does not concern us here.
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Using the vector c defined by (8.3.6), this can be re–written as

15(|di| + |df|)e sinβ + |d(β)| e sinβ − 5e2 sinβ cosβ

= (c + 15(di + df)) · (e sinβ− f cosβ) . (8.4.15)

Now the simplified expressions (8.3.15) for e and f imply that f · di = f · df = 0

and e · (di + df) = e(|di| + |df|). Thus (8.4.15) simplifies to (8.4.4).

We now show that four distinct general helical PH quintic interpolants exist
for arbitrary spatial Hermite data. The construction of general helical PH quintic
Hermite interpolants can be reduced [37] to determining values of the angle β
that satisfy

(c, df, e cosβ+ f sinβ)

(di, df, e cosβ+ f sinβ)

(di, c, e cosβ+ f sinβ)

(di, df, e cosβ+ f sinβ)

=

[
(di, df, c)

(di, df, e cosβ+ f sinβ)
+ 5

]2
(8.4.16)

where (x, y, z) denotes the triple product (x× y) · z, and di, df, c, e, f are as
defined above. Substituting from (8.4.5), this corresponds to computing the real
roots of the quartic equation

d4τ
4 + d3τ

3 + d2τ
2 + d1τ+ d0 = 0 (8.4.17)

in τ, with coefficients

d4 = (c, df, e) (di, c, e) − (di, df, c − 5e)2 ,

d3 = − 2 (c, df, e) (di, c, f) − 2 (di, c, e) (c, df, f)

− 20 (di, df, f) (di, df, c − 5e) ,

d2 = − 2 (c, df, e) (di, c, e) + 4 (c, df, f) (di, c, f)

− 100 (di, df, f)2 − 2 (di, df, c − 5e) (di, df, c + 5e) ,

d1 = 2 (c, df, f) (di, c, e) + 2 (di, c, f) (c, df, e)

− 20 (di, df, f) (di, df, c + 5e) ,

d0 = (c, df, e) (di, c, e) − (di, df, c + 5e)2 . (8.4.18)

On the other hand it was also shown in [37] that, to conform to the definition
of a general helical PH quintic interpolant, the value of the angular variable β
associated with a real root of (8.4.17) must be such that

(c, df, e cosβ+ f sinβ)

(di, df, e cosβ+ f sinβ)
> 0 ,

(di, c, e cosβ+ f sinβ)

(di, df, e cosβ+ f sinβ)
> 0 . (8.4.19)

Two distinct general helical PH quintic interpolants are associated with each
root of (8.4.17) for which these inequalities hold — see [37] — and they share
the same axis and arc length, since they have the same β value.
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Using MAPLE, we find that the coefficients (8.4.8) and (8.4.18) are related by

di = K d̃i , i = 0, . . . , 4 (8.4.20)

for some non–zero constant K (assuming that u = δi). Since (8.4.9) and (8.4.17)
have the same roots, we conclude that (8.4.17) has exactly four real roots by the
proof of Proposition 8.3. On the other hand, we have already shown that there
are at most two admissible roots, because the corresponding β value must be a
solution of (8.4.4) — see Proposition 8.4. In the following proposition, we show
that there are always exactly two admissible roots, and hence four general helical
PH quintic interpolants.

Proposition 8.5. For arbitrary Hermite data, each of the two values for the angular
variable β that identify extrema of the arc length function L(β) allows us to define two
general helical PH quintic interpolants.

Proof : We have already verified that each of the two β values that identify
extrema of L(β) is associated with a (real) root of (8.4.17) — see Proposition 8.3.
Thus, assuming (without loss of generality) that u = δi, we must show that
satisfaction of (8.4.4) implies both the inequalities in (8.4.19). Concerning this, we
observe that the two quantities in (8.4.19) have the same sign when β corresponds
to any (real) solution of (8.4.17), i.e., to any solution of (8.4.16). Thus, it is more
convenient to prove that the inequality

|di|
(c, df, e cosβ+ f sinβ)

(di, df, e cosβ+ f sinβ)
+ |df|

(di, c, e cosβ+ f sinβ)

(di, df, e cosβ+ f sinβ)
> 0 (8.4.21)

holds. From the simplified expressions for e and f in (8.3.15) we have (di,df,e)= 0

and (di, df, f) 6 0. Then the previous inequality can be re–written as

(c,δf − δi, e cosβ+ f sinβ)

sinβ
6 0 ,

i.e.,

c · [ (δf − δi)× e ] cotβ + c · [ (δf − δi)× f ] 6 0 .

Now using (8.3.15), with some algebra we obtain

(δf − δi)× e = 2 f , (δf − δi)× f = − (1− λ) e ,

where λ = δi · δf. Then, we may re–write (8.4.21) as

2 c · f cotβ − (1− λ)c · e 6 0 . (8.4.22)

Now from (8.4.4), we have

(c · f) cotβ − c · e = 5e2 cosβ − e |d(β)| .
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Then, since e > 0 from (8.3.16), we can write (8.4.22) as

|d(β)| > 5e cosβ +
1+ λ

2e
c · e . (8.4.23)

Now, using the simplified expressions in (8.3.15), we have

e = |e|

√
1+ λ

2
,

and (8.4.23) becomes

|d(β)| >
e

|e|

[
5|e| cosβ +

c · e
|e|

]
.

On the other hand, considering that e · f = 0, from the expression for d(β) in
(8.3.13), we obtain

5|e| cosβ +
c · e
|e|

= d(β) · e
|e|

.

Thus, since |v| > |v · u| for any vector v and unit vector u, we have e < |e| and
the proposition is proved.

Remark 8.1. The two general helical PH quintic interpolants associated with
each of the two extrema of the arc length L(β) on [ 0, 2π ] have not only the same
arc length, but also the same axis, since they share the same β value.

Remark 8.2. It can be verified by a numerical example that, in general, the arc
length of a monotone–helical PH quintic interpolant (when it exists) is not a
critical value of L(β) — see Figure 8.1.

8.5 selection of angular parameters

As observed in Section 8.3, the solution to the PH quintic Hermite interpolation
problem, specified by (8.3.10), depends on the free angular parameters α, β. We
wish to compute “optimal” choices for these parameters.

8.5.1 Bivariate criterion

As one criterion of optimality, we consider minimization of the quantity

F(α,β) =
∣∣A1 − 1

2(A0 + A2)
∣∣2 , (8.5.1)

since F(α,β) = 0 identifies the unique condition under which the quadratic
polynomial (3.1.4) is actually a degree–elevated linear polynomial, so the curve
becomes a degree–elevated PH cubic.
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(a) General helix, with maximum arc length.
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Figure 8.1: Helical PH quintic interpolants to the Hermite data pi = (0, 0, 0),
di = (0.48147, 1.47196, 0.13832) and pf = (−0.38943, 0.77619, 0.06792),
df = (−1.09182, 0.86153, 0.63159).

In general, it is not possible to achieve F = 0 under the given interpolation
constraints (see Section 8.1), but we regard the goal of placing A1 as close
as possible to 1

2(A0 + A2) as being motivated by the desire for a “reasonable”
quadratic pre–image curve A(t) in H for the hodograph (3.1.1). An additional
motivation for the chosen F is that its dependence on α, β can be explicitly
derived, and its derivatives with respect to these parameters admit closed–form
expressions. Substituting from (8.3.10) and simplifying, we obtain

16 F = |d(β)|

− 10
√

|d(β)| |di| [ cos(α− 1
2β) ni − sin(α− 1

2β) u× ni ] · n(β)

− 10
√

|d(β)| |df| [ cos(α+ 1
2β) nf − sin(α+ 1

2β) u× nf ] · n(β)

+ 25 [ |di| + |df| + 2
√

|di| |df| (ni · nf cosβ+ u · (ni × nf) sinβ) ] .
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To determine the extrema of F, we require its partial derivatives Fα, Fβ. The
derivative of the vector (8.3.13) is given by

d ′(β) = 5 (cosβ f − sinβ e) .

Its magnitude and the square root of its magnitude have the derivatives

|d(β)| ′ =
d(β) · d ′(β)

|d(β)|
,

√
|d(β)| ′ =

|d(β)| ′

2
√

|d(β)|
.

For the unit vector δ and the bisector n, the derivatives may be written as

δ ′(β) =
|d(β)|2 d ′(β) − [ d(β) · d ′(β) ] d(β)

|d(β)|3
,

n ′(β) =
|u + δ(β)|2 δ ′(β) − [ (u + δ(β)) · δ ′(β) ]δ(β)

|u + δ(β)|3
.

We can then formulate the partial derivatives of F explicitly as

16 Fα = 10
√

|d(β)| |di| [ sin(α− 1
2β) ni + cos(α− 1

2β) u× ni ] · n(β)

+ 10
√

|d(β)| |df| [ sin(α+ 1
2β) nf + cos(α+ 1

2β) u× nf ] · n(β) ,

16 Fβ = |d(β)| ′

− 10
√

|d(β)| ′
√

|di| [ cos(α− 1
2β) ni − sin(α− 1

2β) u× ni ] · n(β)

− 10
√

|d(β)| ′
√

|df| [ cos(α+ 1
2β) nf − sin(α+ 1

2β) u× nf ] · n(β)

− 5
√

|d(β)| |di| [ sin(α− 1
2β) ni + cos(α− 1

2β) u× ni ] · n(β)

+ 5
√

|d(β)| |df| [ sin(α+ 1
2β) nf + cos(α+ 1

2β) u× nf ] · n(β)

− 10
√

|d(β)| |di| [ cos(α− 1
2β) ni − sin(α− 1

2β) u× ni ] · n ′(β)

− 10
√

|d(β)| |df| [ cos(α+ 1
2β) nf − sin(α+ 1

2β) u× nf ] · n ′(β)

+ 50
√

|di| |df| (u · (ni × nf) cosβ− ni · nf sinβ) .

An approximation of the values (α,β) that identify the global minimum of F over
the domain [ 0, 2π ]2 can be determined by means of an appropriate numerical
scheme. We refer to this procedure for selecting the free angular parameters as
the BV (bivariate) criterion.

8.5.2 Helical–cubic criterion

A simplification of the above method is embodied in the following two–step
scheme. First, the value of β is computed by finding the solution of (8.4.4) that
identifies curves of extremal arc length, and selecting the maximal one (since
interpolants of maximal arc length are usually found to have smoother shapes).
An α value is then selected by minimizing (8.5.1) considered as a function of
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α alone. The desired α value can be explicitly obtained as root of Fα, i.e., by
solving a homogeneous trigonometric equation. In this case, we have

tanα = (8.5.2)
[
√

|di|(tan 12βni − u× ni) −
√

|df|(tan 12βnf + u× nf) ] · n(β)

[
√

|di|(ni + tan 12βu× ni) +
√

|df|(nf − tan 12βu× nf) ] · n(β)
.

We call this method of selecting α, β the HC (helical–cubic) criterion.

8.5.3 Cubic–cubic criterion

Finally, we suggest a heuristic criterion based on the results of Section 8.1 for
selecting the two free parameters α and β. In this approach, we select the angle
β by requiring that

A0 u A∗2 + A2 u A∗0 = wh , (8.5.3)

where wh is a vector orthogonal to δf − δi of suitable length, to make the
imposition of condition (8.5.3) possible. More precisely, if w and z are defined
as in Section 8.1, we set

w0 = w −

(
w · δf − δi

|δf − δi|

)
δf − δi
|δf − δi|

,

and define wh from (8.1.4) by

wh = w0
√

|di| |df|

[(
w0 ·

δi + δf
|δi + δf|

)2
+

(
w0 · z
|z|2

)2 ]−
1
2

. (8.5.4)

The angle α is then determined as in HC, i.e., using (8.5.2). We call this method
of selecting the free angular parameters the CC (cubic–cubic) criterion.

Remark 8.3. The BV, HC, and CC criteria all produce a PH cubic interpolant
when the given Hermite data are compatible with its existence. Furthermore, in
such cases the interpolant will be a helix, since all PH cubics are helical.

8.6 numerical results

To illustrate the performance of the above selection criteria, we now present
examples of the first–order PH quintic Hermite interpolants they generate, and
compare these curves to the general helical PH quintic interpolants — referred
to here as HL. For the five data sets listed in Table 1, we evaluate the integral
shape measures

L =

∫1
0
σdt , ERMF =

∫1
0
κ2 σdt , E =

∫1
0
ω2 σdt , (8.6.1)
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di df

case #1 (1.0, 0.0, 1.0) (0.0, 1.0, 1.0)

case #2 (−0.8, 0.3, 1.2) (0.5, −1.3, −1.0)

case #3 (0.4, −1.5, −1.2) (−1.2, −0.6, −1.2)

case #4 (−0.8, 0.3, 1.2) (0.5, −1.3, −1.0)

case #5 (10.0, 0.0, 10.0) (0.0, 1.0, 1.0)

Table 8.1: Derivative data for the five test curves. In each case, the end points are
pi = (0, 0, 0) and pf = (1, 1, 1) — except for case #4, in which the end point
pf = (0.15396, −0.60997, 0.40867) is chosen such that the “ordinary” cubic
Hermite interpolant is actually a PH curve.

where σ is the parametric speed, κ is the usual curvature, and ω =
√
κ2 + τ2 is

the total curvature, which depends also on the torsion τ [65]. L is the arc length,
while ERMF and E are energy measures corresponding to different adapted
orthonormal frames along the curves — the basis vectors in the curve normal
plane indicate the “twist” of the curve.

The energy measure E, employed in [26], corresponds to using the Frenet
frame to specify the twist of the curve, since the total curvature ω represents
the rotation rate of the Frenet frame (see Chapter 1). However, as noted in [36],
ERMF is preferable as an intrinsic shape measure for space curves, since it gives
the least possible energy value among all adapted frames — namely, the value
corresponding to a rotation–minimizing frame with rotation rate κ (see again
Chapter 1).

The computed values of the integrals (8.6.1) are summarized in Table 8.2. To
impart an idea of how these values relate to the overall range for each shape
measure, we also present in Table 8.3 the “percent values” defined by

%X = 100× X−Xmin

Xmax −Xmin
, (8.6.2)

where X is any one of the quantities (8.6.1), with extremum values Xmin, Xmax.
The arc length L can be obtained analytically, but numerical quadrature is
required for E and ERMF. Extremal values of these quantities are estimated
by evaluating them on a uniform 126 × 126 grid over (α,β) ∈ [ 0, 2π ]2 and
augmenting these grid values with those obtained using the selection criteria
HL, HC, BV, CC. The spatial PH quintics corresponding to the (α,β) values
obtained from each of the selection criteria are illustrated in Figures 8.2–8.6.

In general, L is not a very reliable shape quality indicator, and its range of
variation is rather small. Therefore, we focus on E and ERMF — in particular, the
latter, since it is the least energy among all possible adapted frames on space
curves. From Tables 8.2 and 8.3, we observe that all four of the methods HL, HC,
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hl hc bv cc

case #1

L 1.8254 1.8254 1.8164 1.8233

E 4.9737 4.9737 3.4003 4.0583

ERMF 1.2736 1.2736 1.2782 1.2622

case #2

L 2.3597 2.3597 2.3551 2.3569

E 8.7789 8.7037 8.5180 8.5315

ERMF 8.4383 8.3502 8.3022 8.2987

case #3

L 2.8780 2.8780 2.8754 2.8723

E 16.2503 16.2491 16.1802 16.1989

ERMF 16.1767 16.1753 16.1459 16.1663

case #4 (PH cubic)

L 1.1469 1.1469 1.1469 1.1469

E 7.7459 7.7459 7.7459 7.7459

ERMF 7.1044 7.1044 7.1044 7.1044

case #5

L 3.3489 3.3489 3.2865 3.3433

E 21.9795 23.0214 20.7990 21.7361

ERMF 19.1460 16.1940 15.6567 15.6787

Table 8.2: Values of the integrals (8.6.1) for the five set of Hermite data in Table 8.1.

BV, CC are in reasonable agreement in selecting a “good” spatial PH quintic
interpolant among the two–parameter family of formal solutions. The largest
discrepancy occurs in case #5 (where di and df are of disparate magnitudes) —
in this case, HL gives an appreciably poorer choice than HC, BV, CC. In the four
cases other than #4 (for which the curves are identical), CC gives the least ERMF

value in two of them, and BV in the other two.
However, the percent differences listed in Table 3 are rather insignificant,

typically � 0.1%. This indicates that, while all four selection criteria do an
excellent job of identifying PH quintic interpolants with near–optimal shape
(i.e., least ERMF), there exist curves among the two–parameter family of formal
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hl hc bv cc

case #1

%L 100.0 100.0 81.42 95.63

%E 0.017063 0.017063 0.001682 0.008115

%ERMF 0.000119 0.000119 0.000168 0.000000

case #2

%L 100.0 100.0 98.42 99.04

%E 0.001426 0.001015 0.000000 0.000074

%ERMF 0.010571 0.005230 0.002322 0.002108

case #3

%L 100.0 100.0 99.56 99.01

%E 0.000635 0.000626 0.000064 0.000216

%ERMF 0.053331 0.051964 0.022791 0.043083

case #4 (PH cubic)

%L 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

%E 0.000134 0.000134 0.000134 0.000134

%ERMF 0.002277 0.002277 0.002277 0.002277

case #5

%L 100.0 100.0 91.28 99.22

%E 0.000341 0.000429 0.000241 0.000320

%ERMF 0.000624 0.000361 0.000313 0.000315

Table 8.3: Percent values of the shape integrals (8.6.1), as defined by (8.6.2).

solutions with much worse shape quality. A random or ad hoc choice for (α,β)

might easily result in one of these poorly–shaped interpolants. The selection
criteria proposed herein are thus of great practical importance.

Since the CC criterion is computationally much less expensive than BV, it
appears to be the best “pragmatic” selection scheme. Note that HL does not
produce a least ERMF value in any of the test cases (except #4), so the helicity
property is not necessarily per se a “good shape” indicator.

We conclude this section by briefly comparing our results with those of
a recent study [99] that also deals with the problem of first–order Hermite
interpolation by spatial PH quintics. In [99] Šír and Jüttler prove that setting the
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Figure 8.2: The four PH quintic interpolants to the Hermite data of case #1.
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Figure 8.3: The four PH quintic interpolants to the Hermite data of case #2.
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Figure 8.4: The four PH quintic interpolants to the Hermite data of case #3.
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Figure 8.5: The four PH quintic interpolants to the Hermite data of case #4.
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Figure 8.6: The four PH quintic interpolants to the Hermite data of case #5.

two free angular parameters equal to 0 results in a solution that, among other
properties, yields fourth–order convergence to an analytic curve, from which
the data is presumed to be sampled.

However, we would like to emphasize here that, whenever we are interested in
a fixed (finite) length of the sampling interval — rather than the solution behavior
as this interval diminishes to zero — only data–dependent selection criteria for
the free angular parameters yield “good” C1 PH curve Hermite interpolants. To
illustrate this, Figure 8.7 depicts (on the left) the PH quintic Hermite interpolant
to the data of test case #3, taking α = β = 0. The corresponding percent values
for the quantities (8.6.1) are %L = 2.6, %E = 0.38836, and %ERMF = 34.072. Thus,
using α = β = 0 gives an L close to the minimum value, but E and ERMF are
much larger than obtained with any of the selection criteria HL, HC, BV, CC.

Figure 8.7 also shows (on the right) the C1 PH quintic spline interpolating
Hermite data obtained by evaluating at t = 0, 12 , 1 the “ordinary” cubic in-
terpolant to the Hermite data of case #3, always taking α = β = 0. On the
other hand, Figure 8.8 confirms that this choice is appropriate when asymptotic
convergence of the result is of primary concern, by illustrating the behavior of
approximations to the cubic using 4 and 8 PH quintic interpolants, defined by
the choices α = β = 0 in each case.
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Figure 8.7: C1 PH quintic spline curves (solid lines) interpolating the cubic curve (dotted
lines) defined by the Hermite data of test case #3, and their control polygons.
Here, the choices α = β = 0 are always used. The number of approximating
PH quintic segments is 1 on the left, and 2 on the right.
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R R M F Q U I N T I C H E R M I T E I N T E R P O L A N T S

Space curves with rational rotation–minimizing frames are useful in animation,
motion planning, swept surface constructions, and related problems in which
it is necessary to describe the variation of orientation along a spatial path
in a manner compatible with the rational curve and surface representations
employed by modern CAD systems. To take advantage of RRMF curves in such
contexts, it is necessary to characterize them as a subset of the spatial PH curves,
and to formulate algorithms that facilitate their construction in a geometrically
intuitive manner.

Based on the original characterization of RRMF curves given in Chapter 6,
preliminary results on the geometrical construction of quintic RRMF curves
by the interpolation of G1 spatial Hermite data are presented in this chapter.
This problem involves solving a non–linear system of equations in six complex
unknowns. The solution is obtained by a semi–numerical scheme, in which
the problem is reduced to computing positive real roots of a certain univariate
polynomial. The quintic RRMF G1 Hermite interpolants possess one residual
angular degree of freedom, which can strongly influence the curve shape. Com-
puted examples are included to illustrate the method and the resulting quintic
RRMF curves.

The plan for this chapter is as follows. The problem of G1 Hermite interpola-
tion using RRMF quintics is formulated in Section 9.1. A procedure for solving
this problem is then described in Section 9.2, and a selection of computed exam-
ples is presented in Section 9.3. Finally, Section 9.4 gives a possible geometrical
significance of the free parameter involved.

9.1 interpolation of geometrical hermite data

As described in Section 6.4, to define an RRMF quintic we substitute two complex
quadratic polynomials α(t), β(t) expressed by the Bernstein form (6.4.1) into
the Hopf map representation (3.2.2) of Pythagorean–hodograph curves. The
constraints on the six coefficients αk, βk ∈ C for k = 0, 1, 2 of these polynomilas
that identify non–degenerate RRMF quintics are given by (6.4.2) and (6.4.4). It has
been shown in Section 6.4 that these constraints are necessary and sufficient for
the existence of a quadratic complex polynomial w(t) = a(t) + ib(t) such that
the RRMF condition (6.2.2) is satisfied. Since (6.4.2) and (6.4.4) are constraints
on real and complex values, respectively, they amount to three scalar constraints
on the coefficients of the polynomials α(t) and β(t).

157
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Once the coefficients of the two quadratics polynomials α(t), β(t) satisfying
(6.4.2) and (6.4.4) are known, the three coefficients of

w(t) = w0(1− t)2 + w12(1− t)t+ w2t2 (9.1.1)

in (6.2.2) are given from Lemma 6.1 and equations (6.4.6)–(6.4.7) of Proposi-
tion 6.2 in terms of them by

w0 = 1 , w1 =
α0α1 +β0β1
|α0|2 + |β0|

2
, w2 =

α1α2 +β1β2

α0α1 +β0β1
. (9.1.2)

The rational RMF of degree 8 in the curve parameter t can then be expressed
in terms of the ERF (6.1.1) and the polynomials a(t) = Re (w(t)) and b(t) =

Im (w(t)) as in (6.1.2). Figure 9.1 compares the orientations obtained using
the ERF and the RMAF to guide a rectangular parallelepiped along an RRMF
quintic.
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Figure 9.1: A quintic RRMF curve (left), used to specify the trajectory for the spatial
motion of a rectangular parallelepiped. The orientations of the parallelepiped
defined by the ERF (center) and the RMF (right) along the path are shown
(coincident at the bottom right point).

In order to solve the G1 spatial Hermite interpolation problem, we are con-
cerned with constructing quintic RRMF curves r(t) for t ∈ [ 0, 1 ] that interpolate
given initial/final points pi, pf and unit tangents ti, tf. Thus, the curve defined
by (3.2.1)–(3.2.2) must satisfy (6.4.2) and (6.4.4), together with

r(0) = pi ,
r ′(0)
|r ′(0)|

= ti , r(1) = pf ,
r ′(1)
|r ′(1)|

= tf . (9.1.3)

The unit tangents ti, tf can be specified in terms of polar angles θi, θf measured
from the x–axis, and azimuthal angles φi, φf measured about the x–axis, as

ti = (cos θi, sin θi cosφi, sin θi sinφi) , (9.1.4)

tf = (cos θf, sin θf cosφf, sin θf sinφf) . (9.1.5)
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Since the first condition in (9.1.3) is trivially satisfied by taking pi as integration
constant on integrating (3.2.2), we need only consider the displacement

∆p =

∫1
0

r ′(t) dt = pf − pi

rather than pi, pf individually. Now it is always possible to choose a coordinate
system in which the initial tangent ti is in the (x,y)–plane, the initial point pi is
at the origin, and the displacement ∆p = pf − pi lies on the x–axis. We say that
such coordinates define canonical Hermite data, with φi = 0 and ∆p = (X, 0, 0).
We henceforth assume data of this form, and for brevity we write φf = φ and

(ci, si) = (cos 12θi, sin 12θi) , (cf, sf) = (cos 12θf, sin 12θf) . (9.1.6)

Note that, for non–planar data, θi, θf and φ must not be integer multiples of π.
Interpolation of the displacement ∆p = (X, 0, 0) by a PH quintic yields the

two conditions

5X = |α0|
2 − |β0|

2

+ Re(α0α1 −β0β1)

+ 1
3 Re(α0α2 −β0β2) + 2

3 (|α1|
2 − |β1|

2)

+ Re(α1α2 −β1β2)

+ |α2|
2 − |β2|

2 , (9.1.7)

0 = 2α0β0

+ α0β1 +α1β0

+ 1
3 (α0β2 +α2β0) + 4

3 α1β1

+ α1β2 +α2β1

+ 2α2β2 . (9.1.8)

Since (9.1.7) is a scalar equation, while (9.1.8) is a relation among complex values,
interpolating ∆p incurs three scalar constraints on the coefficients of α(t), β(t).

From (3.2.2) and (6.4.1), we can write the interpolation of end tangents as

r ′(0)
|r ′(0)|

=
(|α0|

2 − |β0|
2, 2Re(α0β0), 2 Im(α0β0))

|α0|2 + |β0|
2

= ti , (9.1.9)

r ′(1)
|r ′(1)|

=
(|α2|

2 − |β2|
2, 2Re(α2β2), 2 Im(α2β2))

|α2|2 + |β2|
2

= tf . (9.1.10)

Since ti and tf are unit vectors, (9.1.9) and (9.1.10) each yield two scalar con-
straints on the coefficients of α(t), β(t). Hence, the G1 Hermite interpolation
conditions impose seven scalar constraints on the six complex coefficients of the
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polynomials α(t) and β(t). Thus, in conjunction with the RRMF constraints
(6.4.2) and (6.4.4), we have altogether ten scalar constraints and twelve scalar
unknowns.

Another scalar constraint may be imposed by noting [33] that the polynomials
(6.4.1) embody one non–essential freedom. As already observe in Chapter 3, if
α(t), β(t) generate a specific hodograph r ′(t) through (3.2.2), the same hodo-
graph is obtained on replacing them by exp(iξ)α(t), exp(iξ)β(t) for any ξ ∈ R.
Hence we may assume, without loss of generality, that one of the coefficients in
(6.4.1) is real. Thus, we expect the RRMF quintic interpolants to given spatial G1

Hermite data to form a one–parameter family of space curves.

9.2 solution of rrmf hermite system

As noted in Section 9.1, the interpolation of G1 Hermite data by RRMF quintic
curves involves a system of eleven scalar constraints on the six complex coef-
ficients α0,α1,α2,β0,β1,β2, leaving one scalar degree of freedom. Consider
first interpolation of the end tangents.

Proposition 9.1. For canonical–form Hermite data, interpolation of the two end tan-
gents (9.1.4)–(9.1.5) may be achieved by expressing α0, β0 and α2, β2 in terms of
complex values γ0 and γ2 as

α0 = γ0ci , α2 = γ2cf exp(i12φ) , (9.2.1)

β0 = γ0si , β2 = γ2sf exp(− i12φ) . (9.2.2)

Proof : Substituting (9.2.1)–(9.2.2) in (9.1.9)–(9.1.10) and simplifying yields (9.1.4)–
(9.1.5).

From (9.2.1) and (9.2.2) we see that

|α0|
2 + |β0|

2 = |γ0|
2 and |α2|

2 + |β2|
2 = |γ2|

2 .

Thus, denoting by ρ2 the ratio of the end–derivative magnitudes,

ρ2 =
|r ′(1)|
|r ′(0)|

=
|α2|

2 + |β2|
2

|α0|2 + |β0|
2

, (9.2.3)

we have

|γ2| = ρ |γ0| .

Therefore, we can write γ0 = γ exp(iλ0) and γ2 = ργ exp(iλ2) where γ, ρ ∈ R+

and λ0, λ2 ∈ [ 0, 2π ]. The redundancy of the representation (3.2.2) can be used to
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fix either λ0 or λ2. We choose λ0 = 0 and, for simplicity, set λ2 = λ. Invoking
the notations (9.1.6), we obtain the expressions

α0 = γ ci , α2 = ργ cf exp(i(λ+ 1
2φ)) , (9.2.4)

β0 = γ si , β2 = ργ sf exp(i(λ− 1
2φ)) , (9.2.5)

where ci, si, cf, sf 6= 0 and φ is not an integer multiple of π for non–planar data.
Consider now the RRMF conditions (6.4.2) and (6.4.4). Substituting the expres-

sions for α0,β0,α2,β2 and simplifying yields

| cf exp(i12φ)α1 + sf exp(−i12φ)β1 | = | ciα1 + si β1 | , (9.2.6)

ργ2 exp(iλ) [ cisf exp(−i12φ) − cfsi exp(i12φ) ]

= 2(ciα1 + siβ1)(ciβ1 − siα1) . (9.2.7)

Condition (9.2.6) implies that, for some angular parameter η, we must have

exp(iη) [ cf exp(i12φ)α1 + sf exp(−i12φ)β1 ] = ciα1 + si β1 ,

and hence

[ sf exp(i12φ) − si exp(iη) ]β1 = [ ci exp(iη) − cf exp(−i12φ) ]α1 . (9.2.8)

Now if η is such that sf exp(i12φ) = si exp(iη), condition (9.2.8) implies that
α1 = 0. This is possible only if sf = si and η = 1

2φ, or sf = −si and η =
1
2φ + π. In the former case (9.2.7) is satisfied by taking λ = 1

2π or 3
2π and

|β1|
2 = ργ2| sin 12φ|. In the latter case (9.2.7) is satisfied with λ = 0 or π and

|β1|
2 = ργ2| cos 12φ|. In all other cases (9.2.8) implies that

β1 =
ci exp(iη) − cf exp(−i12φ)

sf exp(i12φ) − si exp(iη)
α1 . (9.2.9)

Substituting (9.2.9) into (9.2.7), cancelling the factor1 cisf exp(−i12φ)−cfsi exp(i12φ)

from both sides, and setting ε = cicf exp(−i12φ) + sisf exp(i12φ), we obtain

|α1|
2 = 1

2 ργ
2 | sf exp(i12φ) − si exp(iη) |2

exp(−iλ) [ exp(iη) − ε ]
. (9.2.10)

For a valid solution, the expression on the right must have a non–negative real
value. This is equivalent to satisfaction of the relations

Im( exp(−iλ) [ exp(iη) − ε ] ) = 0 , Re( exp(−iλ) [ exp(iη) − ε ] ) > 0 ,

1 Under the stated assumptions on ci, si, cf, sf and φ, this factor is always non–zero. The same is
true of the term exp(iη) − ε, for all values of η.
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by the parameters η and λ, and consequently

exp(−iλ) = µ0(η) with µ0(η) =
exp(−iη) − ε

| exp(−iη) − ε |
. (9.2.11)

Substituting from (9.2.11) into (9.2.10), we obtain

|α1|
2 = ργ2f1(η) with f1(η) =

1
2 | sf exp(i12φ) − si exp(iη) |2

| exp(iη) − ε |
. (9.2.12)

Assuming that2 3α0 + 4α1 + 3α2 6= 0, equation (9.1.8) allows β1 to be ex-
pressed in terms of α1 as

β1 = −
(6β0 +β2)α0 + 3(β0 +β2)α1 + (β0 + 6β2)α2

3α0 + 4α1 + 3α2
.

Equating this expression for β1 with (9.2.9) and cancelling γ from both sides
gives the equation

δ0(η, ρ)α1 + δ1(η, ρ)α1 = γδ2(η, ρ) , (9.2.13)

for α1, with coefficients

δ0(η, ρ) = 3 [ ci + ρ cfµ0 exp(−i12φ) ]µ1 ,

δ1(η, ρ) = 3 [ si + ρ sfµ0 exp(−i12φ) ] , (9.2.14)

δ2(η, ρ) = − 6 [ cisi + ρ
2cfsf exp(−iφ) ] − 4 ρ f1 µ1

− ρ exp(−i12φ)[ cisf µ0 + cfsi µ0 ] ,

where we define

µ1(η) =
ci exp(iη) − cf exp(−i12φ)

sf exp(i12φ) − si exp(iη)
. (9.2.15)

Now the pairs of (ρ,η) values such that |δ0|
2 = |δ1|

2 and Re((δ0 − δ1)δ2) 6= 0

or Im((δ0 + δ1)δ2) 6= 0 are unacceptable, because equation (9.2.13) has no
solution. On the other hand, if there exist pairs such that |δ0|

2 = |δ1|
2 and

Re((δ0 − δ1)δ2) = Im((δ0 + δ1)δ2) = 0, equation (9.2.13) corresponds to only
one scalar condition. In this special case, we also need equation (9.2.12) to
determine α1.

In general, we can assume that |δ0|
2 6= |δ1|

2 and derive α1 from (9.2.13) as

α1 = γ
δ0δ2 − δ1δ2
|δ0|2 − |δ1|2

.

2 This incurs no loss of generality: the condition α1 = −34 (α0 + α2) imposes two more scalar
constraints on η and ρ, so no degrees of freedom remain for satisfying (9.2.10).
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Once η is chosen, the correct ρ value is identified via (9.2.12) by the positive real
roots of the equation

|δ0δ2 − δ1δ2 |2 − ρ f1(η) (|δ0|
2 − |δ1|

2)2 = 0 , (9.2.16)

which is a polynomial equation of degree 6 with real coefficients. We may write

δ0δ2 − δ1δ2 =

3∑
k=0

zk ρk ,

with

z0 = 18 cisi(si − ciµ1) ,

z1 = 18 cisiµ0[sf exp(−i12φ) − cfµ1 exp(i12φ)]

+ 3 si exp(i12φ)(cisfµ0 + cfsiµ0) + 12 f1µ1(si − ciµ1)

− 3 ciµ1 exp(−i12φ)(cisfµ0 + cfsiµ0) ,

z2 = 18 cfsf[si exp(iφ) − ciµ1 exp(−iφ)] + 3 sfµ0(cisfµ0 + cfsiµ0))

+ 12 f1µ0µ1[sf exp(−i12φ) − cfµ1 exp(i12φ)]

− 3 cfµ1µ0(cisfµ0 + cfsiµ0) ,

z3 = 18 cfsfµ0[sf exp(i12φ) − cfµ1 exp(−i12φ)] ,

while

|δ0|
2 =

2∑
k=0

d0kρ
k and |δ1|

2 =

2∑
k=0

d1kρ
k ,

with

d00 = 9 |µ1|
2c2i ,

d01 = 9 |µ1|
2cicf [µ0 exp(−i12φ) + µ0 exp(i12φ) ] ,

d02 = 9 |µ1|
2c2f ,

d10 = 9 s2i ,

d11 = 9 sisf [µ0 exp(−i12φ) + µ0 exp(i12φ) ] ,

d12 = 9 s2f .

Hence, setting

|δ0δ2 − δ1δ2 |2 =

6∑
k=0

ckρ
k ,
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where

c0 = |z0|2 ,

c1 = 2Re(z1z0) ,

c2 = 2Re(z2z0) + |z1|2 ,

c3 = 2Re(z3z0) + 2Re(z2z1) , (9.2.17)

c4 = 2Re(z3z1) + |z2|2 ,

c5 = 2Re(z3z2) ,

c6 = |z3|2 ,

equation (9.2.16) reduces to

c6 ρ
6 +

5∑
j=1

(cj − ej−1f1)ρ
j + c0 = 0 , (9.2.18)

with

e0 = (d00 − d10)
2 ,

e1 = 2 (d00 − d10)(d01 − d11) ,

e2 = (d01 − d11)
2 + 2 (d00 − d10)(d02 − d12) ,

e3 = 2 (d01 − d11)(d02 − d12) ,

e4 = (d02 − d12)
2 .

Equation (9.2.18) must possess at least one positive real root, for some value of
the angular parameter η, if an RRMF quintic G1 Hermite interpolant is to exist.
Since the coefficients of (9.2.18) have a complicated, non–linear dependence
on the Hermite data and on the parameter η, a thorough investigation of the
existence (and number) of interpolants is a challenging task, beyond our present
scope.

From (9.2.4)–(9.2.5) and (9.2.9)–(9.2.10) we observe that the coefficients of α(t),
β(t) are all proportional to γ. Hence, we may write

αk = γ ak and βk = γbk (9.2.19)

for k = 0, 1, 2, where

a0 = ci , a1 =
δ0δ2 − δ1δ2
|δ0|2 − |δ1|2

, a2 = ρ cf µ0 exp(i12φ) , (9.2.20)

b0 = si , b1 = µ1a1 , b2 = ρ sf µ0 exp(−i12φ) . (9.2.21)
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Substituting (9.2.19) into (9.1.7), the γ value corresponding to a positive real root
of (9.2.18) can be computed as

γ =

√
5X

f2(η)
, (9.2.22)

where f2(η) is defined by

f2(η) = |a0|2 − |b0|2 + Re(a0a1 − b0b1)

+ 1
3 Re(a0a2 − b0b2) + 2

3 (|a1|2 − |b1|2) (9.2.23)

+ Re(a1a2 − b1b2) + |a2|2 − |b2|2 .

Of course, we must require f2(η) > 0 for (9.2.22) to yield a real γ value. Again,
due to the complicated dependence of (9.2.23) on η and the prescribed Hermite
data, a detailed study of the conditions under which this holds is deferred to a
future study. For the present, we only observe from experience with experimental
tests that there are infinitely many admissible choices for η in the case of
sufficiently dense data sampled from a smooth analytic curve, some of which
produce very reasonable shapes. On the other hand, as shown in the examples of
the following section, we have also been able to identify admissible fair–shaped
RRMF quintic interpolants for many other data sets.

We conclude by summarizing the computation of RRMF quintic interpolants
to spatial G1 Hermite data as follows (for brevity, we exclude the cases η = 1

2φ

when sf = si, and η = 1
2φ+ π when sf = −si). The procedure employs Nη

uniformly–sampled values of the η parameter.

Algorithm

Input: pi, pf, ti, tf,Nη

1. transform the Hermite data to canonical form;

2. determine θi, θf, φ = φf from expressions (9.1.4)–(9.1.5);

3. compute ci, si and cf, sf from (9.1.6);

4. compute ε = cicf exp(−i12φ) + sisf exp(i12φ);

5. for η = 2πk/Nη with k = 0, . . . ,Nη − 1:

a) compute µ0, µ1, f1 from (9.2.11), (9.2.15), (9.2.12);

b) compute c0, . . . , c6 from (9.2.17);

c) find a positive real root ρ of equation (9.2.18);
if no positive real root exists, return to step 5;

d) compute δ0,δ1,δ2 from (9.2.14);

e) compute a0, a1, a2 and b0, b1, b2 from (9.2.20) and (9.2.21);
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f) compute f2 from (9.2.23) — if f2 6 0 return to step 5;

g) determine γ from expression (9.2.22);

h) compute α0,α1,α2 and β0,β1,β2 from (9.2.19)–(9.2.21);

i) construct the hodograph (3.2.2) from α(t) and β(t);

j) transform to original coordinates by inverting step 1.

Output: a set of RRMF quintics interpolating the Hermite data,
corresponding to the chosen η values.

9.3 numerical results

The numerical results show that the η, ρ values can significantly influence the
shape of the resulting RRMF interpolant. In computing the following examples,
we used the MATLAB function roots to solve (9.2.18). The Bernstein coefficients
of the polynomials α(t), β(t), w(t) are quoted to five significant digits.

Example 9.1. Figure 9.2 shows two RRMF quintic interpolants to the data

p0 = (0, 0, 0) , p1 = (1, 1, 1) , t0 =
(1, 0, 1)√

2
, t1 =

(0, 1, 1)√
2

,

together with their Bézier control polygons. After transforming this data to
canonical form, the coefficients of the α(t), β(t), w(t) polynomials are

α0 = 1.4194 , α1 = − 0.7920+ 0.4058 i , α2 = − 0.9158+ 2.5605 i ,

β0 = 0.4512 , β1 = 1.1392+ 0.7361 i , β2 = − 0.5593− 0.6590 i ,

w0 = 1.0 , w1 = − 0.2751+ 0.4094 i , w2 = 1.1863+ 1.5044 i ,

for the curve on the left with (η, ρ) = (5.2000, 1.9158), and

α0 = 1.5363 , α1 = 1.1372+ 0.4334 i , α2 = 0.7595+ 1.2735 i ,

β0 = 0.4883 , β1 = − 0.0461− 0.2865 i , β2 = − 0.4712+ 0.0067 i ,

w0 = 1.0 , w1 = 0.6637+ 0.2024 i , w2 = 0.6024+ 0.7542 i ,

for the curve on the right with (η, ρ) = (4.3250, 0.9652). Both cases satisfy (6.2.2).
The corresponding values of the shape integrals (8.6.1) introduced in the previous
chapter are

L = 2.3259 , E = 44.509 , ERMF = 22.856 ,

for the curve on the left, and

L = 1.9070 , E = 5.7495 , ERMF = 1.4641 ,

for the curve on the right. Figure 9.3 shows the variation of the ERF and RMF
along the RRMF quintic on the right in Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2: The RRMF quintic interpolants of Example 1, with Bézier control polygons.
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Figure 9.3: Comparison of the ERF (left) and RMF (right) along the RRMF quintic shown
on the right in Figure 9.2. For clarity, the unit tangent vector is omitted from
the plots.

Example 9.2. Figure 9.4 shows two RRMF quintic interpolants to the data

p0 = (0, 0, 0) , p1 = (1, 0, 0) , t0 =
(1, 1, 0)√

2
, t1 =

d1
|d1|

,

where d1 = (0.2, 0.2, 0.4057), together with their Bézier control polygons.
In this case, the coefficients of the α(t), β(t), w(t) polynomials are

α0 = 1.9240 , α1 = 0.3403− 0.9857 i , α2 = − 0.8882− 1.2811 i ,

β0 = 0.7970 , β1 = 0.1805+ 1.4013 i , β2 = − 1.0041+ 0.1499 i ,

w0 = 1.0 , w1 = 0.1841− 0.1798 i , w2 = 0.7110− 0.5408 i ,

for the curve on the left with (η, ρ) = (4.2000, 0.8933), and

α0 = 2.0292 , α1 = 0.8559− 0.4150 i , α2 = − 0.7008− 1.0107 i ,

β0 = 0.8405 , β1 = − 0.7890+ 1.0190 i , β2 = − 0.7921+ 0.1183 i ,

w0 = 1.0 , w1 = 0.2226+ 0.0030 i , w2 = 0.5319− 0.4045 i ,
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Figure 9.4: The RRMF quintic interpolants of Example 2, with Bézier control polygons.
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Figure 9.5: Comparison of the ERF (left) and RMF (right) along the RRMF quintic shown
on the left in Figure 9.4. For clarity, the unit tangent vector is omitted in
these plots.

for the curve on the right with (η, ρ) = (4.2000, 0.6682). Both curves satisfy
(6.2.2). The values of the shape integrals are

L = 2.1610 , E = 15.806 , ERMF = 12.807

for the curve on the left, and

L = 1.9263 , E = 19.945 , ERMF = 15.998 ,

for the curve on the right. Figure 9.5 shows the variation of the ERF and RMF
along the RRMF quintic on the left in Figure 9.4.

Example 9.3. In the final example, we consider data obtained by sampling the
circular helix r(t) = (sin(t), cos(t), t) at ten equidistant points on t ∈ [ 0, 92π ].
The resulting G1 RRMF quintic interpolants are illustrated in Figure 9.6.
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Figure 9.6: A piecewise G1 RRMF quintic interpolant (right) to Hermite data sampled
from the circular helix (left). For each spline segment (delimited by the *
symbols) the RRMF quintic Hermite interpolant is shown together with its
Bézier control polygon.

9.4 geometrical significance of the free angular parameter

The rational RMAF (a1(t), a2(t), a3(t)) can be expressed according to (6.1.2) in
terms of the ERF (6.1.1) and the complex polynomial w(t) defined in (9.1.1) as
follows

a1(t) = e1(t) ,

a2(t) =
1

|w(t)|2

[
Re(w2(t)) e2(t) − Im(w2(t)) e3(t)

]
, (9.4.1)

a3(t) =
1

|w(t)|2

[
Im(w2(t)) e2(t) + Re(w2(t)) e3(t)

]
.

Hence, from (6.1.1) and (9.4.1), we can write the ERAF and RMAF vectors at the
two end-point as

e1(tj) =
( |αj|

2 − |βj|
2 , 2Re(αjβj) , 2 Im(αj βj) )

|αj|2 + |βj|
2

,

e2(tj) =
(− 2Re(αj βj) , Re(α2j −β2j ) , Im(α2j +β2j ) )

|αj|2 + |βj|
2

, (9.4.2)

e3(tj) =
( 2 Im(αj βj) , − Im(α2j −β2j ) , Re(α2j +β2j ) )

|αj|2 + |βj|
2

,

and

a1(tj) = e1(tj) ,

a2(tj) =
1

|wj|2
[
Re(w2j ) e2(tj) − Im(w2j ) e3(tj)

]
, (9.4.3)

a3(tj) =
1

|wj|2
[
Im(w2j ) e2(tj) + Re(w2j ) e3(tj)

]
,
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with j = 0 or j = 2 and t0 = 0, t2 = 1.
When j = 0, setting w0 = 1 as in (9.1.2) and substituting α0,β0, as defined in

equations (9.2.19) into the above relations yields

e1(0) = (c2i − s2i , 2 cisi, 0) , e2(0) = (−2 cisi, c2i − s2i , 0) , e3(0) = (0, 0, 1)

and

a1(0) = e1(0) , a2(0) = e2(0) , a3(0) = e3(0) .

This means that for the parameter value t = 0 the RMF coincides with the ERF
and does not depend on the free angular parameter η. On the other side, when
j = 2, setting

z =
w22

|w2|2
,

and substituting equations (9.4.2) into (9.4.3) yields

a1(1) =
( |α2|

2 − |β2|
2 , 2Re(α2β2) , 2 Im(α2 β2) )

|α2|2 + |β2|
2

,

a2(1) =
(− 2Re(zα2 β2) , Re(z (α22 −β22)) , Im(z (α22 +β22)) )

|α2|2 + |β2|
2

, (9.4.4)

a3(1) =
( 2 Im(zα2 β2) , − Im(z (α22 −β22)) , Re(z (α22 +β22)) )

|α2|2 + |β2|
2

.

Now, substituting α2,β2 as defined in equations (9.2.19) into the expression for
w2 reported in (9.1.2), gives

w2 = ρµ0 exp(− iη),

and consequently

z =
w22

|w2|2
= µ20 exp(− i 2η) .

Hence equations (9.4.4) becomes

a1(1) =
(
c2f − s2f , 2 cfsf cosφ, 2 cfsf sinφ

)
,

a2(1) =
(
− 2 cfsf cos 2η , (c2f − s2f) cosφ cos 2η− sinφ sin 2η ,

(c2f − s2f) sinφ cos 2η+ cosφ sin 2η
)

, (9.4.5)

a3(1) =
(
2 cfsf sin 2η , −(c2f − s2f) cosφ sin 2η− sinφ cos 2η,

−(c2f − s2f) sinφ sin 2η+ cosφ cos 2η
)

.

Hence, the residual angular degree of freedom that characterizes G1 quintic
Hermite interpolants is related to the orientation of both the ERF and the RMF
corresponding to the parameter value t = 1.
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Given a unit vector v = (vx, vy, vz) in the plane orthogonal to tf, it is possible
to find the G1 RRMF quintic interpolant whose RMF vector a2 coincides with
v for the parameter value t = 1, by choosing the free angular parameter η as
follows

η = 1
2 arccos

(
−

vx

2 cfsf

)
or η = π− 1

2 arccos
(

−
vx

2 cfsf

)
.





C L O S U R E

moving frames on space curves

Adapted and directed orthonormal frames on space curves are characterized by the
fact that one frame vector corresponds to a fixed unit direction while the other
two frame vectors span the normal and image plane, respectively. Adapted frames
— whose fixed direction coincides with the curve unit tangent at each curve
point — are a natural choice in, for example, specifying the motion of a rigid
body, in which a principal axis of the object remains aligned with its trajectory,
or in constructing a swept surface through the motion of a profile curve along a
three–dimensional path. Directed frames — whose fixed direction corresponds
to the unit polar vector from the origin to each curve point — may offer a
useful camera orientation control strategy in applications such as the navigation
of virtual environments, interactive computer games, and endoscopic surgery
imaging, as an alternative to the usual maintenance of vertical orientation.

To introduce the idea of directed frames (Chapter 2), it is shown that the basic
theory is equivalent to the established theory for adapted frames (Chapter 1) if
one replaces the given space curve by its anti–hodograph (i.e., indefinite integral).
A special instance, the Frenet directed frame, is identified by analogy with the
most familiar adapted frame — the classical Frenet frame — and motivates the
introduction of the polar curvature and polar torsion of space curves.

To avoid an undesirable rotation of the basis vector in the normal or image
plane, the construction of rotation–minimizing frames (RMFs), whose angular
velocity vector maintains a vanishing component along the curve tangent or polar
vector, is of practical interest. Since, on replacing a curve by its anti–hodograph,
the theory of rotation–minimizing directed frames (RMDFs) coincides with
that of rotation–minimizing adapted frames (RMAFs), the RMDF was shown
to be related to the Frenet directed frame, through an angular displacement
function specified by the integral of the polar torsion multiplied for the radial
distance of each curve point from the origin. For general polynomial or rational
curves, the torsion of a curve and its anti–hodograph are both rational in the
curve parameter, but since the corresponding parametric speeds are square roots
of polynomials, we cannot, in general, obtain a closed form reduction of this
integral. For the special family of Pythagorean–hodograph (PH) curves (Chapter 3),
the integral which defines RMAFs admits a closed–form evaluation by the partial
fraction expansion of a rational function. By analogy, we introduced the class
of Pythagorean (P) curves (Chapter 7), for which the polar parametric speed is
a polynomial in the curve parameter and the integral defining RMDFs is thus
rational, allowing their exact computation.

173
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curves with rational moving frames

Rational forms are always preferred in computer–aided geometric design when-
ever possible, since they are exactly compatible with the representation schemes
of most CAD systems and permit efficient computations. In general, however,
both Frenet frames and rotation–minimizing frames are not rational — even for
PH and P curves. These facts have motivated recent interest in two special class
of polynomial space curves — curves with rational Frenet frames and the set of
polynomial curves with rational RMFs.

A comprehensive treatment of the theory of “double” PH curves and of helical
polynomial curves, in terms of the complementary quaternion and Hopf map
representations, has been presented. Such DPH curves possess the attractive
distinguishing property that their Frenet adapted frames, and curvature and
torsion functions, have a rational dependence on the curve parameter, and they
incorporate all helical polynomial curves. A complete categorization of double
Pythagorean–hodograph (DPH) curves of degree 3, 5, and 7 has been presented,
together with algorithms for their construction and a representative selection of
computed examples (Chapter 4). All spatial PH cubics are DPH curves — they
are also helical, and admit simple characterizations in terms of the Bézier control
polygon geometry [43]. As noted in [4], the DPH curves of degree 5 correspond
to the helical spatial PH quintics, discussed in [4, 37]. We therefore focused on
the degree 7 DPH curves, which admit both helical and non–helical instances
[4]. In particular, the Hopf map formulation of the DPH condition — specified
in terms of two complex polynomials — was invoked to categorize the degree 7

DPH curves in terms of the possible combinations of the degrees for the real
polynomial and the complex polynomial which appear. For each category of the
degree 7 DPH curves, a system of equations and compatibility constraints was
derived, whose solutions facilitate construction of representative curves.

For the helical DPH curves, a more intuitive construction — based on the
approach of Monterde [70] that uses inverse stereographic projection of a line/-
circle to generate a circular tangent indicatrix — was also described (Chapter 5).
Starting from lines/circles parameterized in terms of rational linear complex
functions, all higher–order representations are generated by multiplying the
numerator and denominator by a complex polynomial, by a (real) non–linear
rational re–parameterization, or by a combination of these schemes. Moreover,
simple criteria were formulated to distinguish between helical and non–helical
degree 7 DPH curves in each category.

We note that the construction algorithms for degree 7 DPH curves described
herein are mostly algebraic in character, and hence do not offer much insight into
the shape properties of the resulting curves. For geometric design applications,
it would be desirable to formulate more geometrically–intuitive constructions,
such as Hermite interpolation — such algorithms are a fruitful topic for further
research.
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The existence of polynomial space curves with rational RMAFs (for brevity,
RRMF curves) is investigated, using the Hopf map representation for PH space
curves (Chapter 6). The known result that all RRMF cubics are degenerate
(linear or planar) curves is easily deduced in this representation. The existence
of non–degenerate RRMF quintics is newly demonstrated through a constructive
process, involving simple algebraic constraints on the coefficients of two complex
polynomials that are sufficient and necessary for any PH quintics to admit a
rational RMAF. The approach to characterizing RRMF quintics presented herein
permits extensions to the characterization of RRMF curves of degree 7 or higher.

In view of the above mentioned adapted–directed analogy of a curve with
its anti–hodograph, much of the established theory for the PH curves can be
adapted to the construction and analysis of P curves. Similarly, the theory of
double PH curves, can be modified to define double P curve, having rational
Frenet directed frames and polar curvature and torsion functions, or curves with
rational RMDFs (Chapter 7).

application algorithms

Several criteria have been proposed for determining the two free parameters
inherent in the spatial PH quintic Hermite interpolation problem, and their
performance has been tested through some computed examples (Chapter 8).
Conditions on the Hermite data for the existence of PH cubic interpolants
were identified, and the selection criteria were designed to yield such cubics
when possible. Furthermore, it was proved that four helical PH quintic Hermite
interpolants always exist, and that they represent extrema of the arc length
(dependent on only one of the free parameters).

A method for computing quintic RRMF curves that interpolate spatial G1

Hermite data has been presented in Chapter 9. Such curves are useful in ap-
plications such as motion control, animation, and swept surface constructions.
The method involves one free angular parameter, that can strongly influence
the curve shape. A possible geometrical significance of this angular parameter
is also given. Numerical experiments show that, for many Hermite data sets,
interpolants of good shape can be obtained by the method, but the formulation
of an automatic and efficient procedure for their selection is an open problem.
Further open problems concern the existence and multiplicity of the interpolants
to arbitrary Hermite data, and the identification of reasonable data conditions
which may ensure the existence of solutions. Because they are highly non–linear,
this problems are non–trivial: we hope to address them more carefully in future
studies.

Based on the second RRMF quintics characterization [25], the geometrical
construction of PH quintics with rational rotation–minimizing adapted frames
via geometric Hermite interpolation can be simplified. Moreover, the G1 RRMF
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interpolation algorithm is modifiable to permit geometric design of rigid body
motions using RRMF quintics, through an end–frame interpolation scheme.
Some recent progress on this issues is reported in [31].

The basic outlines of two methods for the geometric construction of P curves
have also been presented (Chapter 7), but without addressing the problem of
optimal choices for the free parameters, since it is non–trivial and beyond our
present scope. Starting from [31], the problem of constructing quartic space
curves that possess rational rotation–minimizing directed frames by interpola-
tion of initial/final positions and orientations of the associated RMDF could
be considered. Noting that P quartics with rational RMDFs form a proper sub-
set of the spatial Pythagoran quartics, characterized by a vector constraint on
their coefficient in the quaternion representation, and that C0 spatial P quartic
interpolants possess six free scalar parameters, by fixing two of them with the
interpolation of initial/final frame orientations and other three with the vector
RRMF condition, we obtain a one–parameter family of solutions. The analysis
of this problem could be the subject of future research.



Part IV

A P P E N D I C E S





A
2 0 Y E A R S O F P Y T H A G O R E A N – H O D O G R A P H C U RV E S

The idea of incorporating a special algebraic structure in the Cartesian compo-
nents of the curve first derivative in order to let their sum of squares be the
perfect square of a polynomial was introduced in [42]. Starting from this first
study a broad research activity has been devoted to the theory of Pythagorean–
hodograph curves and their consequent application for the solution of several
geometric design problems.

This appendix briefly summarizes the most important results related to planar
and spatial PH curves in Section A.1 and A.2, respectively. A glance to the
generalization of the Pythagorean condition in the Minkowski space is given in
Section A.3. Finally, Section A.4 briefly reviews the main results related to some
possible extension of these concepts.

a.1 planar ph curves

Planar polynomial curves r(t) = (x(t),y(t)) that satisfy

| r ′(t) |2 = x ′2(t) + y ′2(t) = σ2(t) , (A.1.1)

for some polynomial σ(t) are known as Pythagorean–hodograph curves. In order
to satisfy condition (A.1.1), Farouki and Sakkalis noted in [42] that the three
polynomials x ′(t), y ′(t) and σ(t) must comprise a Pythagorean triple. Hence,
according to the result of Kubota [66], these polynomials must be expressible in
terms of other real polynomials u(t), v(t) and h(t) in the form

x ′(t) = h(t)
[
u2(t) − v2(t)

]
, y ′(t) = 2h(t)u(t) v(t) , (A.1.2)

with corresponding polynomial parametric speed

σ(t) = h(t)
[
u2(t) + v2(t)

]
. (A.1.3)

If u(t), v(t) have a common factor, this can be included into h(t), so we may
assume without loss of generality that the two polynomials u(t) and v(t) are rela-
tively prime. Moreover, if u(t) and v(t) are of degreem at most and p = degh(t),
the PH curve r(t) obtained by integrating the hodograph components (A.1.2)
is of degree n = p+ 2m+ 1. In the case of primitive hodograph, characterized
by the fact gcd(x ′(t),y ′(t)) = constant, which necessarily implies degh(t) = 0,
PH curves are always of odd degree n = 2m+ 1. In order to avoid irregular
curve points where the hodograph vanishes, primitive hodographs are usually
considered in all the application algorithms.
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Planar Pythagorean–hodographs admit [20] a compact description using the
algebra of complex numbers. The PH condition is equivalent to the requirement
that the hodograph r ′(t) can be expressed in terms of the square of the complex
polynomial w(t) = u(t) + i v(t) as follows

r ′(t) = h(t) w2(t) = h(t)
[
u2(t) − v2(t) + i 2u(t)v(t)

]
.

By using this form is easy to verify the rotation invariance of the PH property
(A.1.1). If exp(i θ) = cos(θ) + i sin θ is any unit complex number, the hodograph
(A.1.2) after a rotation through angle θ is given by

r ′(t) = exp(i θ)h(t) w2(t) = h(t)
[
cos θ(u2 − v2) − sin θ 2uv

]
+ ih(t)

[
cos θ 2uv+ sin θ(u2 − v2)

]
,

and condition (A.1.1) is still verified.
Although PH curves of degree n have just n+ 3 degrees of freedom1 (com-

pared to 2n + 2 for general degree–n polynomial curves), the Pythagorean
condition (A.1.1) ensures that PH plane curves have the following distinctive
properties:

• polynomial arc–length functions s(t) =
∫t
0 | r ′(t) |;

• unit tangent t, normal unit vector n, and signed curvature κ all rational;

• rational offset curves rd(t) = r(t) + dn(t), d ∈ R;

• closed–form expression for the bending energy [21], given by the integral
of the curvature with respect to arc length and commonly used as “fairness”
measure.

Obviously, working in floating point arithmetic, we necessarily need to reduce
the intrinsic numerical propagation errors of any computation at a minimimum
level. Hence, the choice of the Bézier form, which gives rise to algorithms
formulated in the Bernstein basis [41], accomplishes not only the representation
CAGD standard but also an optimal numerical stability [35]. This preserves the
Pythagorean structure of the hodograph components during the execution of
the arithmetic operations involved in the several algorithmic procedures, and
minimize the error influence on the arc–length or offset functions computation.

Focusing on primitive curves with h(t) = 1 and gcd(u, v) = constant the
parametric speed (A.1.3) reduces to σ(t) = u2(t) + v2(t) and, not having real
roots, does not change its sign. By expressing σ(t) in the Bernstein basis, the arc
length function

s(t) =

∫t
0
σ(τ) dτ with σ(t) = |r ′(t)| =

n−1∑
i=0

σib
n−1
i (t)

1 Of these n+ 3 degrees of freedom, three can be fixed by choosing the reference coordinate system,
and two can be used to select the desired parameterization — see [42] for more detailed comments.
Hence, a planar PH curve of degree n exhibits n− 2 effective degrees of freedom.
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Figure A.1: Left: offset (solid line) at d = 1 to an ellipse (dashed line). The offset is
tangent to every circle centered on a point along the ellipse. Right: offset
at d = 1 as the envelope of circles whose centers are on the ellipse (dashed
line).

Figure A.2: Left: interior (d = −1) and exterior (d = 1) offset to an ellipse (dashed line).
Right: offset curves to an ellipse (dashed line) at difference distances.

reduces to the polynomial form

s(t) =

n∑
i=0

sib
n
i (t) , where si =

1

n

i−1∑
j=0

σi , i = 1, . . . ,n ,

and s0 = 0, while the total arc–length L = s(1) can be expressed simply as

L =
1

n

n−1∑
i=0

σi .

The offset (or parallel) curve (see Figures A.1 and A.2) is the locus of points
at a fixed signed distance d from the curve r(t) = (x(t),y(t)) in the direction of
the unit normal vector

n(t) =
(y ′(t), − x ′(t))√
x ′2(t) + y ′2(t)

.
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Offset curves are commonly used in computer numerical controlled (CNC)
machining to describe the cutter trajectory with respect to the cut shape on
the working piece, and serve as an effective tool in many computer graphics
applications which require tolerance analysis tecniques. The problem is that
their construction is a real computational challenge. Even the offset of a simple
polynomial curve may result in complicated equations, which preclude efficient
numerical computations systematically required in computer aided design
context. Hence, several schemes have been proposed to approximate offsets of
a given curve in terms of piecewise polynomial or rational functions, see for
example [50, 60, 61, 82] or the more recent works [1, 83, 91].

In the case of Pythagorean–hodograph curves, the unit normal vector simply
reduces to n(t) = (y ′(t), −x ′(t))/σ(t), and consequently offset curves rd(t) =

(xd(t),yd(t)) are precisely expressable in terms of rational functions of the
representation parameter as

xd(t) = x(t) +
dy ′(t)

σ(t)
, yd(t) = y(t) −

dx ′(t)

σ(t)
,

meeting the standard form of representation of modern CAD systems and
avoiding the need of approximation schemes. Application of the PH curves in the
CNC context have been studied in many papers, see for example [45, 95, 98, 101].

The algebraic characterization of the simplest example of primitive planar
PH curves — the cubic case — was given in [42] together with a geometrical
description of the corresponding Bézier control polygon. The double point of
any planar PH cubic, which can not exhibit any real inflection point, is always
a crunode, i.e., a self–intersection of the curve so that the two branches of the
planar path have distinct real tangents. Once the coordinate system is fixed so
that the crunode is placed at the origin and the two parametric equations for
the x and y components share the factor (t2 − 1), any planar PH cubic can be
simply defined by the parametric form

x(t) = r (t2 − 1) , y(t) = ± 1√
3
r t (t2 − 1) (A.1.4)

which describes the Tschirnhausen cubic — also known as l’Hopital’s cubic or
trisectrix of Catalan [67] (see Figure A.3). Now, since planar PH cubics show
only one effective degree of freedom (see the last footnote), which simply
corresponds to different choices of the factor r in (A.1.4), as compared to the
three free parameters of general polynomial cubics, they inherently preclude
sufficient flexibility for free–form design application algorithms. Consequently,
already from the beginning of the PH research activity, the investigation on
higher–order PH curves revealed itself to be essential. In particular, the role
played by standard cubics for the solution of practical interpolation algorithm
is here re–covered by PH quintics. These two different classes of polynomial
planar curves exhibit similar degree of freedom to modify the curve shape
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Figure A.3: The Tschirnhausen cubic (A.1.4) for the parameter r values 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.

or satisfy prescribed geometrical constraints. Nevertheless, if there exists a
unique “ordinary” cubic interpolant to given Hermite planar data, the problem
of Hermite interpolation by PH curves inherently admits a multiplicity of formal
solution, and the issue of selecting a “good” or “best” interpolant among the
complete set of nominal solutions must be addressed.

Preliminary results on the solution of the first order Hermite interpolation
with planar PH quintics were presented in the application–oriented survey
[19]. Subsequently [40] introduced a more detailed analysis of the problem.
Interpolation of planar first–order Hermite data by PH quintics generically
incurs four distinct solutions [40], and a number of method are available to
identify the “good” interpolant [9, 40, 74]. These are based upon absolute shape
measures, or a comparison with the unique “ordinary” cubic interpolant, and
include an a priori method for constructing the “good” solution alone, under
mild constraints on the Hermite data. These analysis on the construction of PH
quintic interpolants show how they succeed in identifying fair interpolants with
more even curvature profiles when compared with ordinary polynomial curves.

The construction of C2 PH spline were addressed in [3, 38], while possible
solutions of the local G1 and G2 Hermite interpolation problems were given in
[55] and [54], respectively. Shape-preserving interpolation techniques by G1 and
G2 PH quintic splines were introduced in [39]. By analogy with the standard
B-spline form, a different approach to construct PH spline curves through a
control polygon scheme was recently presented in [78].
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a.2 spatial ph curves

Pythagorean–hodograph space curves were first introduced in [43] as polynomial
parametric curves r(t) whose hodographs r ′(t) = (x ′(t), y ′(t), z ′(t)) satisfy the
Pythagorean condition

|r ′(t)|2 = x ′2(t) + y ′2(t) + z ′2(t) = σ2(t), (A.2.1)

for some polynomial σ(t) together with a first sufficient but not necessary
characterization. The sufficient and necessary condition analogous of (A.1.2) for
planar PH curves was then given in [16] in terms of real polynomials u(t), v(t),
p(t), q(t) in the form

x ′(t) = h(t)
[
u2(t) + v2(t) − p2(t) − q2(t)

]
,

y ′(t) = 2h(t) [u(t)q(t) + v(t)p(t)] ,

z ′(t) = 2h(t) [v(t)q(t) − u(t)p(t)] , (A.2.2)

with corresponding polynomial parametric speed

σ(t) = h(t)
[
u2(t) + v2(t) + p2(t) + q2(t)

]
.

Note that the form (A.2.2) — which is similar to the characterization for Pytha-
gorean quartuples of integers [8] — was given in [16] in a different context, not
in the study of PH space curves. A proof of (A.2.2) over more general domains
than R[t] was recently given in [97]. To avoid the possibility of undesirable
inflection points, we focus on the odd–degree spatial PH curves of the form
(3.0.2) defined by taking deg(h(t)) = 0.

Choi et al. [13] introduced two algebraic characterizations of solutions to
condition (A.2.1), based on quaternions (see Appendix B) and the Hopf map (see
Appendix C), that are extremely useful in the construction and analysis of
spatial PH curves. The definitions and properties of these representations, and
conversions between them, are presented in Chapter 3. The structural invariance
of the characterization (A.2.2) for spatial Pythagorean hodographs with respect
to spatial rotations was demonstrated in [27].

PH space curves inherit the classical property of planar PH curves of having
a polynomial arc length function. Since the spatial Pythagorean condition is
necessary for a rational unit tangent, this class of curves includes as proper
subset all the spatial polynomial curves with rational adapted frames. Moreover,
pipe surfaces2 — the generalization of offset curves to planar loci — based on
spatial PH curves as spines, admit rational parameterizations [43].

Geometric Hermite interpolation by spatial PH cubics was addressed in [77].
As in the planar case, a geometrical description of the Bézier control polygon
of PH space cubics and their identification as polynomial helical curves were

2 See Section 1.4.
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introduced in the original paper [43]. A helix is characterized by the fact that
its tangent maintains a constant inclination with respect to a fixed unit vector.
All spatial PH cubics are helical, but not all PH quintics. As noted in [37], the
satisfaction of the helical condition implies that every helical polynomial curve
must be a PH curve. It was also implicitly noted in [37] — and more explicitly
emphasized in [4] — that for a helical polynomial curve the quantity |r ′(t)× r(t)|
must be a polynomial in t. Thus all helical polynomial curves must exhibit a
“double” PH structure (see Chapter 4). However, the sets of helical polynomial
curves and of double Pythagorean–hodograph (DPH) curves are not coincident:
all helical PH curves are DPH curves, which encompass all PH cubics and all
helical PH quintics, although non–helical double PH curves of higher order exist.
Hence, the DPH curves encompass all helical polynomial curves as a proper
subset.

Monterde recently identified [71] a special subclass of Salkowski curves3 with
rational Frenet adapted frame and, hence, a double Pythagorean–hodograph
structure. Even if this novel class of DPH curves is characterized by interesting
geometric properties — as in the case of helices — being a one–parameter
family of curves defined by a parameter which varies in Z, its practical use in
application algorithms could be restrictive.

Interpolation of first–order spatial Hermite data by PH quintics is a non–trivial
problem [26], involving a two–parameter family of solutions rather than a finite
multiplicity as in the planar case. In this context, the quaternion representation
is typically used — although an alternative approach in terms of the Clifford
algebra geometric product is described in [79]. The two free parameters that
characterize spatial PH quintic Hermite interpolants are angular variables and
the identification of “good” or “optimal” values for them is a challenging open
problem that must be addressed, since the shape of the PH quintic interpolants
may depend sensitively on these parameters (see Chapter 8). One approach to
specifying the two free angular parameters is to require the PH quintic Hermite
interpolant to be a helical curve [37]. As noted in [37], when the tangents at the
start and end points are not parallel, the helical quintics can be divided into
two (non–disjoint) classes, the general helices and monotone helices. The monotone
helical quintics are not sufficiently flexible to interpolate arbitrary Hermite data
[37]. The formal proof for the existence of general helical PH quintic interpolants
to arbitrary data is given in [29] (see again Chapter 8). A different approach is
proposed in [99] where the asymptotic order of approximation to an analytic
curve, from which the data is presumed to have been sampled, is used to
select these parameters. The same idea is used in [100] which is concerned with
interpolation of second–order Hermite data by spatial PH curves of degree 9
involving a four–parameter family of solutions.

3 A family of curves introduced at the beginning of the 20–th century by E. Salkowski and
characterized by constant curvature and non–constant torsion.
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a.3 mph curves

The generalization of the PH property within the Minkowski metric led Moon
toward the definition of Minkowski Pythagorean–hodographs (MPH) which allow
precise reconstructions of planar shapes from their medial–axis transform (MAT)
[72, 73]. The medial axis of a planar domain collects all the centers (x,y) of the
circles of maximum radius r which are tangent to the contour in two or more
points. The MAT is then constructed by combining the (x,y) coordinates of the
medial axis with the corresponding radius value r.

Polynomial curves (x(t),y(t), r(t)) in the Minkowski space R2,1 that satisfy

x ′2(t) + y ′2(t) − r ′2(t) = σ2(t) ,

for some polynomial σ(t) are known as MPH curves. The sufficient and nec-
essary condition analogous to (A.1.2) and (A.2.2) for planar and spatial PH
curves, respectively, in terms of four other polynomials was given in [73]. The
computation of MAT and offset curves by MPH curves was presented in [11].
The G1 Hermite interpolation problem by MPH cubics was addressed in [63],
while the C1 Hermite interpolation problem by MPH quintics was recently
studied in [64].

As a point (x,y, r) in the Minkowski space R2,1 with two space–like and one
time–like coordinates can be mapped to a circle in R2 with center (x,y) and
radius r, a point (x,y, z, r) in the Minkowski space R3,1 with three space–like
and one time–like coordinates can be mapped to a sphere in R3 with center
(x,y, z) and radius r. Hence if an MPH curve in R2,1 identifies a one–parameter
family of circles, an MPH curve in R3,1 identifies a one–parameter family of
spheres whose envelope is a canal surface, see for example [12, 13].

a.4 generalizations

The generalization of the PH property to the rational case allows to determine
all rational curves whose parametric speed σ(t) is a rational function of the
parameter [2, 84] and also all the rational surfaces S(u, v) whose normal vector
n(u, v) = Su× Sv/|Su× Sv|, where Su,Sv denote partial derivatives with respect
to u and v, is a rational function of the two parameters [85]. An alternative
to these Pythagorean normal approaches for identifying surfaces with rational
offsets are the patches with a linear field of normal vectors, generally indicated
as LN surfaces, originally proposed by Jüttler [53] and then further investigated
in [57, 88]. Recent related works concern the connection between two-parameter
families of spheres and rational offset surfaces [80, 81].



B
Q U AT E R N I O N D I V I S I O N A L G E B R A

The algebra of quaternion is an algebraic system, first invented by William R.
Hamilton (1805–1865) in the 19th century, which finds natural applications in
different fields of mathematics and physics. Just as planar geometry can be
described by means of complex numbers, three–dimensional geometric trans-
formations can be represented with quaternions. This effective algebraic tool,
necessarily closely connected with animation techniques, is widely used in
computer graphics and scientific visualization [48, 92].

In order to properly define the quaternion division algebra, we begin in
Section B.1 by briefly reviewing some basic algebra concepts. Section B.2 sum-
marizes basic ideas from the algebra of quaternions, and presents some identities
of technical nature that are required in Chapter 8. The relationship between unit
quaternions and 3D rotations is then described in Section B.3.

b.1 algebraic systems overview

In abstract algebra, a field comprises a set S and two binary operations + and
· on S, usually called addition and multiplication, respectively, such that the
following axioms hold for all a,b, c ∈ S.

(i) Associativity: (a+ b) + c = a+ (b+ c) and (a · b) · c = a · (b · c).

(ii) Commutativity: a+ b = b+ a and a · b = b · a.

(iii) Distributivity of multiplication over addition: a · (b+ c) = a · b+ a · c.

(iv) Identity: there exist two elements 0, 1 ∈ S such that a+ 0 = a · 1 = a.

(v) Additive inverse: for all a ∈ S, there exists b ∈ S such that a+ b = 0.

(vi) Multiplicative inverse: for all a ∈ S, a 6= 0, there exists c ∈ S such that
a · c = 1.

The best known fields are the rational numbers Q, real numbers R, complex
numbers C, and the field of rational functions, i.e., the field of fractions of
polynomials in one indeterminate with coefficients in any given field.

By assuming only part of the above axioms, different algebraic structures
arise. For example, if we do not require both the multiplicative identity and
the multiplicative inverse, we obtain a commutative ring and, if we relax also
the commutativity of multiplication, just a ring. Obviously any field is also a
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commutative ring. Other commutative ring examples are the integers Z and the
polynomial ring in one or more variables with coefficients in another ring. A
special class of commutative rings are the integral domains, commutative rings
without zero divisors and with a multiplicative identity 1 not equal to 0, the
additive identity. Again, every field is an integral domain and even the integer
Z or a polynomial ring with coefficients in an integral domain are integral
domains.

If we remove the requirement of commutativity of multiplication from the
above mentioned properties characterizing the algebraic structure of a field,
we obtain a division ring, also called a division algebra or a skew field or even a
non–commutative field. Quaternions, denoted by the letter H which stands for
Hamilton, are an example of division ring and constitute a non–commutative
real normed division algebra1.

b.2 basic quaternion algebra results

Originally born as extension of complex numbers by the lack of possibility of
using only three basis elements to define a division algebra (see for example
Section 5.2 in [24]), quaternions are “four–dimensional numbers” of the form

A = a+ axi + ayj + azk , (B.2.1)

where the four coefficients a,ax,ay,az are real numbers and the basis elements
1, i, j, k satisfy the relations

i2 = j2 = k2 = i j k = −1 .

Here 1 is the usual real unit: its product with i, j, k leaves them unchanged.
Preserving the order of terms in products, we infer from the above that

i j = − j i = k , j k = − k j = i , k i = − i k = j . (B.2.2)

Since the products of the basis elements are non–commutative, we have
A B 6= BA in general, for any two quaternions A, B. Quaternion multiplication
is associative, however, so that (A B)C = A(B C) for any three quaternions A,B,
C, and each non–zero element has a multiplicative inverse. Thus, Hamilton
obtained a skew field and a four–dimensional division algebra over the reals.

The sum of the two elements

A = a+ axi + ayj + azk and B = b+ bxi + byj + bzk ,

of H is simply defined as the sum of the corresponding quaternion components,

A + B = (a+ b) + (ax + bx) i + (ay + by) j + (az + bz) k , (B.2.3)

1 A division algebra over the reals is a real normed division algebra if it is also a normed vector
space Rn, with norm such that: ||xy|| = ||x|| · ||y|| for all x and y in Rn.
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and using the basis elements relations (B.2.2) together with the distributivity of
addition over multiplication, the quaternion product is given by

A B =(ab− axbx − ayby − azbz) + (abx + bax + aybz − azby) i

+ (aby + bay + azbx − axbz) j + (abz + baz + axby − aybx) k .
(B.2.4)

Regarding i, j, k as unit vectors in Cartesian coordinates, we may regard A as
comprising “scalar” and “vector” parts, a and a = axi + ayj + azk. We write
A = (a, a) — conversely,

a = scal(A) and a = vect(A) . (B.2.5)

Thus, all real numbers and three–dimensional vectors are subsumed as “pure
scalar” and “pure vector” quaternions, of the form (a, 0) and (0, a), respectively.
For brevity, we often denote such quaternions by simply a and a.

The sum and product of the two quaternions A = (a, a) and B = (b, b) may
be concisely expressed [87] in terms of the familiar vector dot and cross products
as

A + B = (a+ b , a + b ) , (B.2.6)

A B = (ab− a · b , ab + b a + a× b) . (B.2.7)

The scalar and vector parts are also known as the “real” and “imaginary” parts,

a = Re(A) , and a = Im(A)

since the square of a “pure imaginary” quaternion (0, a) is always the negative
real number −| a |2. Obviously, if we may identify H with R4, quaternions
imaginary parts a could be seen as elements of R3, namely Im(H) = R3.

Every quaternion A = (a, a) has a conjugate, A∗ = (a, −a), and a magnitude
equal to the non–negative real number |A| defined by

|A|2 = A∗A = AA∗ = a2 + | a |2 . (B.2.8)

One can readily verify that the conjugates of products satisfy the rule

(A B)∗ = B∗A∗ , (B.2.9)

and, consequently,

|AB| = |A||B| . (B.2.10)

Equation (B.2.8) allows to define inverse of any quaternion A 6= 0 as

A−1 =
A∗

|A|2
,
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so that A−1A = AA−1 = 1, and hence the corresponding division operation
that characterizes the quaternion ring. Since the product of two quaternions is
in general non–commutative, we can distinguish between left and right division,
namely A−1B versus BA−1.

As a direct consequence of the above mentioned quaternion multiplication
properties, we quote from [6] the following Lemma.

Lemma B.1. For any two quaternions A = (a, a) and B = (b, b), we have

• AB = BA if and only if the two real vectors a and b are linearly dependent, i.e.,
a× b = 0. In particular, the reals are the only quaternions that commute with all
others.

• A2 = −1 if and only if |A| = 1 and A = a. Note that the set of all such A is the
usual two–sphere S2 ⊂ R3 = Im(H).

b.2.1 Solutions of the quaternion equation

Consider the quaternion equation

A u A∗ = d , (B.2.11)

where u is a unit vector, and d is any non–zero vector not aligned with −u. The
quaternion solutions of (B.2.11) comprise a one–parameter family [26], which
can be conveniently described in terms of the unit vectors

δ =
d
|d|

and n =
u + δ

|u + δ|
.

Here δ is a unit vector in the direction of d, while n is the (unit) bisector of δ and
u. The solutions to (B.2.11) can then be written as

A =
√

|d| n exp(φu) , (B.2.12)

where φ is a free angular variable, and we invoke the short–hand notation

exp(φu) = cosφ + sinφu .

Note that, in expression (B.2.12),
√

|d| is a scalar, n is a pure vector quaternion,
and exp(φu) is a unit quaternion with vector part in the direction of u (note
also that, when a combination of scalars, vectors, and quaternions is simply
written in juxtaposition, the quaternion product is implied).

For completeness we remark that if δ = −u the general solution of (B.2.11) is

A =
√

|d| (δ⊥1 cosφ+ δ⊥2 sinφ) ,

where the vectors δ, δ⊥1 , δ⊥2 comprise an orthonormal basis for R3.
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b.2.2 Some special quaternion identities

Because they are rather long, the proofs of the following two propositions are
presented here. These results are used in the analysis of Chapter 8.

Proposition B.1. Let u be a unit vector, and A and B be quaternions such that
dA = A u A∗ and dB = B u B∗ satisfy dA× dB 6= 0. Then the quaternions A, B, A u,
B u are linearly independent.

Proof : We argue by contradiction. First, from the quaternion product rules, one
can easily verify that A and Au are linearly independent. Now suppose scalars
λ, µ with λ2 + µ2 > 0 exist, such that B = λA + µAu. Then we would have

B u B∗ = (λA + µAu) u (λA∗ − µuA∗) = (λ2 + µ2)A u A∗ ,

which contradicts the assumption that dA = A u A∗ and dB = B u B∗ satisfy
dA × dB 6= 0. Therefore, A, Au, B must be linearly independent. Likewise, if we
assume Bu = λA +µAu, we would have B = − λAu +µA, and by the preceding
argument we infer that A, Au, Bu are also linearly independent.

Finally, suppose scalars λ, µ, ν exist, such that B = λA + µAu + νBu. Then
we would have Bu = λAu − µA − νB, and hence

B = (λ− µν)A + (µ+ λν)Au − ν2B .

But this implies that

B =
λ− µν

1+ ν2
A +

µ+ λν

1+ ν2
Au ,

in contradiction to the conclusion that A, Au, B are linearly independent. This
completes the proof.

Also, given the unit vector u and quaternions A, B we introduce the following
four quaternions:

QA = (qA, qA) = (AA∗ , A u A∗) ,

QB = (qB, qB) = (BB∗ , B u B∗) ,

V = (v, v) = (AB∗ + BA∗ , A u B∗ + B u A∗) ,

S = (s, s) = (−A u B∗ + B u A∗ , AB∗ − BA∗) . (B.2.13)

For these quaternions, the following relations can be verified.

Proposition B.2. Let (q, q) be either QA or QB. Then we have

v · s = v s , |v|2 − v2 = |s|2 − s2 , v · q = v q , s · q = s q . (B.2.14)
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Proof : From (B.2.7) the scalar product v · s can be written as the quaternion
expression −12(vs + sv). Then the first relation in (B.2.14) becomes vs + sv =

−(vs+ sv). Now we have

vs + sv = (AuB∗AB∗ − AuB∗BA∗ + BuA∗AB∗ − BuA∗BA∗)

+ (AB∗AuB∗ + AB∗BuA∗ − BA∗AuB∗ − BA∗BuA∗)

= AuB∗AB∗ − BuA∗BA∗ + AB∗AuB∗ − BA∗BuA∗ .

On the other hand, we also have

−(vs + sv) = (AB∗AuB∗ − AB∗BuA∗ + BA∗AuB∗ − BA∗BuA∗)

+ (AuB∗AB∗ + AuB∗BA∗ − BuA∗AB∗ − BuA∗BA∗)

= AB∗AuB∗ − BA∗BuA∗ + AuB∗AB∗ − BuA∗BA∗ .

Thus, the first relation in (B.2.14) holds.
Consider now the second relation in (B.2.14). Noting that |v|2 and |s|2 amount

to the quaternion expressions −vv and −ss, this relation becomes −vv + ss =

v2 − s2. Now we have

−vv + ss = −(AuB∗AuB∗ + AuB∗BuA∗ + BuA∗AuB∗ + BuA∗BuA∗)

+ (AB∗AB∗ − AB∗BA∗ − BA∗AB∗ + BA∗BA∗)

= −AuB∗AuB∗ − BuA∗BuA∗ + AB∗AB∗ + BA∗BA∗ .

On the other hand, we also have

v2 − s2 = (AB∗AB∗ + AB∗BA∗ + BA∗AB∗ + BA∗BA∗)

− (AuB∗AuB∗ − AuB∗BuA∗ − BuA∗AuB∗ + BuA∗BuA∗)

= AB∗AB∗ + BA∗BA∗ − AuB∗AuB∗ − BuA∗BuA∗ .

This establishes the second relation in (B.2.14).
Now consider the remaining two relations in (B.2.14) where, for example,

we take Q = QA. Again, we have v · q = −12(vq + qv). Thus, the third relation
becomes vq + qv = −2vq. Now, we have

vq + qv = (AuB∗AuA∗ + BuA∗AuA∗) + (AuA∗AuB∗ + AuA∗BuA∗)

= Au(B∗A + A∗B)uA∗ − AA∗(BA∗ + AB∗)

= −AA∗(B∗A + A∗B) − AA∗(BA∗ + AB∗)

= − 2AA∗ scal(B∗A) − 2AA∗ scal(AB∗) = − 4AA∗ scal(AB∗) .

On the other hand, we also have

vq = (AB∗ + BA∗) AA∗ = 2AA∗scal(AB∗).
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This establishes the third relation in (B.2.14). Finally, the fourth relation in (B.2.14)
can be written as sq + qs = −2sq. Now we have

sq + qs = (AB∗AuA∗ − BA∗AuA∗) + (AuA∗AB∗ − AuA∗BA∗)

= A(B∗Au − uA∗B)A∗ − AA∗(BuA∗ − AuB∗)

= 2AA∗scal(B∗Au) − 2AA∗scal(BuA∗) = 4AA∗scal(AuB∗) .

On the other hand, we also have

sq = (−AuB∗ + BuA∗) AA∗ = −2AA∗scal(AuB∗) .

Hence, the fourth relation in (B.2.14) is established.

b.3 unit quaternions and 3d rotations

If |A| = 1, we say that A is a unit quaternion. Since the product of two unit
quaternions is always a unit quaternion, the set of unit quaternions, necessarily
of the form

U = (cos 12θ, sin 12θn)

for some angle θ and unit vector n, defines a (non–commutative) group under
multiplication,

Now, as stated by the Euler’s rotation theorem, any 3D rotation may be
described by three degrees of freedom. One of them specifies the rotation angle
θ, while the remaining two identify the axis of rotation n. Obviously, any rotation
can be represented in different forms: the pair (θ+ 2kπ, n) for any integer k, as
well as (2kπ− θ, −n), specify the same rotation of (θ, n). For any pure vector
quaternion q and unit quaternion U, the product U q U∗ always yields a pure
vector quaternion. By (B.2.10) the map

q → U q U∗ (B.3.1)

leave the norm unchanged and, hence preserves the Euclidean scalar product.
Moreover by a simple and straightforward calculation, the vector q, regarded
as sum of two vectors, the first given by the component of q along n and the
second by the remaining vector part of q in the plane orthogonal to n, namely

q = (n · q)n + (n× q)× n ,

is rotated into the vector

U q U∗ = (n · q)n + sin θn× q + cos θ (n× q)× n ,

where the component along n is unchanged and the others move according to
sin θ and cos θ as for planar rotations. This corresponds to a rotation of q through
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planar case spatial case

complex numbers quaternions

a = a+ iax A = a+ axi + ayj + azk

Euler’s formula unit quaternion

exp(iθ) = cos θ+ i sin θ exp(θn) = cos θ+ sin θn .

2D rotation of p through θ 3D rotation of q through θ about n

exp(iθ) p exp(12θn) q exp(− 1
2θn)

Table B.1: Planar and three-dimensional geometry in terms of complex numbers and
quaternions. With p and q any given 2D or 3D vector — identified with a
complex number and a pure vector quaternion, respectively — is indicated.

angle θ about the axis defined by n [87]. Note also that the unit quaternion
− U = (− cos 12θ, − sin 12θn) specifies a rotation through 2π− θ about −n, and
thus has exactly the same effect as U = (cos 12θ, sin 12θn). Finally, we may
observe that UqU∗ = q for any q ∈ Im H if and only if U ∈ R, i.e. if U = ±1.
The quaternion rotation operator may be used in several rotation sequences
applications.

There is an intimate connection between quaternions and complex numbers in
view of their geometric meaning. As shown in Table B.1, if complex multiplica-
tion represent rotations matrices in two dimensions and hence planar rotations,
quaternion multiplication represent three-dimension rotations matrices and
hence spatial rotations. This geometrical aspect was just the motivation which
drove Hamilton to extend the classical complex number theory to quaternions.



C
T H E H O P F F I B R AT I O N

The Hopf map, discovered by Heinz Hopf (1894–1971) in 1931, is a particular math-
ematical function which associates each circle of points on the four–dimensional
sphere with exactly one point on the ordinary three-dimensional sphere. The
set of these circles form the Hopf (fiber) bundle, also called the Hopf fibration1.
If, in virtue of its geometric and algebraic properties, the map plays, beyond
doubt, a fundamental role in both differential geometry and algebraic topology,
it arises also as basic geometrical element in many different physical subject
areas [68, 96].

As initial step, we introduce the formal Hopf map definition in Section C.1. The
intimate connection between the Hopf map, unit quaternions and, consequently,
spatial rotations is then analyzed in Section C.2. As ancillary tool, an overview
of the stereographic projection, which allows to visualize and better understand
the Hopf fibration in practice, is given in Section C.3.

c.1 the mapping

The Hopf map H : R4 → R3, defined by

H(u, v,p,q) = (u2 + v2 − p2 − q2, 2 (uq+ vp), 2 (vq− up)) , (C.1.1)

can be regarded as associating complex number pairs

(α,β) = (u+ i v,q+ ip) ∈ C×C

with points p = (x,y, z) ∈ R3 according to

p = H(α,β) = (|α|2 − |β|2, 2Re(αβ), 2 Im(αβ)) . (C.1.2)

Now, the unit n–sphere Sn is the set of points in (n+ 1)–dimensional Eu-
clidean space which are at unit distance from a central point, namely

Sn =
{
(x0, x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn+1 :

∑n
i=0x

2
i = 1

}
.

An overview of standard n–dimensional unit spheres for n 6 3 is showed in Ta-
ble C.1. Spheres in more than three dimensions are generally called hyperspheres.
When we restrict (C.1.2) to complex numbers satisfying |α|2 + |β|2 = 1, it can be

1 In topology, bundles (or fiber bundles) and their generalizations to fibrations are well–known
concepts related to surjective continuous maps between topological spaces that satisfy specific
properties within the homotopy theory context.
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dimension definition

0–sphere S0 = {x0 ∈ R : x20 = 1}

1–sphere S1 = {(x0, x1) ∈ R2 : x20 + x21 = 1}

2–sphere S2 = {(x0, x1, x2) ∈ R3 : x20 + x21 + x22 = 1}

3–sphere S3 = {(x0, x1, x2, x3) ∈ R4 : x20 + x21 + x22 + x23 = 1}
...

...

n–sphere Sn = {(x0, x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn+1 : x20 + x21 + . . .+ x2n = 1}

Table C.1: Unit n–spheres. For n = 0, 1, 2, 3 we have the pair of points (−1, 1) on the real
line, the unit circle in the plane, the standard unit sphere in three-dimensional
space and the so–called glomes in four-dimensional space, respectively.

interpreted as a map S3 → S2 between the “3–sphere” S3 : u2+v2+p2+q2 = 1

in the space R4 spanned by coordinates (u, v,p,q), and the familiar “2–sphere”
S2 : x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 in R3 with (x,y, z) as coordinates. Thus, for example, the
great circles of S3 are mapped to points of S2 by (C.1.2). According to Section B.3,
the group S3 may also be regarded as the set of unit quaternions

S3 =
{
U ∈H : |U|2 = 1

}
,

which forms a group under quaternion multiplication.

c.2 hopf map and 3d rotations

The Hopf map model (C.1.2) and the quaternion product AuA∗, where A =

α+ kβ = u+ vi + pj + qk and u is any unit vector, are just different notation to
express the coordinates on the right hand–side of (3.0.2) that identify a specific
point in the Euclidean three-dimensional space. As seen in Section B.3, when we
restrict A to the set of unit quaternions |A|2 = |α|2+ |β|2 = 1 we define the group
SO(3) of three–dimensional rotations with respect to the composition operator.
In this case, the map S3 → SO(3) can also be seen as a group homomorphism.

c.3 stereographic projection

In complex analysis, the stereographic projection maps each point (x,y, z) on the
unit sphere S2 to the point z of the complex plane C according to the formulas

Re(z) =
y

1− x
, Im(z) =

z

1− x
. (C.3.1)

The intersection of the ray from the north pole (1, 0, 0) of S2, chosen as point of
projection, through each point z ∈ C with the sphere, gives the corresponding
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Figure C.1: Stereographic projection S2 → C: all the circle on the sphere that do not
pass through the north pole are projected to circles on the complex plane.

point (x,y, z) on the sphere. Circles on the sphere are mapped to either circles
or lines on the complex plane, depending on whether or not the circle on the
sphere passes through the point of projection, see Figure C.1 and C.2.

The inverse of the stereographic projection (C.3.1) which associates to each
point z of the complex plane the point (x,y, z) on the unit sphere according to

(x,y, z) =
(|z|2 − 1, 2Re(z), 2 Im(z))

|z|2 + 1
, (C.3.2)

may be regarded in terms of the Hopf map as H(z, 1)/(|z|2 + 1). Lines in the
complex plane mapped to circles on the sphere by (C.3.2) intersect each other at
infinity.
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Figure C.2: Stereographic projection S2 → C: all the circle on the sphere that do pass
through the north pole are projected to lines on the complex plane. These
lines may also be regarded as circles of infinite radius.
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